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- The present notes aim to be in a sense a
snapshbt'of a field of study

on the move. They ere far from comprehensive, and undoubtedly
omit mention

of several itportant.writings
and activities, noteably perhaps the forth-

coming.socio-linguistic
survey of Eastern Africa' (briefly

described in a

recent;issue of
the LINGUISTIC REPORTER).

They may strike the reader as

unduly idiosyncratic
in their organisation

and general perspective;
if so,

this has been the cost of an attempt to impose or discover a coherent shape

in a richly inter-disciplinary
and rapidly growing body of work.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Linguistics as a social science.

The study of language, if it is to be acceptably comprehensive' and relevant,
has to match the scope and character of the language user's intuitions, about the

natureof ranino. For all of us, meaningful use of language, among other things,
is that which appropriately reflects its `soCial and cultUraf milieu and conveys
social and cultural purpose. The present account takes stock of some current
developments, both within and outside' linguistics itself, in the study of the
linguistic expression of social and cultural meaning.

In.many respects the.. position today is still aptly- reflected: in anise -words

writtam.in/929"by E.SAPIR: "It is peculiarly important", he remarlui, "that
linivists..vto- are often accused, and accused Justly, of failure to-took-beyond-..
the pretty patterns of, their subject mattar.,. should became-awes-of...Wm*. 4144
4CienCO-Orpilletia .for- interpretation of ...11412811 .-cooduct. In:general. *ether
they like it or not, theyinst.-become increasingly concerned xitirthesintny..,
-anthrepOlogical,.soCiological, -and,.pSycholagical probltas.which invada...the -fTeJ4-.
of linguistict" (E.SAPIR, 1929a). The...esiar-itself was SignitiCantly

-"The-Status of tinguisticz,as a Science": significantly *cause 'the impetus to .

make linguisties a "science" has general*-Ot until liLther.roceritlY Contributedin
tro 'stall.measureto-notions -of,. its relative' indapendence (1) from molt of the..ottuir

!social itienCes" (see fcir example N.CHOMSKY, 1965? p.20).:.. 'It.eannot7now 'bo-said
that linguistics-continuer-to repel piyeholzgicarprobiems,-but it is true to..
say Unit most linguists today are not sufficiently aware of, still less...conterned
about.,..issuet familiar to anthropologtand,,sociology. "In..14.-CaseOf sociology
the lack of involvement' ii,,moreover, entirely mutual. 'There-h.'', Very noticeable
lacof pub.1shed interest iu "language, more however thn'in - among
sociologists the world over. Yet for SAPIR (1929 and eliewhir) linguistic/1r-
.above all a social -science. Much sorer-recently R.A.11A14.,,,Ir.,;(1,965),bas bee!
moved to place' a similar esphisis .on the social character of language: there
is theroever-present -danger that .... nitra4tractured-grilmar touch -with
linguistic. reality, whiCh is that of 'individual humansspeaking to and reponding to
the speech- 'of other' individual .humans in the -context. of their 'social .relationships"
(p.345).. Compare too C.A.FERGUSON (1959)r-Descriptivelinguists in their understandable
zeal'todescribe the Internal structure of the language.,*,kay,are...sAidying,-.often Ail
to provide even the most eleisentary,,data about, the socio-cultural setting In which
the ltingiulp`a fanctions" (p.437). On 'the.side ovsociology, it was *tilted- out in
1956 by .the,Allericans G.N.kiTNAM" and E.X.011ERN that "Sociologists have merely
skirted the sdiei of theezoc ioiogy of. language." In. 1965 the,'14r1tieb,tootelog,1,1t.

J.KLEIN wrote, in response to.the isolated example-of the.LOndon,sociologist
8.BERNSTEIN: "The difficulties of communication between- limbers of different social
classes are worth investigating- bra. systematic way., kind- of social study is
still in, its infancy"

Some further vieWl on the still.largely potential
in culture and society, arranged...chronologically -

FJIOAS (1911) it HYNES' 1964c;.
B.MALINONSKI T1923).
.a.putiorett. (1935):.
J.R.FIRTH (1935); p.17; 32; and "Sociological linguistics is the .greet field-.

for future -research" (p.27).
(1937); step, .ch.8

B.NALIN01140 (1937);

rtspair 'of, the studi-of language

t:
C. din HYNES 1964c; p.41, sit is by nollellak aplied however-

that:- theileietsal line of annulment, here is mice:sexily sonad).
4.11.GREEPIO8 (1940).,..1* 110 .s. 1964c; the. author .t.Wpiatitse at histea it

conteation: the prigistic*.aspeop.#g, languago-s-airtve at; the,
pofiat Aare, the ilitirest, of the, ethnologist, grpotekt,**0 that, of tbs
lingliet.mere0 Marginal", (p.28). Compare 411.iliterli;,(1957,) belt*, And wok
of paraiss (1964e).---
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2.
J.B.CARROLL (1953); p.113; also fn.6 on p.240.
J.O.HERTZLER (1953); p.109.
U.WEINRIV: (1953); p.4, 5.
K.L.PIKE (954.60); esp. Part I, p.1-7, 21 etc. See now K.L.PIKE (190).
E.HAUGEN (1956); much of this, for example: "The linguist's task is to----""'"

identify and describe all cases of interference, and ,then to
co-operate with other social scientists in accounting for them"
(p.11).

G.R:PICKFORD 11956); p.211, 212, 220-3, Thus: "Sociolbgy has not completed.
its analysis of class, but it is proceeding'critically and ,it needs
the help of linguists .:. language certainly looks likOping Ole of
the clues." A great deal in the writings of B.BERNSTEIN.pursues
ihii point,' including (196S), esp, p.144, 145;

K.L.PIKE (1956): A convenient starting-point for the study of PIKE': view of

4.

.language.

C.A.FERGUSON and J.J.GWERZ (1960); p.2,. 101. 11. ,

A.R.DIEBOLD'(1961), in HYMES,1964c; p.496, 497.
;

J.J.GUMPERZ (1961), in*NES 1964; p.416 ff.
.4 i

D. HYlip (1WIla 1; ,i).331 ,and (1961b) ; p.66.
C.A,FERGOON (1962);10.

, :
4 '

R.JAKOBSON (1963), in 3,0gENURG 1963;, p.277: "The intensive collaboration
or linguists With cultural anthropologists and psychologistOn
Cl5nference oniLanguage Universals indicates that the presentAay.,,,,
linguiii'li abbut to reject the apbcryphil epilogue ,which the
rditerii'Of $auisure's Cours added in italics: 'The true and'unique,
obje,ct'o0inguistics Triinguage studied in and for itself'.

. 44
vi todliy ,.not conceive language as whole 'in and for itselfi.140
qimut4aneouciy ea a.constituent part -of culture and society?" ,,

T.A.SEBEOK (1964)f p.O.
. .

D. HtMES'11964a; 1964b, 1964e, 1964d). Compare especially 1964b, p.31 fit,.
; with J.X.KATZ.bnd J.A.FODOR (1963), and fn. 9 below.

W.BRIGHT (1966); Intloduction.

7

J.A.ITSHHAN41966); ppenaiX B, fn.24 etc.
t

.

.1., -

f

It ihOeid'belidderatoola that the refeiencei abOve are 'very far. from /

exhiustiver'and'Oennot properly be read eulide-their-tontexts.' They are
set vutlowever:bedeese they make 'the same.eral point from differenOnalos

1 - f

11

*. I. , .
is

votild appear Offitial .position takin by the "socfal
respect'of the ittedi'df-Ianguage in,Social contexts 11 much the same both tin

Britaie and ;the United Stettin If one can ,judge from representative repotte,abstraetel; end 'bibilogriphies (although 's'ee. 1.21: iv, below) 'three' noOkla,
sourCes7of are;' 1

f

' Thi Aeserican Iehaxioural.Ahientist ,Guide to Relzelit
Publications in the Social G Behavioural Sciettoes";i
1965. Contains 6,664 items, including some dozen
pertaining to the study of language.

. -

ii) "Report of the Committee on Social Studies ", H.M.S o.
timd: 2066;

iii) "Report of the Social Science Research Council :pe,c

.

to March 1966", HALO., 11th Ancr4'-i966:

1,2 Sources of adtiVItic.

.

1

'?

0Such is the sheer scope of the subject, however, that. One. ean itx11point to a very substaatial amount of work on the ,general theme of ".1Ungit*go?
in culture -and' abcietri,mareover the output appears to be progiessiirelf
quickening. A 1640, nuiiber of .diSciplines are represented,- particitlarit:
anthropolbgt. , 'Coliperiloni Will make thismaple, there is istbnishinglf tittles4OimiOn ground between
Selected Title* to sobtor ibtics (Center for Applied: LiOguistiei" .t exit bgraphy of 1

a large:recent work' by
J.O.HERTZLER entitled A. Sociology of Lanauaue (1965), and the 'biblibgisphy
worked into the present account. The sheer bulk of D.H.HYMES' Lanauaoe
in CtIlt;-.1. e Sct4.4.." 7.1:14c1(1,1-.,t-:4ftinc, (Et a -,..oliqPrAltive estitirte) snLie
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.2,200 items, commands attention. These moreover overlap very little
with the 658 items in!the'teXf.0 the-cliss16-hmue-es in. Contact by

- 1U. WEINREICH (1953)4' which' in tirkhaie little in common vi th the 640-60d

items in. the complementary4Bilinbalism in the Americas by E.HAUGEN (1956),
It is necessary to peintont.hoWever that much of this prolific. output
stems from work carried .out in the United States. This fact is well
reflected in the next section (1.21); is seen in historical perspective
by J.B.CASAGRANDE (1963), p.279, 280 and (esp.) fn.l, p.294; and is
placed beyond all doubt by even a brief perusal of ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS,
which since 1964 has been largely devoted to the findings of contributing
consultants to the Languages of the World File under development at Indiana.,
University (see also 1.21, iii and iv below).

The most prolific source of information is undoubtedly the Center for
Applied Linguisitcs (C.A.L.), Washington D.C., which'among other functions
produces a regular Newsletter which reports significant inter-disciplinary
activity involving linguists of all persuasions. From this it is possible
to learn for example about forthcoming and past major conferences, seitinars,

courses, etc. - which in the United States can amount in themselves to
apparently influential events. The largest, as it would appear, took place
et the University of Indiana in 1964 '(iy below), lasting no less than eight
weeks. A feature of such conferences is that they tend to be. sponsored by
such bodies as the Social Science Research Council, National Scienceloundation,
National Committee for the Teaching of English, Co-operative Research Branch of
the U.S. Office dfEducation, etc., and are prone to recommend the establishment
.0f new national committees.

1.21.Some recent conferences:-

i. Bloomington. Indians, A conference on "Social.Dialects and Language
Learning", held in 1964. 25 participants, including linguists, psychologists,
sociologists, and educators. Sponsored by the National Council for the
Teaching of English (N.C.T.E.) and the Centre for American English of the.
Illinois Institute of Technology. Financial support was provided by the
Co-operative Research Branch of the U.S. Office of Education.

Specificlopid: Egnlish language problemi.of the culturally under-
privileged. "One of the major objectives of the conference was to. devise
some Means for facilitating a continuing.exclange of information ...."

', ..

PublicatiOni Social Dialects and LingVage Learning (ed. R.W.SHUY) 1965.

Further development: First meeting of a new National Comkittee on the
subject held 'at the Center for Applied Linguistics, 'Washington D.C.

ii:'' Symposium of the American Anthropological Association, 1963.

Publication: The Ethnography of ComMUnicntion, (containing DAYMES
1964a, S.ERVIN -TRIPP 1964, J.J.GUMPERZ 1964, W.LABOV 1964, E.M.ALBERT 1964,
etc).

Ht. IBlobsiingtOn, Indiana; May 17.19, 1962: "linguists were invited to
participati with'workers from font' other disciplines = plythiatry, psychology,
education, and anthropology - in a discussion of the developing study of
non- verbal communication". Directed by T.A.SEBEOK. Five "state of the
art" mere were prepared and distributed in advance (representifg five'
disciplines)-; and debated at the conferenCe 'itself:

*aaication: Approacheute Semiotic* (ed, T.A.SEBEOK, 1964). (Contains
A.S.HAYES'1964, and.E;'STANKIEWICZ 1964).

1V4:' 4 India m01- for eight weeks in 1964, on socio-Iingaistics, Sponsored
by thelocill Seiente Research Council and National Science Foundation.

Infprepiration for the seminar, the C,A.L. compiled an annotated bibliography
of_704books and artic:as, SELECTED TITLES IN SOCIOLINGUISTICS. The'only.
,pdhlishedlproduct so far' appears. to:be "Language, Dialect, Nation' (E.HAUGEN;'
'19660'i American Anthropologist, 1966. -

Aecommendations.inclidedi Social Science Research Council COmmittee
on Socio=Linguiitics; the'establishment of cross-disciplinary fellowships:.
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v. UniversityLUNiforniej1214941es May 11-13: 1964. A conference
on'socio-linguistics. "TWelVe-ipedially idViUd scholars from.othar
universities met for the occasion with members of the Los Angeles linguistics
community .... in what was perhaps the first conference to be exclusively,
devoted to the field". Advance distribution of thirteen papers, discussed,
at the conference.

Publication: W.BRIGHT (.1966).

1.22.Bibliographies, historical surveys,etc:-

"BULLETIN SIGNALETIQUE".
K.W.DEUTSCH (1953).

R.J.GOODELL (1964).
E.HAUGEN (1956).
E.HAUGEN (1964).

R.A.HALL (1966).

J.O.BERTZLER (1965).
D.HYMES (1963, 1964a: 1964b, 1964e),
J.J.GUMPER4 (1965b),
F.LOUNDSBUHY (1959,..1962),

. .

C.MOHRMANN (1961); 13410-127..
K.L.PIKE (1954-60); now (1967).
"SELECTED TITLES IN SOCIOLINGUISTICS" (1964): on "multilingualism,

language standardisation, and languages of wider communicatioe.
H.H.STERN (1962).

W.A.STEWART (1964).
ItIVII..DOMEC (1963).

.

U:WEINHEICH (195F.
.

Ev,WENTWORTH and S.B.FLEXNER (1960). twt A 1

2. CULTURAL COMPETERCi:.

2.1 Lame and parole.
I

Before proceeding any furthest, it may bevorth whileasking whether
the developing, body of work referred to: ere holds out promise of powerful
insights that can,be applied right across the field. This is the natural
requirement that discipline iirltstlitines ehaiied-With-the work will be
tested against. In this connection.itAs instructive to consider the views
of some very antipathetic criticS-0ijhe7B.titith-inthropolOgist B.MALINOWSKI, since
he as much'ai anyone held to. the conviction that language is of.thelsience of
culture and society, and they, of it. , For MALINOWSMI (1935)- the real linghintic
fact is the "fullutterance within its context of situation" (p.11). Side by
side with the context of reference,Ne4hove,another context: the situation in.
which the words have been uttered" The duty. of the ethnographer is to put
words back where they come from, and the-main object of linguistic' study .is
"living speech in its actual context-Af situation "., which in tarn: require* "the
empirical approach to linguistics" rather than one "largely confined to deductive
arguments" (1937, p.63). Further than this, the distinction beiWiln."parole"
(or speech) and "gangue" (or code) isokfalse one because the one Mat ultimately
be some,general,iorm of the other.. Main emphasis must to-placed. thOrefite.on
parole.

. i
k

A reasonable representation of the opposite view - that, of the supposed
utter hopelessness of a direct essaultalsparole - is given. by J.may, 11960, who
introduces a very recent edition of tke second volume of The Language of.Magit
and Gardening. in order, it wculd seewcto dismiss him onceandtibr alUliom the
linguistic scene. His main point is that the meaning of an. stternnce Cannot .

be "determined" by its context of situation, far leis analysed in those tome,
since contexts are infinite. Unless,g0me way of reducing such infinite variety
can be found, context of situation will have to remain "below the level ofl
generakebstract theory" (x04 hence of no particular Interest :This' Is tilIke
of argument on a per with that of J.L.KATZ and J.A.FODOR (1963)., Wiese ilikstration
of the "disambiguation" problem inherent in such expressions iL"alligatotShqes"
and'horse shoes" is designed to stress-the inginite accidents which go into our
"knowledge,of the world",f2) For BERRY, for= KATZ'and FODOK and for most
(not ellt011,of those. opposed to the notion of context of situation, the ieaaing
of an utterance is autonomous, situation merely providing "a.clue to the. .

particular meaning with which the word is used" (xv) - or utterance, presumably.
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"ThOthei iordi gaiNdwul, is regarded in this light as.e behaviourist.
Whether this' i$ so or riot, .W.CHOMSkY's damaging review (1959) of B.F.SKINNER's
Verbal basic) be-redened with ,by all those who wish to study language
in its'COnteXt'4 situatibi:. "SKINNER had taken the position that it is futile
to paitilate inherent meanings for the forms of language, since these.are
unobieriablelnd Mini); perpetuate "an outdated doctrine of the expression of
ideilikelit alive by a "sort of patchwork" of undeveloped psychological notions,
Unobiervablity meant uaccountability, (4) and before we know where we are
"meaning" will be "assigned an independent existen..". The only way out is to
assume that human virlial behaviour is not species- specific, so allowing oneself
therafore'to carry out controlled eXperiments in which the environment of
animals is manipulated and responses observed. Thhs "response" types can be
related to "stimulus" types, and conclusiOns drawn tsi the causation of human
verbal behaviour. On this'' line' argument CHONSKY had a great deal to say,
almost all of it securing the concurrence of many scholars, and not,oely those
sympathetic to the puticulat'lingnistic theory put forward by COONSKY himself,
A few of his main observation's ire: that we have no right to assume that biopic
underlying features'of ierbil'beheviOui aie not specific to human beings alone,
rather quit the Contrail; that* "cannot predict verbal behaviour in.termi.
of the Wall in the speaker's environment, since we do not know what the
current stimuli aye until he responds" (p.553); nor for that matter is it
possible to go in the oppsite direction, identifying aspects of the environment
from utterances, since we will then have to explain both scholarly and intuitive
evidence 'for "latent learning", whereby the stimulus for action comes fiom inside
the orgadilierither than from some external "reinforcing" agency; that the
conrribution'isde thus by the organism is clearly of great importance, aid Incense
of the-limited ONpecity of the human brain (5) can only Mikis hal thelcquiSition
of a fimito-set of abilities; that this in turn means that the human being in
acquill;04--he ability tpAandle the infilite, variety of language his miitered
a fidite sat int paha ""; that the rules are "inteinalised"ti grammatiCal

.

compitenci"'3" ii7i process of Sin e nc 'oi the part of thilanguage uier.o.Who
is gemetitStly isndowed with the a ty to do JUSt this ;, and finally that !..
theanelyitin 'turn has to infer the structure of competence from What helkl.
along WithientivO-Speaking informants - can obserVe and intuitively know,l''
of acceptable utterances. Elsewhere CHOMSKi deals with the question of the..

the linguist' e rules in the light of native speakers' intnitionah and "internal
validation" - in terms of their apparent universality, siipliCity, and
consisteOcy,

I

empbasised that generative7teguists, in their largely (but
certain4y,eot wholly ql) sceptical view of attempts to describe the
"sktaitional".espect of language use,!do not turn away, as "distribetioitl"
lirguiiis seem to many ,to do, from fusdamental.queitions of meaning, One Of
the main misrelate is generative theory is concerned with further developing the
nementiciomponent,of grammatical competence, Utterande: are alike of not alike
beesustot.their endorlying semantic identity. The diatiection bititten "deep"and "surface" otruetare was at no time not fundardentallyvig; semantic. Mere'
recently, the aemantic character of grammatical relations has lieen'redricee
by mesa generative linguists to specific sets of univirsa/I fixed4'innate
semantic plaitiwes(often, but not allays, called "semantic markers ") related.
to the rest.of.ihe grammar by similarly fixed "projection rules" t13).. With
this development the ever-present affinity with some basic assumptions of
DE SAUSSURE (1931) becomes closer still.(14) DE SAUSSURE did not of course'
think is ter of generative rules, nor generative lleguists'In tilts Of an
essenisilljocial "collective ,conscience", *et both' held a mentalist view of
liegu09**"9'

ter* "mentalist" detres not necessarily imply long-standing "tradltiOnal
conceptual" potions ofIdualism". sk) But neither. in generative nor'in
Saussurean,termal.does it, reject the c siteA"sound-ilage natant. of

alts; whether the' are phoneme: 7), deep structeres, lexical
items, or mketever, icits essentially relational natme that preserves:

DAR ,SSA "sign" against a valid imputataiOraliillsm,(10) A sign in a
reletionel.composite of "sigeificeee'and."signifie" MO the latter Compere
"dementia marker ");: the formel.ta" structure of a language it expresiedi Email

In term's of,- inter- relations ("velem") along siOnk; and
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signs are largely defined by such inter-relations ("logical and psychological
relations that bind together coexisting .terms and form a system in the

collective conscience of spekkert"). Language systems looked at like this
appear like systems of metaphor -'seemingly unlike constituents fused together
to yield new and unified meanings. Metaphor, one might add, is not explained
by turning a blind eye to one of its constituents, howeverinterfused with the
whole it may be; nor for that matter is it explained by extracting for inspection
from each just so much as can be directly observed. So it.may be with that
part of the meaning of language which is social and cultural Miler than
semantic (in the sense in which the word is used in Saussurianpenerative
linguistics); that is 'to say not dualistically separable yet at the same time
somehow inherent in linguistic foxy. That is to say, it is not necessarily
the ease that social and cultural meaning stand outside the structure of
language, occasionally disambiguating sentences the sum of Whose parts in
itself.convay RIM. social or cultural. One is led therefore to question
whether An grammatical Competence (and in some way closely related to it)
the language user may not possess whet for want of a better term could be

called socio-linguistic competence, both kinds of competence contributing to
more general cultural competence. We shall turn immediately, therefore to
certain: published hints of this mture.

2.2. Co-existing oageteca.

Both PIKE and FIRTHYcritics of the doaliim they see in SAUSSUREs,sign,
like MALINOWSKI come under attack on account'of what is felt to be their
behaviourism. M.GAUTHIER (1963):tor example believes PIKE': examples of
verbal /non - verbal patterning (breakfast, a.ehurch service, a football match) to
have been carefully chosen to suit his particular purpose, being unusually ,

ritualised, hence serving to hide.the need to emphasise the creative aspeCt lors

language;.moreover easily segmented, "tied to the surface of phenomena". FIRTH
is taken further by D.T.LANGENDOEN (1964, p,307-9) for not hiving, exemplified.
his categories at. all: "Firth Pied not even shown how a linguist can, isolate
a single element of a content of situation "; .LANGENDOEN's:objeCtions hinge on
the necessity elaborate a prior "theory.of culture" which:will provide an
ticcount of "hoill'indisiiduallIgrowing up in a particular socieirkearn its

.

cultural pattern and,what is expected of them in it" (308, fn.9). He then''
hints at the need4or a competence model for such a theory.'' '

, ,

L1NGEMD0EN's bti'ef footnote calls to mina something of theperspective..
which informs many'ef SAPIR's Amitings, linguistic nd non - linguistic dike.' .;
For example: "An excellent, tens f the frultialnets of'the study Of'diliire
in close conjunction with:a study of personality.wOliibe'prOvided byStudlet
in the field of child. development. It is strange.hOw little ethnology
concerned ItselLatIth the intimate genetic problem of the icipirement of deltiire_'
by the . More recently, there is W. GOODENOUGH' now-Well=khOW-
criterion:foCcultaral,anslysis,,namely the need to specify whatWiS that
a.stranger to a, society .would have to know in order tojerfOrm'apprepriately
in it. (Z'1) J.B,CASAGRANDE;(1963) rakes .reference to some A)bserVat ions of
A.I.HALLOWE4L in pointing out thatimanthropologists spetifyin'any but the
most general terms "just what would be required of language' lilt le to do the
work of culture" (p.287). .G.A.MILLER (1966) suggests iwpessing that'one day
we might even.have "pragmatic rules'', capable of characteriiing. "our*iiited
variety of belief, systems (22) :

7Ie potion of pragmatic rules has been taken very setiOUly. by o:WERNER,
in an article which alpl to extend the assumptions underlyAngtHOMSKY's theory^
of grammatical:competencirtd the "domain of pragmatics".40):. .WERNERAtkinev
his pragmatic subject matter as, among'other t4ings:."a psychological analysis
of the relation between-speaking behaviour and other behaviout4 t psychological
theory of different conotationi of one aed,the-same word for-different

individuals; ethaOlegicstand sociological studies of the speakIng,habiteadd:
their diffemr.os_in different tribea,,.dIffereat age groupsl-amtioolalostritap,59).
The last part,°includes the 'ethnography of speaking' (D,H7ME, ),962,A964a)
and In one pleCa WERNER states: "PragmatiCsii0Coaittlerthe
ability of native speakeWto underStand'tand 010 langvageln a manderthat is
culturellyappropriate,and.results in pragmatically interpreted sentinels "' -(p0P.
His however. is', -Seateace-and-wordebased:thOoky whiclrowetreuehte theaotest
methods of KATZ and FODOR. "Minimum atomic Plans"-take.the place of "semantic
nerkers", and comprise a "set of active verbs" which cannot be further subdivided
"without difficulty". The attempt does not work out, its author admitting that
the "cultural cometenEe" 1.p seek: ma nftar all ha "sunny lists "_ ,6



M. DURBIN,. on "The Goals of Ethnoscience", in the same volume, baldly

reiterates some of the fundamental requirements foragrammatical coipetence

:theory in CHOMSKY (1965).(24)
. .

This then appears to be a dead end. .,One Struck,particularly by 'the

reversal of priority between goal's and subject matter on the one liard and'
method on the other. It is difficult enough to deny that the semantic marker's
of KATZ and FODOR in their own domain may very well owe too much to the

cognitive systems of their creators, that they are probably only susceptible
of internal (not external) validation, never reaching beyond the "moderltage.
to the stage of a theory true to the subject matter, moreover multiplying nearly

as fast as the knowledge-of-the-world "distingulshers" appended to thed, But

these entities when so literally translated into what WAthe A radically different
field of enquiry seem surely even more alien.(4°) It must not be'asiuwed for
instance that the contextual components of socio-linguistic competence would
typically be realised as lexical items (as in the case of sentaificparkers);
The relevant units may well be larger, ci,discontinuous, or phonologitalt Ott;
()fall these together, a veritable "mixed,bag", as X.MCINTOSH has itt(26)*-1:
yet all a part of the structure of the.linguage. Neither does it:follii*.thei
the linguist should feel the latter to be only marginally relevent'tO

concerns: standard Korean requires obligatory choices of verb-morphologyin''strict
accordance with ingroupness and outgroupness, and in each case, with.sslection of

one of three points on a scale of intimacy, whenever another person is addressed

(S.E.MARTIN, 1964); there seems no reason why the exprestion say:in English of
what appear to be rather similar sociological fattors shoUld not be As.inilinsively

arstudied, even though corresponding formal variations are Lot quite so Obligatbry -

and not largely restricted to the morphology of the word, fot t):at:mattef,""

J.B.CASAGRANDE (1963,,p.287) quotes some particulaily'well-thosen'ilbrdS :of

A.I.UALLOWELL (1955): "... all hUman*,:41tures must provide the it:40414'0th
basic orientations that are among the necessary conditioni for the development,
reinforcement, and. effective functioning of self-awareness." HALLOWELL*Oself
singles out three such basic, orientations: self -other orientation, sOatioat*oral
orientation, and object orientation, each common to all cultures. it is
noticeable that the kind of evidence which: supports each one is, again, pill:Wily
that of words, grammatical and lexical. Thnsvrespettively, these indludeij
personal pronoun systems, kinship terms,personal,names, terms for,p4ChOphysio-
logical processes such as dreaming, listening, etc.; naideS.fOr'Placei

significant topographical features;. and the "Orientation of the self fdli"'
phenomenological world'of,oNepfe." To the ,extent that HALLOWELL hal started
from,linguistic.units of a certain wort 'rather than from otherillse'specifiable
siwilpritAes IS the experience of slant it Would appear that attention 'might' in
consequence have been deflected away from factors' of orientation whichhit
characteristically not so marked, yet maybe no lesS commonly recognieWe as
culturally relevant to choice.alanguage. 'Yet one feels that thisliertieular
signpost does point in the right direction; . The deVeloping shape Of sOci&J-
lingutstie competence will be determined by our view of it as conceivably unique
subject matter, not as a functionsOfprematurely impOsed methOd already` established
for what might be Au4te different ends.,

,

.

Variety in the linguilticexpression of Comparable cultural meanings; One
should assume ,to be as Wide as, ,that ofilanguage itself, Recogniiabli'reOrrent
cultural motivations for choice of .One `language, or dialect .n preferaficete
another are mlikely,be,equally,releVant,te'choice among` the
variants elsewhere k"), At the same time, it seems hardly likely that,Oity
single feature in the grammar, or item in the lexicon etc., can be acteunied,:for

as culturally significant, or equally.so, and there, may be little sense in
attempting, a topRto-bottom analysia of the kind, usually or il'oftenlavoured
in linguistics," °' Even so, there seems every reason to regard Socid4ingUistic
competence in the same light as grammatical; competence and the'Wore*intiativ,e

.cultural competence that contains them both as a finite set of abilitiei, largely
universal, partly inherited, inherent in languages and in parts of It:10000i-
(though not by any means in all or most parts And'iore or less hab4tUally'ind
acceptably deployed, in practice, The language one might say, *lit In
him to make sense of language in context, ,by registering what are in tole Mle

central aspects of it rather than by., relying 0 hie continuoui and never-ending
experience of alligator shoes and hprse- shoes. The anal st'S,job is to'infer
what the language user registers, through observation of an introipettion'about
behaviour. Finally; it will be necessary to attend to the fact that allnfeatures
of language are in any case more, or less, habitual and.more, or less, acceptable,
as well as being either obligatory or optional. This moreover applies to
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language users as members of particular eqtures and particular societies
(and parts of these) and as individuals.(2') When it comes to the cultural
and social properties of language, the boundary dividing langue from parole
may turn out;afterall to be thoroughly blurred. The presentacceunt aims
to focus rather partiCularly on some of those recurrent concerns, of
socio-linguistics - and some-ffat-wreCurrent-=-that appear to be reason
candidates for recognition as fundmental aspects of cultural competence. t

.

3. DOMAINS.AND ROLE RELATIONS..

pertheation of-the notion. Of "cultural Competence" we have suggested

canAve,stiught by noting some of.the recurrent concerns of socio.gillguistics.

This ins -so in spite Of the apparently behaviouristic tendenciet of.much
1,00-linguistic work, yielding statements of the type: in environment x

we can *diet the occurrence Of language y (or dialect, style, Variant; etc.).
The,importent.point however is that in ,published work the same as it were
reduced. ingredients of, environment do tend to recur, and not necessarily es'

a result of PreconCeiied expectations. '*
, e

,One might start for.eXample with the use, and development of a term like
"domain"1,0i6, has been applied (by j.A.FISHMAN, 1965, 1966) to "the:occasions
on which oneA.anguige (variant, dialect, style, etc;) is habitually etplOyed,

,ixaher4han (or,in addition to) anOtherw (1966,, p.428). Recurrent'6Maint

would be.suckas "the family", "the neighbourhood ", "governmental administration",
"occupations", and so forth. At firtf sight, these bear Some resemblaneeto the

Lneo-firthian,categories(31) of "field of discourse" (M.A.K.HALLIDAY et al, 1964,

:1)0149; LM,W,DIXON, 1964a, p.37 ff.), and "register" (at any rate in the

sense, ,jnin which thit term is used by A'. DAVIES; 1965, as the language of

,ocp,upptional.groups"), "Domains" of language use are intended' however by

FIS140. to be arrivad_efin i quite different manner.' Inttead of wishing to

rely heavily* on the linguist's direct perception of 'formal (grammatical, lexical,
graphOlogical) contrasts t,34) - reinforcing or reinforced' by his

own,pereeption of secio-cultural"contrasts FISHMAN stresses that "the appropriate

detignation.and,definition ofdomaint of .language behaviour obviously calls for
considerableintight.into_ he soap-cultural dynamics of particular multilingual
settings at. particular periods in their history`' (reference is also made, esp.
inn 4).,

K
151, pipyious 030cutqWs along' ibese..lines, notably by E.IIADGEN, .

..),E.IY,, and 4:WEINREICR). WhatcharaCterises PISkMAN's handling' of
,rather,obvious eategory,is'howeVer; notz-nitiii-tinsistence on the inter -

disciplinary, identification of.releyalit domains; but alto, secohd,' the requirement

that,each *main be digerentiated into role relations, such *judge petitioner,

ti.A.;(1.hough nat,.,a1,1 role7relation difference's are necessarily related to language-

choice ;differences:, see, fn,' 19) 4 thirdl'the:need to recognise e'clear dittinction

.,,between doWn andtopicl 'fourth, the,rieedt ''orelate psychologically "compound"

"corArd.imite bilirigualism,ii the indiVidual to "overlapping" and "non- overlapping
domains to use (giving four-resultant typet of bilIngUalOi fifth, the tendinby
of certain domains to be more "maintenati60.:prone" in a language 'Contact: Setting
thsn,others (this factor being related or not related to other sources of variance
,Pigkeswritten,or spoken medium "forial"PihforMal", "production " / "reception "/

"inaer,speeCh", etc.); and sixth,'the.impliciiien that dOmah is the-key.cOncept
*understanding language maintentinee'and'shift, rather than "group intactness",
"00;"1_Or'"prestige".(generaIisations couched in these terms are diseuiSed on

P..442 AI). ..:,
_ .

n ; ';..___,. , ...
.

,..AISkitkN leaves theldentity_of domains and their constituent role'relations
.'

,!..snich,more open. other writers appear to wish to do. ,In so doing, liiielt

uridpubtsdly.,concerned to wait upon the emergence of more explicitly generalisable

factors, which, might be pas.O.bly.dffteit. jkom, those ( like "class" etc.) in

curreit,use. It should. *noted that he is also more concerned 'with "sotto-
,ecological,pUrpose" hearing uPen chbice bf language, or dialect, than with a

,possibly different'set'ofjectors_related to variaton "within a code" (p.439).

The linguistic ''dominance" Urge V.WEINREICH, 1953) (34) of a Speech
Community is, seen As, best expressed in terms of a chart showing "domains of language
,behaviour' liorizontailY and 'Other sources.of variance ", vertically, each

,,Jntfirsecti_ortOxkeikfcpijcientita- 6bange in direction, of language /dialect

i,phoice,,.. ;,,..! ,.1.. ,,
., , , ., , .

9

.. .



FISHMAN's awareness of the sociological dimensions of his category of
domiln deflects criticism on this core, but one is still led to question the
.assumption of an apparently pre-determined set of vertical sources of variance
such as those he presents. For example, three degrees of "formality"'are
taken as a yardstick for the measurement of influential participant relationship:" *"
The question is, however, what other factors might have been taken into "''r
consideration clongside formality? There are those for example.of "group t

intactness", "cIess", "presitge", and surely many ethers (seee3.2 below), which
are discounted both horizontally as factors entering (as aspects of role
relations) into the definition of each separate domain, and alio'(cutting across'
domaks) vertical. y. It is not. clear what fhp term formality itself is '.,
intencled to.imply. It is apparently regaidedas something more:general. in
scope than "prestige" ane, so. forth, since these axe. poi. mentioned anywhoreThe,
use of the term itself remindsohe of'a neo-Firthian oategoryecorrespondingly
'mod "foTrilfl.P:'". Rut IrtPi:'4Pont rolai-4611Dhips sw:01y 04, not ^..:0D*ollal'OrmselVot.
on all occasions into degrees of formality and- informality, one fee10 1 e,
Similarly,'the isolation vertically of a "written: spoken" distinction suggests"'
a lac's ofConsideration of other possibly relevant features of media of
communication, such as for example the presence or absen9e of various kinds 11' 2"'e
visual ccmponent, the means or lac% of means" proVided by'the medium for immedi'ate''
oe delayed !eedback c:: reciprocal communication (including interruption)Ithe
degree 'cif isolation fre.1 an on-going activity, the particular mass media.iiC''''"
questioji, atC.

, '1 te
, ,

J.B,CARROLL 01152 : approaches the question of characterising "langutte't -'
learning'cituatienP in a notidsimilir Manner. Hestates-that in order to
study the "eharacteristics and course cd the learning process a numbefOtrtoilOilfi
types'ol language learning situations should be thmeaghly investigated:. 'Thete
comMon types ehonld represent varicue combinationsof key variables"
Ailion'g these. are: "degree of contact with the second language (aside from .

edudationalContact);" (p.73) - as, for example; "imtediate family we household",
sameneighbourhoed" c "ssme town", the USe of the'second.language by "e.speOlil'is

groupofindivignais (egg. a religioneetooiety, a servant ciass,,...)", etc": '
CARROLL's various categories are merely.examples, and may or marnot,be.intended''"
to arise from arom the some depth of socio-cultural analysis s. FISHMAN'"s." . At ttie,
same .time, CARRML.e in, contrast to FISHMAN refers. to generalised-factbri of
participant relationship (inherent in attitadee towards ethe second language)'
such as "relative social status", "instrreacntal verve "; "cultural and .liberal It'
values", etc., without reduction to.a single'scale of formelitYeandwithout"
suggestion of their secondary relevance relative to domain itself (here seen in
terms of situations inetancing degree of costdot with'the second language).

There are many socio-linguistic approaches to the category of domain which
to a greater or lesser extent resolve themselves into general factors of role
relationship of the sort dismissed by FISHMAN. B.BERNSTEIN for example discusses
choice of variety of English ("code") by school-children in relation.to socio-
economic class and domains such as the home, the playgrdund, the classroom, etc.
Domains ifthis met are not however left unresolved. They are characterised in
terms of activities and relationships which on the one hand strese,"loyaltyeto the
group" and "insulate the speaker from personal involvement", and on the other stress
the expression of individual meaning and allow an "acquisition of skills which are
strategic for educational and occupational success". BERNSTEIN's hypothesis
(1966 is the most recent published Statemen) is that.a,"sharp stratificatien, ./-
(Vie phrase is that of W.LABOV, 1966q,- p.190, fnk12) OItlp,sociological side, :eree;
between "some sections of the working class strata, especially lower working.
class", and, in contrast, "middle class and associated strata", relates very'
closely indeed to an equally sharp, distinction between the availability (for tke )
lower working class) of a group-oriented "restricted" code of English, and for
the rest of the po ulation, the availability of this code plus an individisal-oriented
"elaborated" code. 36) Domains .sn such are the mere occasions on whickIhese
more pervasive factors operate to constrain choice of lanauage. To take one of
BERNSTEIN's less familiar examples (1964), the middle-classpsychiatrisposes,an
unfamiliar problem for his working-class patient, that orelaborating his. own.
personality; the occasion itself however, might form one of many physically quite
different occasions, each posing the same kind of.prOlem., JALEIN (1940,ise,eFei. -Tthe same factors at work in the husband-wife.family que.,qe,Where "problcqs, Y44be phrased. in an incomplete way and the teal: nature afthe'decisionmaynever;Os.ee,revealed",(p.173). KLEIN speaks of the "cognitive:poverty" of certaWs.ector&e,oeein society, which she calls a "stubborls determination not to ,develop" (p.A7A; tOatignis to say, in large part a disinclination to develop the power to express oneself."'"Domain of use, as a category, in this view of things ecquires meaning when it can
6e. re2irdet: in turns of very generalisable faotors T s. Po



In general, socio-linguistic investigation tends not to stress the

observatim of correspondences between linguistic and domain variety, but
rather attempts to explain linguistic variety in terms of more generally
recurrent, or abstract, factors. J.J.GUMPERZ (1958) and (1966) provide
examples of contrasting emphases which might well reflect a more general
recent trend. In the earlier account, GUMPERZ explains that in "urban
agglomerates in the so-called plural societies of the east" there is often

a high degree of "role specificity" . the round of daily activity "segmented
into a series of separate spheres governed by distinct and often conflicting
norms." This leads to the preservation of linguistic norms (relative
absencp of complete code-merging) but allows considerable overlap of one sort
or another, noteably a "code-switching style" for each language, marked by
extensive structural interference. In the later account, of code-switching

between "rana Fula" (the local dialect) and "bokmal" (the literary, religious,
and generally high prestige dialect) in a Norwegian country district, GUMPERZ
refers to various "social networks"(6) (religious, political, and so forth),
but dispenses with all these in favour of a specific set of generalised factors:
"friendship networks" (in terms of "closed" and `open" groups, rather in the
manner of the sociological distinction between "primary" and "secondary" groups(39)),
"transactional" and "personal" settings, and local/non-local topics. Choice of
dialect is related not so much to the analysis of each particular domain as to what
amounts to eight possible combinations of these more generalised factors. One

notes in passing, however, that GUMPERZ wishes to generalise types of setting
without reference to factors like "class", "prestige", etc. (p.38), hence in
thie,respect ranges himself alongside FISHMAN. There is no theoretical reason,
he states (p.34), why socio-economic status, education, and so forth, should
automatically be directly relevant.

,There is certainly no general agreement among socio-linguists ablaut what

the more general factors in the field might be, let alone about how they might
be defined . once stipulated or suspected. Likely correspondences
turmout on inspection as often as not to fall short of exact identity.
J.J.GUMPERZ (1966) makes use of a distinction between "closed" and "open" networks
based on friendship ties ("linguistic similarity is most closely reflected through
friendship ties": p.35), each observed either in "personal" settings (calling for
the expression of individuality) or in "transactional" settings (calling for
"linguistic etiquette" and the suspension of individuality):-

Social networks (religioew.politics, etc.)

I

"Friendship" networks
,e`

Closed groups Open groups

Trantactional(T) Perseeel (P)

STEWART (1963) states that "two main kinds of behavioural variables play an
important role as the determiners of language usage in any social situation"
(p.156);-

(The term "formclised" is paraphrased aeformally prescribed")

Private Public.

/
Unformalised (N) Formalised (F)

To these variables STEWART feels draWn to add one more, distinguishing between
"a.C011oqUial and a more formal style of speech, say, from Joos' casual to
consultative', signalling a change in the "Mood of discourse" (p.158).

BERNSTEIN, as wa have seen, is concerned with whether the use of language Is or
.1116t group-oriented, but does not specify four distinct possibilitioS.
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It can be seen that for BERNSTEIN the suspension of individuality is rather
closely related to the looms of the participant on the (closed) group, hence
not "personal" - yet at the same time not "transactional"; and "public".rather

than "private", but (according to the sense one chooses to stress) bath, .

"formalised" calling for language which is highly predictable and normative)
and "unformalised" (calling for language which is appropriate for "informal

gatherings" rather than for "official ceremonies" and the like). ,* STEWART'S

term "formalised" does not equate with GUMPERZ's "transactional", since.he
observes that in the course of generally unformalised behaviour the speaker
might suddeg* shift to a "formalised" language not because the setting had
suddenly become transactional but rather the '!mood" of the discourse bad changed

(the example provided is that of a "Haitian friend with whom I had been on
Creole speaking terms for some time" who switched to French with a switch Ol
topic to that of the health of his mother: p.157).

Seeming synonymity among different terms and identity in the meanings Qf
the same term are normally more apparent than real, whatever the particular,
field of linguistics one chooses to study. In socio-linguistics it is especially

necessary to guard against the too rapid assumption of common.labels,like °Class"
"power", "prestige", "status", "solidarity", "acquaintanceship", "formality", etc;
particularly if a clearly specified connection with particular settings or occasions

is not maintained or demonstrated.(40) FISHMAN's basic perspective then is
valuable, amounting to a methodological warning .(see 5 below) not to be diitracted
by the ready availability of neat axes and labels, but rather to seek well grounded

understanding of the actua: situations in which language is. used.

Few domains of language usew or even factors of participant relationship
can be assumed to be universal. (41' Perhaps none are. But whether this is so

or not.the description of situational variety has to take account pf the.Ways
in which different social grOups indulge in different activities and,eXhiblt,

different inter = personal relationships. The categories in FISHMAN's.chart, or,
in CARROLL'slenguage learning situations" are only likely to hold good for
(particular:groups of) immigrants in say one part of America and (particular

groups of) language learners in say one part of Nigeria respectively: hence
FISHMAN's emphasis on the heed for insight into "the socio-cultural dynamics oi
particular Multilingual settings". Moreover, there is no doubt that, the

sociologita1 identification of social grrAps (indebted to the sodiologisths
perception of largely non linguistic markers) in general.precedes any solely
linguistic indentification. The point is obvious, yet has to be made. A study

such as that Of W.LABOV (1966a; see also 1964 and 1966b) could not have been.
undertaken without initial use of sociological data of considerable complexity,
concerned with socio-economic groupings in New York City. In connection especially

with LABOV (1966b) it has to be conceded that the linguist as linguist is guite
powerless to estimate types and obtain measures of, for example;, social, mobility.
Yet, es LABOV shows rather convincingly, social mobility is a strong candidate to,

put alongside measurements of the social status quo. Much of sine's language

behaviour, that is to say, is.probably normative, in the sense of conforming,
to one's own ideas of the norms of the group we aspire to rather than, the

performance of the group we belong to. From an anthropological angle,
W.GOODENOUGH 11961) makes the same point in stressing the "intense concern
of the individual with the various symbols (which are more than "mere marIcap")
by which they might prove to 'themselves and the world that thpy,gro achieving

appropriate goals of "social identity". In a sense, a verOgort#ni!kei tb
the schoolchild's language performance is precisely his notiont, of where, socially,

he is heading. LABOV notes a much closer correspondence between "lower middle
class Upward mobility type" and "upper, middle class" speech(at any rateln,
respect of the particular phonological variants studied) than between the Iormer,
and "lower middle class stable Mobility type ", the former alsa :showing the,
strongest i!ilbJective endorsement og the norms concerned (1266b)

.rit

It is riot of coUrse possible to apportion people each to one Single group in

society. ,LABOV points out for example that socio-economic classification alone
fragments into,several chaiacteristics moreover, acquired at different times in a
person's lif: educational leVel, occupation, income, etc.; that cases of."status
incongruence" ,are,not at all infrequent; and that these are reflected in linguistic

behaviour. KLEIN (196$ p.430 ff.) gives a useful aecount of'differing
sociologiCal schemes of classification for,social differences.(42)'; There it

clearly very great need for collaboration between sociologists and'linguists in
this matter,,paitiu.,:, .A.y,if one accepts the strictures of BEMSTEIN, KLEIN,
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PICKFORD, PUTNAM and O'HERN, and others referred to in 1.1 above.

"Social group", with particular reference to linguistic correlates, is

approached from various angles in:-

B.BERNSTEIN (throughout).

G.L.BROOK (1964); ch.?.
C.A.FERGUSON (1959).
J.J.GUMPERZ (1958; etc.).

M.HAAS (1944).
M.A.K.HALLIDAY, A.McINTOSH, P.D.STREVENS (1964); ch.4.
E.HAUGEN (1956, 1962).

J.S.KENYON (1948).
J.KLEIN (1965).

W.LABOV (throughout).
S.NEWMAN (1964).

G.R.PICKFORD (1956).
G.N.PUTNAM and E.M.O'HERN (1955).

R. QUIRK (1958).
E. SAPIR (1921, 1931b, 1933).
L.SCHATZMAN and A. STRAUSS (1955).
T.A.SEBEOK (1963) On "social dialects" in the animal kingdom).
W.J.H.SPROTT (1958); .See fn.39 above.
R.W.SHUY (1965).

W.A.STEWART (1964, 1%5):

3.2 General Factori.

Allowing for the dangers implicit in a too ready acceptance of neat pies,
and labels, intuition suggests the likelihood that underlying the undoubted

variety among domains, social groups, topics,. etc., there will still be certain
factors of cultural competence that are universally applicable. Moreover, it
would be surprising if their identity were particularly obscure - at any rate

at a certain level of awareness. There is therefore some sense in pursuing.the
literature, of socio-linguistics from this point of view. Leaving aside the very
popular,concern with "formality", three terms are particularly recurrent:, "status",

"power", and "solidarity", each possessing several apparent or near synonyms
(as "prestige" with "status", group "loyalty" with "solidarity", etc,). Further

than this, the first two (not infrequently interchangeable: rightly or wrongly)
'are often made to contrast in their effect on choice of language with the third.
However, the sociologist's distinction between "status" and "power" would seem to
be quite as pertinent. Briefly, "status" concerns evaluation (socially conditioned

in varying degrees) of the characteristics of others - including their language -
while "power" concerns the actual exercise of "force", "domination", or "manipulation"
by one person or group over another (see LeOtCOSER and B.ROSENBERG, 1964, oJB4-143).
Neither may be easy to observe or define '.."#) but the distinction itself.seoms to

be important for its bearing upon choice of language., Partial or complete overlapping
is, of course, not uncommon (indeed, al; three can come together on occasion; one

can speak of the solidarity of status aril power). But in a sense the more
interesting cases are likely to be those where non-congruence is most apparent, not
only of each with the' other but among different types of the same general factor

(especially, perhaps, "status"). The linguist is likely to be especially,
interested in these cases in which choice of language seems most problematical or,
in other words, least predictable.

To what extent does the individual language user, and the larger speech
community, select languages, dialects, styles,, variants, etc. in accordance with

needs to reflect and establish particular relationshipi of status, power, and
solidarity? Do these same needs (44) govera rangy of behaviours from the

.

selection and development of a 'standard" language, mit'ng system, etc., to the
exact choice of words suitable for addressing an old fries.' over the garden fence?

Standard languages can arise from two mein sources; first, from the promotion
of a language largely used outside the "speech community" (see 8 below) tothe
role of superposed medium of communication, in casCs where none Of the several
indigenous lauguages,or dialects are considered suitable; and second, froth the

selection of one particular local dialect from tw Or mve Candidates, including
the possible development of one or other of the varieties of a language in' a
sitnntior cf "diglossia" (or the standardisation of some mixture of these: see

C.A.FERt, 4. 1959),(45) Once chosen, the socio-political decision to recognise
the exiPt._°(. of a "la:Nu:Tie" where, structurany (and/or by various criteria of
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it( Metle:e:r 141.41/4 ctk...c.ca etiookrtinari "LS
oi courSe cbum0110kw, in the' case of.DatC4 v:»wc! nor exalikpAa",

has not infrequently been pointed, out that three .basic factors, have to.bevekx......

together by the community and. those in power, namely_the need to reinforce the

unification of the community itself, to ,assert its ,separation fromacutg/40.,,
neighbours, and fi ensure its ability to communkeetellternationallV7/., The
fikit-tio-of these are clearly aspects of group .solidarity., the last any ,aspect of

p:Ithiliteadlorstatut and power .r. power being.naturally conferred by9akiewinaow on
1 "thov,Itosid";'' Wit strike; one.about each perticular locale .however is ,precisely

lierplarti6ilarity or seeming uniqueness of what thcse very gemal considerations
Or airtly (coaipare. fni40.4bOve)c :yet still with ilkints .of resemblances.

EAUGENI-1959) provides a theughtlmovoking.account of the then standard language
NitOatlon in Nci6my,'whete)the rivaldvarieties of.."bokmar,and "nynoisk".can bt
tpokea df; withbutido much .rick of.over-ftimplificationt as "more civilised" ,and
"lore Norwegian":respectively.: ' Such-Sectors as status, power,,,aolidarityostc.
will no doubt, in the .course Of time,lindan,squilibrimm.which will allow the one
Or the other, or some form of 'fusion of theMwo, to emerge as standard"but-it
is worth pondering the Oct that governmental.suppqrt lreflected for example ,in
educational policy) has not effectively cheeked,th,decline of,nyaorsk.since 1945.
Risking an over-stereotyped view ofathiags,Ota.might.sayAhatl'powerl,ivnot.

e. .winnincrOut over ;1statue, Even*I./tOUGEN.is,right.inpointing,to the
"urban sub-stindard" bridge variety as. the neaten; standard.14nguaget then:again

"'we mr.be witnessing'the long-term butpossibly.inevitabla,succeskof relatively
low-stitus everyday communicative efficiency (aed,otcourse.commescial,utility)
-0Ter n relatively. high - status form, of language...,lhe survival: eflEaglisk.mather

'sthen French after 1046'helpa,to undermine..the4enareltaattenuthetst4e,sorecf-

prestigeful language displaces..thojese preatigefulAse0,4AFISONAN/t14444.
p.444, 445, for several other exasples4.andAwtoojcloser,toatthe Norwegieg case,
does the story of the origins of.modernAtenderd Engliskin.pogthleastern:dielects

'Aof.apparently low Social status letligh,utility The.verfous,papera,on
Al :00 subject by (in particular) N.DAVIS/ also.,11,4.00134Q.k0.90.1 and EAKMALL:contai

Aessons'of aoMeconsiderable.releyanocito sOder4.1r9141*, 7,:f ,;

In a :ease, any functional attribute of a language, whatever'its status,`
confers "power",oh..the user.: .The,"htgr,veriqtytin.poitmetton,o4 diglossia,
ifindeed.iti"is'notiused,by auyiseetor.qt4h0 county fer,ordinary.conversatioel.
(C#A.FERGOSON, 19594 P435), tust.correspondingly lack. power otst cer4a1kPer% -
not only throighcita non -use ,for conversational puxpoges but Also perhepal,ip

connequence, through some degree of functional'Or9P44,, The4fate,of Sanskrit and
Latin in particular among high-siatps literary.languageS eeedc-40,40re.thet,mere
mention., The_ "power" of casual conversational.lanpage.remtaqs one that.vernacular

too have ;their .special strengthi,contribuilK to and derivingmo!.the strength of
smeil-group solidarity.- There is the well4newm Peelege.buE,§APIR.(4931a)

a

"Generally speaking,. the smaller the circle, and the sore, complex the ,understandins
already arrived at within it, the more. economical cae.the act of communication

. afford to become.. ..A.single word passed between.membera,cfaanintimate groups,

.14 spite of its apparent vagueness and embigu1tyfisay,constitute,e.far mere-precise
communication than volumes of. carefully prepared correspondence,inteichanged between
two governmente.". There is reason to take,What spa is saying** quite,literat
not,* much in.order.toadvocate.the promotion of localtverneculars at the expense
of more widespread leriguageat. as, to retain regarddr, the unique of festiveness of
meny.languages.or dialect; precisely,because they serve,thisjurP91, 40,W016, If
a "restricted code" exists for English it too hatpowerllend,.incidentally, ae:tuatA
(Mintiest hence a, kind of status: see B,BERNSTEIN1,1941ap,p.308;_end..A.AAILlar,
1958, p.291), the-_ power which come, from sociel,cohesivenewand,identityuthe
power the politician and advertiser alike seek to tap. Paraguay has been call**
an interesting "language laboratory ", in that it, presents a picture, of
stable co- .existence between a world la:Nunes. Spaniehond,a geogrephicailv
restricted vernacular, Guarani. 3.1101W(194) points out.that,4%.the,time of
writing) 52% of the pupulation,were_bWingual.. ,Spenish,ia!the 1anguar Okia
.Guarini of "solidarity", broadiyispeaking. , wpm ,wishes, eheice of
one or .the other in terms of this pair.of.axes,f40,A44:hr,referencettccothers
(sosio-economic class, urban/rural origin; topict,sext:et0:110010. jleili109 eta'
the question of Whether this is the right sort:of hierarchy .t9Iecognise (ittleans

heavily on the need to reduce a comflt situation to simple dim'ensioni, and may
4111 be rather, too deductive inmethod: see po, 00/0011%he intereatincur indeed
.powerful - slot mar quite possibly be where_positiVe 0011440V44%praect; nth
equality of status),... At this point Guarani, .,lac the.,normal me4iumf,3NOw to the
''extent that dyads in general tend towards, or, at any rate. seek, .precisel this
relationship, 47) so Guarani is well placed to sullies pressure from CIO genera:
superior status of Spanish.(48)



Solidarity among equals does not always of course confer the kind of power
that survives. The predicament of the Hawaiian schoolchild faced with the ticklish' ,.

problem of having to code-switch on appropriate occasions between the high-status
non-solidary standard English he is taught in the schools and the form of "vulgar"

English.(related historically to pidgin English) which symbolises solidi*ity with
his peers (ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS, 6, 7, Oct. 1964, p.76 ff.) - and,for this
reason possesses, for him, equally high status of a sort - can be illustrated all
over'the world in many different contexts.

. The primary function of BERNSTEIN's
"restricted" code, for example, springs tolmind. So too does the phenoMenon of
"age-grading" whereby an apparently consistent use of low-status dialect among lower
claas Negro boys (rather than girls) in Washington D.C. is restrictedo those of
very yelthg age who have not yet been nacculturapid" to the more pre.ft:igioUs dialect
(.W.A.STEWART, 1464). 'At the age of seven of eight, noticeable dialect shifting

takes place, fairly independently (in STEWART's view) off:Mak edOption. /he
power Of language or of a particular form of language to confer solidarity brings
with it a very real but Often insecure, form of status. W.LABOV (1963) relates
the tendency to centralise diphthongs among inhabitants of Martha's Vineyard, a
small island off MaSsachusetts, to feelings of resentment against incoming economic

"exploiters; fishermen in particular, and of a certain a#i'(3)-45), form the focal
point for'the expreision (including linguistic expression) of independence. 'I
think we use an entirely different type of English language" expresses consciousness
of the need for' status attaching to solidarity. "Hypercorrection" is most
'pronouneed among young men who had left for the mainland but then returned, and
it may be noted in passing that hyliercorrection may alio be a normal feature of
'upward social mobility (LABOV, 1966b)°, hence very much an expression of status
feelings'. ID.WEINREICH (1953) suggests that frustrated superiority feelings can
give rite to intense language loyalty, resentment being cause Immong the more
steadfaSt meMbersof the-dominated groupsa resentment which brings with it
unswervIng language loyalty" (p.101). However, as J.A.FISHMAN points out (1966,
P.444; 445); this Would be a questionable generaliSation if taken too far, and
WEINREICH too Concedes the need for qualification, in pointing Out that "a group's
language loyalty tud nationalistic aspirations do not necessarily have parallel
goals" (p.100).

Theie various considerations apply naturally to the adoptipn of-any one
'language Or'dialect for *pedal purposes, or in particular domains, as well as to
the'adoption Of" 1 standard language for the whole community. In DeCember 1964
the writer had occasion to make'arather rapid assessment of the classroom
linguistic experience of Somali school pupils, idorder to makerecommendations
whiCh might bear "upon a re-assessment of the educational linguistic policy of the
Country, with special reference to the creation of a national university (;'SOMALIA"
1964). The Somali Republic is admittedly more nearly homogeneous linguistically
thin perhaps any` other 'African state, but from the point Ofview of indiviOual

.bilingualita it would appear to present as heterogeneous'a picture as most. The
mother- tongues are Somali, Rahanwiin (unintelligible to Somali speakers:

BXANDRZEJEWSKI, 1962; J.J.PIA, 1966), and a Bantu tongue, Chimini. In terms of
numbers speaking each `mother- tongue language, one might agree with ANDRZEJEWSKI and

''PIA in regarding' Somalia as a basically monolingual country, that is, speaking
Somali, HoWever three oUtsidelbei*s (Arabic, Italian; and English) are used each
for certain purpoSeS and by certain groups and are used as media of instruction in
tertain'parts of the educational system - each one very nearly qualifying as a "major"
language, thing C.A.FERGUSON'S Criteria (1966b). One of these, Arabies-presents on.
tOp,of-this its own picture of diglostia: All in all, the'use of the phraSe
"linguistically homogeneous" for Samna would be Somewhat misplaced (tee H.KLOSS,
1966, et!). p.138Hon'the'lesS extreme examples of Malta and Luxemburg).

It is not uheOmmohlOr a SoMall'io handle - for various purposely but very
largely 'also' a consequence Of hiaft!Olinc each or any of Arabic, English,
Italian and at least his Ona dialed*, Of the vernacular Somali. Some alio speak
Swehil4 the primary "Vehicular" language of East Africa. Each returning, graduate
or SChooi leaVer from overseas, moreover, is liable to speak at least one other
language. 'The socio- linguistic hots are likely therefore to be complex, but it is
Clear that linguistic planning for the educational systems could alter the Whole
picture qnite'radically,'gilien'time.

There are two main edUcatiOnal fields to consider . the dchool system'inside
Somaliff,'on the.one'hand, and'the experience of Sdhcol=leavers studying. verseas,
"on the Other. The'language patterni of school curricula in the north of the
country differmarkediy from those in the south. TO quote a small extract from the



Report (SOMALIA, 1964):- "In the northl.a child first passes through a Korpnic

school where the ,alum of his instruction becomes, modern colloquial Arabic,
and where he becomes acquainted with the Classical Arabicof the Koran. Some
time before he is ten years old (in rural areas this may be between ten and four-

teen) he moves on to an Elementary School, where Arabic continues to fulfil this
role as medium of instruction At this point, English is being taught as a
subject. At the Intermediate stage, English assumes this medium fumPtion, and
retains it throughout the Secondary School. Arabic: meanwhile, is taught in the
Intermediate and Secondary School. n subject language; at Sheikh Secondary
School it takes up nearly 13% of th.' total curriculum time'. In the south, Arabic
is used as the medium of instruction 10 the first two grades of the Elementary school
after which- at present - Italian assume.' this function. Fliglish was introduced
in the Academic Year 1963/64 in Grade 3 6: Elementary Scnool as a further
second language, alongside Arabic. It is ihtended to replace Italian as the
medium of instruction in Grades 3 and 4 by Art.lic in the near future. Italian is
currently-the-medium of instruction in the Inte:mediete Schools, while in the
Secondary Schools in the south there are three mt...!taidepending on the school -
Italian, Arabic and English.(49) It is intended Out ultimately, as in the
north, English will become the medium of instruction in the Intermediate Schools
in place of Italian, but no final decision has yet bee: taken with respect to these
or to the Secondary Schools: The Report goes on:-

"There are at least two major aspects of this situatiol to be noted. First,
the output from the schools is composed of multilingual indWnuals with varying
competence ineach of several languages. As it stands, this s:14;at,lon does not

easily lend itself to sings medium teaching at any further inatitItion of learning.
Second as the three members of the Unesco 1962 Educational Plannihi Group remarked,
the curriculum 'stresses the linguistic side of education too strong:-,ts, This
second point is certainly so. In Elementary Schools in the south, VS of the
pupils' time as spent learning Arabic and Italian . . against a homebach3round of
Somali."

At the school-leaving level, the facts state that over 500 students were
studying 26 subjects in 17 overseas countries (representing at least 12 different

native languages) at the degree level, while more than 500 others were following
12 very dittiact types of course in 13 overseas countries (in_at least 10 language,!),
Such itUdents, as a group, will be possessed of fluent abilities in many different

languages, more than half of which play no normal part in Somali life. That is to
say, translation (in fields where translation may be particularly difficult)
necessarily takes on what can only be imagined as survival value for many of the
most highly educated members of society. Moreover, in the case of those languages
Which are used in Somalia, overseas students are bound to bring back with them,
varieties more in keeping with each particular overseas environment than with that
of Somali life itself. The real strength of an international language, it should
be remembered, is quite largely a function of its power and adaptation to national
or otherwise local environm9m; and this entails certain advantages attaching. to
their being learnt locally.")

Status, power; and solidarity are hard at work in discriminating among the
three main outside languages in Somalia. Arabic draws much of its strength from
the faCt that Somalia are Muslims. In some schools at least the English lesson
provides merely another vehicle for theteachimg 0 the Koran - through the use
of translation. Arabic is in many respects the'language of prestige, per excellence.
Italian however is the predominant language of commerce and (slightly less so, beside
Arabic) law: one does very nearly all one's shopping in Italian. English, on the
other hand, is the language overwhelmingly used:by United Nations-personnel, by many
overseas delegations, and so forth. The ever-present underlying tension between
Arabic and English (and to a lesser extent Italian) is painfully obvious in respect
of the long-standing but still unresolved and extremely delicate problem of whether
to develop an Arabic or a town script for Somali: the Somali government were not
necessarily prepared in 1964 to accept any outside linguistic advice. Somali
itself has the strength and weakness of any other vernacular, and being unwritten
into the bargain ("When a road accident occurs, the police will question witnesses
in Somali, but write their report in Italian in the south, or English in the north...":
ANDRZEJEWSKI, 1962, p.177), would seem to be a rather weak candidate for official
status, or indeed for additional strengthening beyond a certain stage in the
educational curriculum.
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The writer's'exp'eriehoeof adVisingnn the teaching of EngliSh at the'
State IlniVersityrof than Bator, in the Mongolian People's Republic, and teaching '..

itglish there, during April and May 1966, proved instructive in `',is respect,
A run-down of some'faikurite learners' "centres of interest" (requiring expression

in'English) might be Interestingly compared with thole which might obtain elsewhere:
agricultUre, esiecially animal husbandry, land cultivation, dairy farming, etc.;
travel lifaide'aild outside the 'country, including transport by ox, camel, and horse;

national customs and 'legends; sport, especially wrestling, horieracing, and
archery; Mongolian"cdoking; at home, especially the "yurt" in the countryside;
research into locally eele'llant scientific and technological problems; wild life

and hunting; clothes;-especially the national dress; sightseeing, etipcuially museums
thietorical interest: and so on. These are not, of course; wholly unfamiliar .
as mere labels, But'it is what English looks like when made to do an adequate job

u
of expressing each one that is distinctive f- ! Only tO some
extent can the relevance of each centre )f interest to the use of English be
properly assessed by making a socio-lingu:..: ir survey of current practice, since
in this kind of context (whicht'in kind if hot degree, beers certain, affinities
with that of Somalia) English has a number of uses that are only potential until
there are those competent to realise them, This,means.that at least some of the
basic uses for the language being learned will be to some extent a function of what
goes on in school classrooms (just as piychologically "compound" and "coordinate"
bilinguals are largely produced in the classroom: see H.H.STERN, 1963, p.18, i9).

One is inclined towswier whether the teacher who is a native speakek of the
language being taught, and represents a different culture, is or is not, better
placed to adapt the 'language to the pupils' socio-cultural needs than the teacher

*hose culture and' native language are those of the pupils; unless, ,of eourait'the
latter is also an extremely competent bilingual. That is to say, exploitation of
the various qualitie0df adaptability in the language may not be at all easy for
'the'non-native speaker Or learner, particularly if it is his intention to resist
'incipient creolisatikin. Perhapi this is a major if not the greatest single crux in
the language learning problem: the achievement of bilingualism without prejudice to
one's :61.tural identity, (54)

Motivation to leakn or use another language or dialect is bound up with the
factor of in*P114gibility. This becomes particularly cleai by.ayeading of

."-ILMLFF (1959). Faped with' the task Of devising orthographies foriligerian
'''languages and dialects. WOLFF made a fairly natural starting assumption.. that

"intelligiiiility would be largely predictable from contrastive structural analysis.
Thit pro'ved in very many cases not to be so; indeed the phenomenon of non-reciprocal
intelligibility pointed rether to the disturbing play, of local economic and power
structures, along with feelings of "ethnic self-sufficiency" (p.443), giving rise to
what4amounted to 1p:44.ernees. intelligibility". As WOLFF points out, the
nature of intelligibilic; it4-,; is still all too little understood. Nevertheless
the question presents itself Ndethfr certain forms of socio-linguistic contrastive
analysis might not have correl;" more closely with intelligibility. At advanced
levels of learning, the more resi,, _ _...47-4tension are undoubtedly

socio-linguistic in nature. The ---Pd overseas learner of English for example
takes a long time to master distinctions in the language of very
common everyday occurrence, In the present connection it should be, noted that
factors 'Of relative status and power, group solidarity, and many more,such aspects
orisOcio-cultural meaning, are not only diff=ntly symbolised by languages as wholes
but.also expressed by each language in a more or less syttematicallrdifferent fashion,

"! Mention was mad( n 1.2 above of word-oriented sfrio-linguistic analysis. (55) But
' it is rather the relatively "mixed bag" system not lending itself to neat tabulation
(neitheir in the textbook nor in the learner's mind) that provides the greatest

difficulty,, especially where symbolisation of factor.= status etc. is already a
sensitive matter across language or dialect boundaries,. PexL48 then it is no
'wonder,that some degree of correlation between non-linguistically observable relation-
ships of this general sort and intelligibility ratings el,- be arrived at - yet fail
to connect Alth more direct aspects of linguistic other th. --nio-linguilitic interfere
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Referenceupertaining to "standard" :languages and "vernaculars" (in alPhi.betig0
order):-

. .

. .

''. " . .F" ;..' -..1 7 1. 7 -
D.ABERCROMBIEq1956 ch,,.4. ..'

I a
. .. . . . 0"

W. BRIG A.K. JAN (1962)Cdiscuss in particular therole of liter#0101 ge ''.

,pititige factor countering linguistic innovation; the case of Icelandic..

'reftrreto in the ensuing discussion by E.HAOGEN. f

L.F.BROSNABAN :(1963)..
,

.

W.E.BULL (1955); hi'jhly critical of the assumption in U.N.E.S.C.O. (1953) that

"thi best medium for teaching is the mother tongue of the pupil." ,Strealet

the limitations of vernaculars, and difficulties involved in the rapid

'extension of their usefulnesS. 1! Compare D.HYMES below (1961b). But see

olio RikHALL, 1966,Oh.10.
C.A:FERWSON'(1959). ,,

C.A.FERGUSON (1966a, 1966b). , ...

P.L.GAOIN41959), Properties necessary for a standard language. With.thist.
,:. ";oompare E:HAIZEN (1966a). "

1 ,.

PX.GhaVIN and M.MATHIOT 960).,
J,J.,t7t*PkaRt and C.M.NAIS (1960). ,

J.4".cOMPERz okay.
.

R.A.HALI;(1900031;ff;::.
E.H.UGEN (1950.
E.HAX0.(1950); 1.** .

.

'....

E.-HAUGEW(i062); in defence of normative attitudes,
.

E? HAUre(1064).:
.

4'HAUC.,,,erIA946a). Properties niOeiaary for a standard language, all.or some of

t'.',, *Ware lacking in a yernacular. Remarks i:ompare'M.E.BULL,' 1955;:fabovo)

_:!'ybiii:iipohll.N..E.s.c.o(1953).
4.

p : . f...,

E. MOEN (1966b). Emphasises'the role of.the written language in language Olanni4;

or creation of a norm; planning for diversity as well as pr
.unifOrm,4*. difficulty in learning versus difficulty. in use; enrichmi0-44..

. .i

;, Iltiidifd language by study of dialects; Irestigetthe role of,the,linguisi.
F.41100gEHOLDER.(1962)'.' ..--..::" t

8. MO (1061b1- Argues for the' recognition of a "full,"/"Idvanced" dIttioetion,
iT ...--.T T., ,_, i.

0400g aingnages implying much the same conclusions as that of BOLL' (155),
%,:i.,,,nl% ,f. ., 2 ..

1,i. lite.. I. ' ,'.. a : : ' "4
.. '

pc:AYIES 49640 ;, ii 45134: *a, large. "topical bihitovaphri.
1.15.LE ?AGE (1964);,p.21.ff: On the use. of veriaculat languages in educatiopLpre's

A_nd conis for .the' use of the ,vernaculait short-term and long4eM. ;

W.G.MOLToN:'<1962).
. , f ,.

p .:__ .

G.E.PMEN. and' 111..F.HOLLOWAY (1964). t. ,..

,P;$.BAY.(19631, . . ,.
, . f ...

,.

H.E.STERN 0062), Deals with the. desirability of learning en international;
6 ,"/

. ln,tne early cihapters. I.. , . , st;.y- ... . , . .' ,0 ,I 4

W.A.STENAler ":,
J.L.N.ttim(1961),

.

., .
.

04 J.
DAVEIN000 (1953); 109-103. tiangUage standardfsition asacOnsequencie of qailOulge

aymbolic assooiatien*fi'iMugUagerai a staidirdiiied 014M01;
the.grouealntegrityl: -But"sgo J.A.FISmak(106Orp:442. ,

0.WOLFF (1059),; Non-aquiialence between structural li wkeness and mutual intelligibility

of iinguagiS and dialect: - bearing problof,devisini.nei
orthographieg,,

I

4. SPEECH ranysia
:

.

The Xmduction,of what split seem to_be infinite. numbers of "domains" Act more,
manaieible proportions invites then the use,of"general factor's ot ''role relatiipishiis"
such as : "status" of One sovi or another/ ."poweerpoLidaiitest_ etc.. 7ber44are of,
course otkeri that 'hare .not been .dealt at all or at, any length here, such alit length,/

Orioqu'intanceshipq friendship; generation; kinship; degree of uncertainty about .

ralationsb4s,oa the, part of either or both (or.all,,ts the case may be) of the ,-.

perticii007whOh will make among other thing,,for more or lima spontaneity 9r t

.deUbmritiiissi ismo imiulatio4 of utterances; .expectation and :amout of "fas4back4
(see itgskAILIONSON, .19654,and.xil,fOrtb. All these tend to have ;'-the quality ofL
relatively stable or gradually .evolving relationships.. ,,,/n this.respact.oneilaes
a close analogy with the_basi0 elements OfperOnOitY; the.ferser,Can beibought -of
as destirfbible'in'terms of a finite tit: of factors.which co-occur in particular ways

to characterlsia.potettially infinite number of domainsc while the latter similarly
co.oennr-toObareeterise resumabl infinitel'Aifferentiated individual rsonalities
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But there are other functions for langueo which may likewise, taken one.
#

by one, be finite in numberl.yet enter into more composite sets of co-occurring.
functions which may again verge on the infinite. One speaks here of such
everyday co-occurring purposes as "commands", "requests", "invitations",
"suggestions",."advice", 'offers of assistance", "acceptance or.non-acceptente'
of non-compliance with a request,'"gratitude", "agreement and disagreement ",
"greeting", "leave-taking",'''encouragement", "permission", "promiiinel, "apology",
"threats", "warning", "insulting", "pleading", and so forth. There are, vet`y
many such terms in everyday language (one might compare, on a different plane,
G.W.ALLPORT'S collection of 10,000 terms in English referring to personality
characteristics: referred to in .ALLPORT, 1963). Most .can be switched from'
"giving" to' "asking for" ("advice", etc.); or related to different particivants
or persons (hence especially tied to participant relatiOnahips), as An: "I wonder
if,youYve thought of - "t "So you think it would be a good idea '-"40
tried to get me to -", etc. (see the amusing exercises in S.I.HAYAKAWA, 1952,106);
made negative or positive; conveyed or recognised by a mere ward, or a_tone perhaps,.:
or alternatively be only'apparent at the end of the Chapter or six months-later.or
"between the lines", or through all of these means together;, understood or net
understood in the manner intended (cf.. T.BURNS, 1957, and 5.23-belovi).; deliberately
ambiguous; and so forth. One cannot Classify functions of this sort as ini."purpose".
or aspects of "social control" or "progmatic" functions, 'and se'
of these overlap with many other functions ,such as the expression* (inclUding'
establishment) of."stattis" etc. Or in other words the delineation

.

of relative status-is a baiii fOri of social control, highly purposive, ar,

serving many mgmatic ends. It is not even easy to accept Such a distinction
e.$ that of E,HAUGEN (1956, p.96) between the two basic social functions Of languige
of "communication" and "identification", since (to take upIat'Onoi necessary'
qualification).one must egree'nrith-4.R.FIRTH in his insistence that it iirrt of the
Frenchmen's meaning to sound like one (that is to say, he communioatesithis meaning).
: :2t

. Perhaps one of the' re reliable
criteria fOr separating out abet, we iptui,tively.do feel to be an underlying
differ:tape between say the expression cfstatus and the.expreition'of. a coimand is
that of.*elativepet.4.3jjeric..e and recurrence. ,"Power", 'status", ',solidarity" (etc.)
relationships hedgeus in more or_less,Continuously, yet it is very intermittently
indeed.that we wish to give orders, strike up or,discourage'icquaintanteihips: say
goodbye, express,agreement, and 'to on. These ere recurrent but,non=ctintinUeui
functions which in 4 temporal sense are the less inclusive. In terms of dUration I."
and recurrence the ptysicn1 aspects of "domains", and particular "topics" too, occupl.
an intermediate place; a men may be a manager of a firm and talk about Certain things
only, for six hours every day - and then switch to another domain and, set of,topics.

YI . . ,
.T.R.FIRTB (1935) chose to refer.to the more intermittent type Of function as

"speebh functions", reserving for such categories as "familiar, colloquial, and
more formal speech", or "the languages of the-SChool,.the Law, the Church, and all .

the specialised forms of speech ", the term "speech situations ". .fie does not however .

apply the criterion of duration /recurrence, since. as examples of the-letter he
include* "such common situations" as "address ", "greetings,,ferewells or mutuai,,
recognition of statusir relationship'On contact, adjustment of relitiOnS after
contact, breaking,off relatioit,'renenel of ,relations, change of relations", etc,

reiterattokof.the lord "relations;: underlines the fact _that lot,*
"situation" is largely a Matter'a addresser-Addressee relationshiOsit
certainly fOrces one to regard say the-expretsion of grodp'"solidarity"and''
"agreement" alike ts expressions of role relationship*. The'time factor therefore
would teem tobe/the only real distinguishing criterion.

"Attitudes" of course stand in a similar relationship to the more pervasive,
elements of personality, activated relatively intermittently yet marked always,
by'the stamp of the indiVidial. One might suppose toc'that'the ex:Orel:ion:of
aireementand disagreement and the'like will always be marked by'auCh factors as-
relative status,, length of acquaintanCeship, etc. -There is reason therefore 'to
study the exprestion of the'latter in terms of the corresponding expressien'Of the
former.' 'We' bile 'already implied 13.1 and 3:2 above)' that domain analysis:.= while
not forgetting' the necessity 'for constant renewal "of connection with data "of the
ground as it were -'might profitably take the fori of the analysis ofih-Oxpresslehrof.
corresponding but Aare generalisible factors'of role 'relationship,- Therefore
(Wpick Up 'FIRTHis telaitiology). there is reason to regard'- "speech functions' as
indispensable points of ieferenceiiii*ocio-linguistie snalysii.

-0

,There is very little published work which seeki to approach 'the language-Lr
behaviour of s eech communities or c



terms of domains themselves approached in terms of role relationships not only of
the more prevasive but also of the more intermittent sort. Most socio-linguiSts

tend to select linguistic points of reference which are rather readily definable
In formal terms (such as the realisation of the first' consonant of 'thing', 'AhoUght',
etc. as stop, affricate, or fricative: IV.LABOV, 1964, 1966a, 1966b), or the Election

of first name, title and last name, etc. as forms of address: R.W.BROWN and M.FORD,
1961; and so forth - see 5.23 below). One might question however whether these
are as interesting, either linguistically or sociologically, as the varied linguistic

realisation of such everyday purposes as those we have been referring to. Linguisti-

cally speaking, the features answering to these latter purposes will tend to be
very much less atomistic and homogeneous, yet still require linguistic description.

Sociologically speaking, the'adoption of more functional points of reference might,
one suspects, throw if not more light at least a different light on the structure of
society which one thereby infers. Indeed, it seems fairly apparent that misinter-

pretation of the various dimensions of meaning attaching to say an innocent request
like "You couldn't change half-a-crown for me, could you?" can often be far less tail

"aoticeabl-..te either participant (hence far more persistent) and far more annoying w
tme%.'..sid of unjaelligibility that might arise from the use of It - /where one

uses /0 - /oneself. t°°) BERNSTEIN addresses himself to matters of, this more socially

functional sort, so too does S. ERVIN-TRIPP (1964), and a few others, but there can
to little doubt that current attention to such matters in no way reflects how fertile,
a line of enquiry this could be.

4

Methodologically speaking, there are of course difficulties in identifying the

occurrence of "commands", "requests", etc. This will be returned to shortly.

But we have agreed that coals and subject-matter take precedence over methodology.

Many of these functions, besides being extremely recurrent (witness the large number
of "conversational formulas" and "everyday idioms". books for learners of English

as a second language - inadequately selected and presented as they normally are),

are, if anything, more immune from "conscious suppression" (W.LABOV, 1964, p.166)
or censorship than say LABOV's sharply, delimited phonological variables - which

people often are rather conscious of (as LABOV shows himself). At the 'same time,

evidence for deliberation in choice of language in these respects would seem to
have very considerable interest in itself, and in all probability still be relatively'

free ofocertainly more revealing and inclusive than - those highly conventionalised
social $$t etudes commonly associated with the pronunciatidn of individual phonematic

units.(*9) It.,should also be. mentioned in passing that the linguistic study of

literature coil Cain,much from 'a similar perspective, in seeking, that is to say;

for "strands, of things" that run through the whole work, reflecting'the playand
development of.different characters, moods, intentions, and so.on, against a

constant.backcloth of socio-linguistic norms (see A.McINTOSH, 1965,

The relatively.filight attention that has so fat been paid to these matters

has tended, as we have implied already, to be rather discursive or programmatic.
R.JAKOBSON's spectrum of functions according to relative focus On the various
constituents of the speech evens. has the merit of showing that linguistics might have
something to say in this area, even if it means that the analyst is not faced with
discrete yes/no alternatives but ranter with the continuous grWience which also
characterises the expression of emotive elements and the like. 71 JAKOBSON's

scheme has been taken up mor recently by D.HYMES (1964a,,p.21 ff.), who wishes
description of the speech event to entail a very comprehensive set of factors

indeed. In HYMES's'paper the general stress laid on "inner structural relations

and purpose" (p.22) does not carry with it any particular emphasis ,on participant

relationships. B.MALINOWSKI (1935; clearly articulated the view that "pragmatic"
functions stand very near the heart of lan,;.lage in use; indeed, "it is the pragmatic

use of speech within the context of action which ha$ shaped its structure" (p.52).

Whether or not one feels scepticism for MALINOwSKI's structural descriptions (see
J.R.FIRTH, 1957), the question can still be asked whether the ItrUcture of each
language might not answer in a deeply systematic manaer not only to some conceivably
distinct "inner form" but also to those more recurrent functions which involve the
human being from the earliest stages of language acquisition, .

The term "pragmatics" itself, which is particularly associated with MALINOWSKIls
view of language, flits in and out of this general area of concern. As U.WEINREICH

(1963) points out, the field of pragmatics has "virtually no conventional content"

(p,15)Aand fn.12). D. HYMES (1964a, p.10) refers the possibility of a "structural .

pragenmics" to the total set of functions which he derives from JAKOBSON, J.H.GREENBER

had earlier (1949) drawn much the same picture as that of HYMES for the pragnotIc
. 4"---1-rrawnA24-a- Irt_A-rfrirri-Axrelter-rprtlerrrt+rcii



view of pragmatics, vastly wider still -
been referred to (2.2 above), The term
taken in the more or less everyday sense
to do with language as an 'instrument of
users (see also C.MORRIS, 1938).

at any rate in principle - has already

itself is a useful one however if it is
which MALINOWSKI gives to it, namely
action", and more generally with its

In -this context, DoWEINREICH's handling of what is pragmatic in language
(1963) is instructive. First of all, WEINREICH wishes to restrict its coverage
to that "paradigm of discourse features which comprise assertion, and features
incompatible with assertion and with each other: question, command, and.attitudet
to the content of discourse, insofar as they are coded" (p.150). The requirement
of incompatibility would appear however to rule out, on one occasion or
another, even the exemplified categories - as they, appear already to have .ruled

. out for WEINREICH such functions as "suggestion", "advice",.etc. Thus the
qUettion "What are you going to do about it then?" as often as not conveys what
wouldappear to be a clear question and a clear.command simultaneously.

, The
constituents of this utterance which express qUestion and command so overlay one
another than "incompatibility" would be very difficult to explain or demonstrate,
Nbr do "attitudes" easily lend themselves to an either-this-or-that approach:
approval and disapproval (p.152) can undoubtedly both be expressed at once, in
relation to an..identical target, even in say particular renderings of the word
"yes". We all sooner or later learn to express agreement simultaneously with
disagreement, fear with longing, etc, (again see WEINREICH pi152), in such a way
as to throw doibt-on their incompatibility nonlinguistic and linguistic alike
(but see Appendix 2)i WEINREICH's attention, to return to a point already made
more Viten once, rests on those highly coded formal markers (verbal morphology, question
particles, etc,) that seem to correspond most directly with particular functions,..
rather than on "mixed bags" of formal features that dome together is answer. to
functional needs.% The principle involved it clearly articulated: "In this paper
it will be issumed that the grammatical description of a language is not only .

autonomous vi=-a-vii the semantic one, but is also presupposed by it" (p.146, but
see also p.192: "Postscript 1965"). Yet one feels that nothing is really autonomous
in the make-up of language, and too strong a leaning towards one direction or other
in analysis Mist tend to distort or.shrink,the picture.. .

,

WEINREICH makes a furthei.distinction between signs as "designators'and signs
its."lormeiors"; thelormer consisting of a sign-vehicle and a designatum, the latter
of a sigg-vehicle and ".an implicit instruction for an operation, such as negationr,
genetalisation;.and the like" (p.145). "A designatum may.be said to constitute
a set' Of conditions; inn situation in which such conditions are actually fulfilled....
the tiikei of the sign mafbe said to denote" (p.145; compare C.OSGOOD's distinction
inthe same volume betieen "denotation" and "connotation", the latter concerning
"affective reactions to signs" where WEINREICH's "designation" corPeils the "intensional
'structure" ollanguage: it is difficult to assess the degree of equivalea0e)I; Similarly
transforiitive..:geherative linguistis regard context of situation as merelY.'!disambiguating"
alternative Posiibilitiet of Meaning (see 2.1 above). This may ormay not be 40;
the point at issue is whether or'not the distinction between designators and formators
itself is .WEINREICH states: "But for our purposes we can apply Carnap's
working definition of 'designator': 'all those expressions to which a semantical
analysis'of meaning is applied,'" (p.I49). He goes on to contrast "bread ", "smear"
and "fast",' int 'the one hand; witil"or" and "this", on the other, as examples of
designators and formotors.respectively - corresponding roughly therefore withthe very
traditional' notion of language as consisting of "full" words and "empty" words,, The
difficultrof such a distinction is exemplified by the cases of Thai "hat","bat",
meaning -"royal royal foot ", regardless of who is speaking to whom, -and Tibetan
U"'and*,"io"i both' meaning "head', but each chosen in accordance with. the attitude

of the speaker to the listener or subject of ditcourse, The Thai words.are referred
to as example's of debignators, the Tibetan as formators (p.155). The criterion
applied here is simply that while the former type of meaning is semantic, the
expression of attitude, peraiher inter-personal relationship,is not semantic.. Yet in
each caset would fie.equally possible to refer to pairs of semantic components each
realised by one formal item. To do otherwise amounts to the expulsion of significant
areas of meaning'from semantic analysis (note: ".,.. there must be a.clear-cut realisation
that.the province of linguistic semantics is the study of the designatiOnal-,
system proper to:eaCh IanguagetT.1911. In other words, the study of meaning._ which
is WEINREICH's concern) ihould epode down to the job of correlatihg the forms, of ,

language (not confined ta""labelt", etc. : note .that for,WEINREICH "status 'Obeli"...
come under "desiination"Cp.155) with a range of contextual factors within which role
relations, ilementi of periOality, and so forth, play as large a part as any other
components of meaning,'



Suppose for example one were interested in the expression of "commands",
'requests", "invitations", "suggestions", "advice", etc. (SKINNER's "mends").

It would not be difficult to list some hundreds of differently structured
examples of even the most overt utterance-initiating expressions, many of which

incidentally .illustrate the crucial role of phonological features in

distinguishing otherwise formally identical utterances (see Appendix 2). Labels

like "command", "request", etc. are of course by no means easy to define. What

might he a "command" for the speaker or writer might have the force of a "re.quest."*

or mere piece of "advice" for the listener or reader (see T.BURNS, 1957). Moreover,

for any one person what a "command" is will depend on what a "request" is, and a
"suggestion ", etc. Quite intuitively speaking however, there would still appear

to be a set of terms here amounting to a semantic field in their own right, each
term linked perhaps by a common component - which might informally be referred to
as the intention of inducing someone else to do what one wishes him to do.

Definition of each particular term cannot be achieved purely conceptually or
notionally, in the manner of dictionary definitions without examples. Behaviouristic

definition is equally inadequate, as we have seen in referring (earlier in 2.1) to

CHOMSKY's criticism of SKINNER: the two main issues (to reiterate) being first that
what the receiver does is not the whole point, if one thinks (as one must) of the
traditional and everyday regard for the intention of the speaker (N.CHOMSKY, 1959,

p,567), and second that experimental methodology found useful for studying animals
may be quite irrelevant when it comes to the study of human verbal behaviour.

However, one should not be concerned to rule out notional and behaviouristic
considerations - since if one does this they may very well somehow re-assert

themselves through some back door as it were as part of the subject matter of

language: the recognition of formally linguistic overt markers (and systematic
relationships among these) which certainly assist one in inferring relevant
notional and behaviouristic categories may itself depeud to no little extent on

one's awareness of notional and behaviouristic categories in the first place. It

seems impossible to analyse in one direction. Further than this, it should not be

assumed that the only kind of overt marker is the formally linguistic. "How about

another one old chap?", spoken in the nicest possible way, might induce a gasp of
fear on occasion (note W. LADOV's "contextual" criteria, 1964, for the
recognition of "casual" speech). There are undeniably overt "para-linguistic"

markers to consider, and non-linguistic. Even so, as many from F. BOAS (1911)

onwards have pointed out the forms of language are often (perhaps deceptively)tht,
more observable, on the whole, and serve well as reference points for the

description of correlations among notions, behaviours and forms.

The task of describing systematic relationships holding among the vastly

differentipted' command/request (etc.) forms of a language like English and such

factors as social groups domain, role relationship, related "speech functions"
(gratitude, apology, etc.), topic, attitude, channel of communisation (speech,

writing, mass media, etc.), and so forth, in terms of the relative frequency and

acceptability of each, has (not surprisingly) not yet been tackled. What is

surprising however (as already suggested) is that even severely delimited parts

of fields such as this have scareely been described or even (apparently) contemplated
as a valid subject for linguistics - or socio-linguistics for that matter (see however:

E.M.ALBERT, 1964; B.BERNSTEIN, esp. 1961b; S.ERVIN4RIPP, 1964; A.MaINTOSH, 1963).

See also 5.23 below.

The methodological problems involved are of course acute, highlighting

(among other things) the question of the relative usefulness and feasibility of
observation and introspection. To put the matter crudely, it is not enough to
hang around with a tape-recorder waiting for commands, requests, and the like to happen.
They may not happen for uncomfortably long periods of time, and even a vast amount
of tape may not in the end contain more than a small proportion of what one knows
very well might have been said. On the other hand, merely listing expressions and

asking oneself or some other informant() to annotate likely or appropriate role
relationships etc. (or, alternatively, starting out from non-linguistic factors and
thinking of or asking for expressions which fit) may provide more information on

"belief systems", individual powers of imagination, degrees of social inhibition, and
so forth, than on what in fact goes on in performance. The best way to proceed,

speaking generally, is of course to make use of both in conjunction, for example,

prompting participants in a tape-recorded discussion, after the event, to suggest
how else they might have phrased this or that expression, and why or why not, and what
ly might have said if the role relationship, topic, etc. had been different in certain

pects, and so forth. Perhaps the really valuable advances in this field for some

time to come will Le methoc:oloical: the working out of waysand means for acquiring
4ata, (61)
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Description itself In turn will possess the'utmost Value when it. ides
contrastive information, across languages, dialects and social groups.'°" It
is not possible to do more than envisage in very general terms a set of "universal"
speech functions. Yet there seems no reason to doubt the possibility that .these
may amount to the most deeply rooted and persistent universals of all, the very
building blocks'of cultural competence.

r
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5, 1 Inductive and deductive

The main difficulty presented by the study of parole is that of
finding some sort of order among the "imponderabilia of everyday life",

(AALINOWSKI) or, as SAPIR put it, the "nooks and crannies of the real".
One does not wish merely to mirror the complex phenomena to be described
or explained without adding c, altering anything. How does one make sense
of context? The difficulty w.th langue is that of constantly renewing the
connection with the phenomena to b explained. Ours has been called an
age "riddled with abstractions, often inadequate to a stubbornly plural
reality" ("I. WALSH, 1964). How can one make sense out of context?

Interest in parole tends to attract a predominantly inductive approach,
in langue a predominantly deductive approach. But these should be regarded
merely as tendencies. It is not possible to work purely inductively or
purely deductively. There will always be something of both present, in
whatever sort of equilibrium. The pattern of deciding how much. of each
can be given various kinds of illustration. For example, taking a
predominantly inductive case, in his Litudy of "components of social culture"
relevant to the choice of personal pronoun in nineteenthCentury Russian
literature, P. FRIEDRICH (1966) had to decidewhether or not or how long to
postpone speculation about the more general operation of some much smaller
number of components, or whether to stick to the ten which to him seemed to
emerge from the observed "facts". Those he settled for were general enough:
"topic", "context", "age", "generation", "sex", "kinship", "dialect",
"group membership", "jural and political authority", and "emotional
solidarity". In discussion, it was suggested that he could just as
effectively hage operated with two only: "power" and "solidarity".
FRIEDRICH countered: "I prefer a large number of analytical distinctions
that are only one or two steps from the data, as against only two categories
that would require many intervening steps and subdivisions." In other words,
only if the "power" inherent in ":...c,e" operates upon choice of pronoun in

exactly the same way as the "power" in "jural and political authority" will
nothing be lost by handling only the larger concept "poWer" without
reference to the smaller _ore specific categories. Identity of operation
includes, of course, degrees et' independence or inter-dependence which each

category er!libits relative to otheral in its relationship to choice of
language. (63)

Although there is a great deal of difference between on the one hand
starting with ten factors which have (so far as the analyst is able) been
allowed to emerge inductively from the data, and subsequently in some way
demonstrating and eliminating redundancies, and on the other deductively
checking whether two more powerful and speculative factors work in practice,
it is still, as suggested above, usually dif.ticult to avoid doing both, and
probably in some measure impossible. The unavoidable necessity for some
reductionism is expressed by J. B. CASAGRANDE (1963) in these terms:
tr ... we still are left with the largely historical task of accounting for
the particular phenomena of specific languages and cultures, but I would
ask whence come the explanatory prin4ples in terms of which these
accountings are cast, and in the case of comparative studies, whence come
the categories and concepts that permit valid comparison" (p.291). The

point he is making is that they do not, and cannot, all spring from the
ground to be examined. Some prior perspective is essential for analysis.
It need not perhaps be more than temporaby - in K. L. PIKE's terminology,
an "etic" framework for the discovery of "emic" contrasts (64) - but the
analyst has to bring sonnet im to the data, just as the infant in acquiring
the language presumably does.

Pure speculation, however, imposed on the data by the analyst, is
equally liable to prove useless, except no doubt for the analyst caught up
in the elegance of his own "internal" validation. CASAGRANDE points
therefore to techniques which, in C.C, FRAKE's words (1962), aim to "tap .

the cognitive world of one's infbrmants," discovering those "features of
objects and events which they regard as significant for defining concepts,
fofmuIating propositions, andmaking decisions." That is to say, what
might otherwise be unwarranted and overly pre-conceived reductionism by
the analyst is replaced by the discovery of far more intuitive reductionism
ed. the part of thil participant. Or, to put it another way, the process for



the analyst is both one of deduction (imposing categories and concepts that

permit questioning of the informant) and of induction (allowing the
informant himself to be 2art of the data). The informant responds in the
light of his experience, but still within thy terms imposed on him by the
questions. This means that he may well by drawn in effect to Lelia with
their general drift, that is to analyse in their light, and respond
accordingly. (65) This will be partly a question of personalities.
Behind some apparently explicit statements of methodological intention and
achievement one often seems to detect implicit, far-reaeling, and possibly
unconscious bargains struck between analyst and informant. As SAPIR
has rather cogently put it: "The personality of the anthropologist and of
the individual with whom he interacts must structure the method".

This in turn, one must add, entails the question of how representative the
informant might be of the particular social, group in question
( see "1. H. MITELEY, 1966, p. 1116)

5. 2 9fhose j5±7

Most work then is recognisably both inductive and deductive, explicitly
and implicitly'so, leaning in its various phasas one way or the other.
In either case, however, a relatively more "closed" or "given" set of terms
is related to a more "open" or problematical set. (66) It is the latter
which stamps the dirottion of work as more sociological, linguistic, etc.007)
For example, a given body of phonological data or a given recorded text, if
analysdd inductively in terms of abstract sociological correlates, should to
this extent (and it is a v a. large extent) be regarded as a sociological
piece of work. Conversely, ahe inductive working out of patterning within
linguistic correlates of a set of sociological observations would be an
essentially linguistic operation. Again, a linguistic speculation or given
set of categories once correlated with sociological variables takes on a
sociological aspect; and the places of sociological and linguistic can, as
before, be reversed. One might go so far a to suggest that in broadly
inter-disciplinary work what one starts out from certainly need not be what
one is primarily interested in. The opposite is far more likely in fact to
be the case. The difficulty of course lies in the need to develop the
grounds of a starting-point which largely falls outside one's own discipliner.

In practice, the study of language in its social and cultural context
covers a range of activities extending from the basically linguistic to the
basically non-linguistic (in each case very often stopping short of
appropriate involvement on the other side) and to some recent delineations
of a "second descriptive science comprising language, beside that of present
linguistics proper" (D. HYMES, 1964a) - sbme features of which there may be
good reason to regard as direct potential extensions of the scope of
linguistics itself.

5. 21 Linguistic.

Of basically linguistic work the most obvious is perhaps that which
investigates linguistic habits and abilities associated with given socio-
regional groups, whether in terms of choice of language, dialect, or atyle.
The very use of the term "language", if B. BLOCH and G. L. TRAGER's
definition be accepted ("a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means of
which a social group co-operatds"), obliges one ao specify what is meant by
a "social group". (68) But also essentially linGuistic are studies such as
those of E. STANKDrICZ (1964) into "the linguistic devices which serve to
signal the emotional attitude of the speaker", which have "so far been

insufficiently and unsystematically explored" (p.266); (69) and indeed, as
we have suggested, all work which explores the linguistic dielensions of
phenomena "given" in terms which may belong outside linguistic'.

The identity of the analyst himself, and his interests outside his own
field, naturally matter a great deal. The value of linguistic correlates of
say sociological categories is likely in general to be more limited
(moreover linguistically so) if those categories have been put there by the
linguist as linguist. As J. LYONS has pointed out, all that is measured i;
not meaning....,. A very noteable quality in MALINOWSICI's approach tO
language is precisely the degree of validity in its original non-linguistic
premises. MALINOWSKI:e faithfulneos to the particulars of the social and

MA_
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cultural environment in which language is used led FIRTH (1957) to criticise
what for him was MALINOWSKI's excessively "realist" (70) approach,
emphasising - as FIRTH put it - the "brute fact" or "concrete situation" in
which the utterance is "directly embedded". FIRTH himself, however, in
contrast, seems rather to have run into an excessively deductive train of
thought about matters largely non-linguistic. Those who in turn criticise
FIRTH', categorles for "context of situation" do so in general not so much
for their beihg arrived at too deductively as such, as for their being too
normative, (71) excluding mention of references (72) lacking illustration,
'(73) and so forth. FIRTH establishes a very broad initial grid, as one
might say, for the world of experience:

The relevant features of participants (persons, personalities):

(i) The verbal action of the participants

(ii) The non-verbal action of the participants

The relevant objects

The effect of the verbal action.

At the same time, however, particularly in "The Technique of Semanticge935),
FIRTH paints a picture of persons and personalities in terms of their
"accumulation of social roles" (74), and for this reason states that
"Unity is the last concept that should be applied to language". FIRTH had
a live interest in sociology, and the general impression left by his
writings is of a general tendency towards deductive statement invaluably
modified by natural curiosity in fields lying ostensibly outside linguistics.

Knitted in to this somewhat ambivtlent perspective is FIRTH', clear
(and of course quite unexceptionable) Injunction to utilise scrupulous
descriptive linguistic techniques. One has to avoid "loose linguistic
sociology without formal accuracy" (J. R. FIRTH, 1935, p. 31). But he did
not go so far as to require that the categories of context of situation
should themselves be determined hy formal linguistic analysis. (75)
This is the theoretical view of "neo-Firthian" linguists in this country,
and has been most clearly articulated by M. A. K. HALLIDAY (1961).
HALLIDAY splits "context of situation" into "context" and'ilituation",
t!e former comprising categories of the latter which aro relevant to choice
of language. It is where the contextual categories come from that matters.
Al'!, from the most general ("register") downwards, are.defined,formally,
which is to shy in terms of grammatical (lexical, phonological,
graphological) contrasts. More particularly, contextual meaning is required
to be "logically dependent on formal meaning", (76) the statement of the one
to "logically precede" that of the other. This is a yiew of"lihguistics
which in effect tends to place method before subject-matter, (rather as in
the case of O. "JERNER, above). Logical dependence on formal meaning must
mean, in practice, over-dependence on the linguist's direct perception of
formal' contrasts, and these moreover must be couched in terms of ,(hence
derived from) his own particular descriptive theory, which itselfowes
nothing to contrasts of a "situational " kind. A register catdgery such
as "tone""or "patronising and/or jocular" (J. ELLIS, 1966, pe 85) becomes
part of the linguist's equipment because, in looking directly at the forms
of texts, he has perceived certain patterns which he decides, to label in
this way. Accordingly, very elaborate grid systems, "logically" derived
from famal contrasts, can be placed over the world of experiencet or
"situation". (77) It is said that for the linguist 'twq otherwise diacrete
"situations" are identical if they formal realisations are identical.
One can only reflect however that such a case must surely be impossible to
illustrate. Leaving aside the question of whether or not this is a
behaviouristic view of language use, the question of identity,is a wholly
relative one: how similar must two texts be to be "identical"?

The dependence of context on form appears then to come down to
dependence on the linguist's own personal perception of formal contrast.
But this in turn, one suspects, derives in large but ambiguous measure
from his perception of situational contrasts in the first place.

The starting-point for all .schemes of register may after all very well be
in part the linguist's non-linguistic view of the world. If this is so,
then independence from other disciplines in the study of context is



likely to be a distinct drawback. There is little gain in clarity from
M. GREGORY's view (1967) that the linguist should beware of a "failure of
nerve" in the 3. le of situational variety, and instead feel more frea to
"make" situational facts. 'J. S. ALLEN's statement is quoted with approval:

"There are no facts in linguistics until the linguist hap made them."
This may well be so, but GREGORY then goes on to state that the situational
facts which interest him as linguist are those which have "high potential
contextual significance": the lingui$t's task is to study the "fixed ways

of coping with certain recurring situaticns." The drift of his remarks, and

the perspective of this particular phraLe alike, place main emphasis on the
"fixed ways" rather than on the "recurring sivatione" Making facts does
not justify total independence for the discipline concerned in their making.
(78)

Neo-Firthian institutional linguistics" was intended by T. HILL (1958)
to be concerned with "particular cases." rather than with "general principles
of the tongue-speaker or tongue-community relation," the latter being the
field of sociological linguistics. But as J. ELLIS (1965, p. 6, fn. 7)
points out, sociology itself gives no terminological recognition to the
distinction between general and particular, and in any case there is nc
doubt nine years later, that the real distinctions are quite different.

References ("neo-Firthian" institutional linguistics):

J. C.'CATFORD (1965).
A. DAVIES (1965).
R. M. W. DIXON (1964a).
J. ELLIS (1965,1966).
M. GREGORY (1967).
M. A. K. HALLIDAY (1961).
M. A. K. HALLIDAY, A. McINTOSH, P.D. STREVEN (1964).
T. HILL (1958).
J. SPENCER and M. GREGORY (1964).
P. D. STREVENS (1964) .

A. WILKINSON (1965).

5. 22 Anthropological/Sociologicalo

To 'say of any investigation c' dis9ussiou that it is partly,oi largely
non-linguistic does not in itself imply that it has little to do with
language nor that it has little interest for linguistics. Take for example
the approach by J. RUBIN (1962) to the question of bilingualism in Paraguay.
Over half the population swit;eL between Spanish and a, vernacular language
called Guarani. "Code-switching" Lehaviour of this sort is the given
iinggstic greund for the investigation of sociological ana psychological
factms that might bear upon choice of orb language or the :other..- such as
for example socio-economic urban and rural locality, intithacy, power

relationships, sex, and so forth. A comparable range of factors, as we have
seen, emerges from P. FRIEDRICH's study of personalpronounusage in
nineteenth-century Russian literature, where again the initial data, is
defined linguistically while the findings are social-psychologic41.

LABOV'(1963) notices a marked degree of centralisation in the,
pronunciation of diphthongs among some of the native inhabitants.of

Martha's Vineyard, a small island off 1,assachusetts.. What were the pre-
disposing factors? They, hence the study itself, take us into an,intriguing
politico-sociological exploration. All three studies could liat.re,.gpne the

other way: what, for example, are some of the characteristic linguistic
habi'zs of teenagers in the Paraguayan countryside, of .dramatis personae in

a Russian novel, of fishermen in Martha's Vineyard: It will of,00urse only
be when all the facts are told that the two approaches will yield the same
answer and bearthe same complexion.

5. 23. Linguistic, with sociological connections.

No less interesting however, but from. a different point of view, are
those apparently non-linguistic undeitakings that seem as if they, ought, by
virtue of their goals and subject matter, to contaia a strong' linguistic
component - yet do not. AB we have suggested earlier, disaueSion or
recognition of linguistic matters is in fact very iafrequdnt iathe field
of sociology. There are some noteable exceptions however.
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B. BEZINSTEIN, throughout his writings, draws the attention of sociololists
and.others to the central importance of language to their concerns:
"Speech marks out what is relevant - effectively, cognitively, and socially-
and experience is transformed by that which is made relevant " (1961a).
J. KLEIN (1964), discussing the social background of "cognitive poverty"
("a stubborn determination not to develop") returns frequently to BERNSTEIN,
A. R. LURIA (asocial class differenCes in the urgency with which the child
is encouraged to talk well", p. 488, etc.), the language of "complex,
meaningful play, which proceeds from some preliminary project and involves
the steady unfolding of this project in a series of play. activities" (p.501),
socially differentiated tolerance of "ambiguity" (p.521), and so on, and

does'so naturally as a sociologist. We shall select five particular

examples in which awareness of potential linguistic interest does not, in
contrast, appear to be present, or at any rate is not articulated.

(i). T. BURNS (1957) reported the results of an investigation which he made
into some aspects of the communication systemeof eight firms in Edinburgh.
Part of his study concerned the extent to which managers and staff diverGed
in their understanding of subjectematter and in their understanding also
of whether messages were intended on the one hand to be "instructions and
decisions ", or on the other, "information and advice". In the first cede;

subject-matter, wide discrepancies showed up in over a third of all cases,

and in the second in no less than helf the cases. But that exactly was it,

one might ask, that differentiated the successful communications from the

unsuccessful? There may very well, that is to say, have been linguistic
as well as sociological factors at work.

(ii) It is clear that not a few of the "speech functions" which FIRTH
mentioned, and many which he did not mention, as entering into our
"linguiStic human nature" are new the province of social psychology, but
minus - in very many cases - any involvement with linguistics or even a
linguistic perspective. Many pieces of work stop short at precisely the
point Where linguistic description seems crucially relevant. For example,

much interest has been centred on the discussion group interaction work
of BALES and his associates. an acceptably detailed account of which is
available in IV, J. H. SPROTT's excellent intt'oduction'to social psychology
called Human Groups (:'.J.H. SPROTT, 1958). BALES is concerned with.the
possibly alternating attention of the seminar group to, on the one hand,
the appointed task area, and, on the other, to an interpersonal area where

factors such as status operate. Suggestions, requests for opinions
agreement, disagreement, and the like, are open to either or both inter-

pretations. But as SPROTT points out, there is the difficulty for the
observer-investigator of knowing which remarks should come under which

categories. In other words, there is an absence of underlying studies
(along with the development of appropriate methodologies) of for example
how different social groups convey suggestions under particular conditions

of status relationship. We have all asked ourselves, at some time or
another, "How do I put this to him? How does one get this sort of thing
across?" These are sub-vocal markers of widespread socio- linguistic

'phenomena, or problems. The relation between BALES' work and socio-

linguistics is incidentally rather analogous to that between literary

stylistics and socio-linguistics: there is a "stylistics" of group
discussion, conversation, etc. still awaiting development, long after

FIRTH so clearly advocated its pursuit.

(iii) The American scholar W. LCBAN concludes, on the basis of
longitudinal work, that one can.getta'fair measure of the school pupil's
"maturity of mind" by observing how extensive are his means for 'expressing
the notions of tentativeness, supposition, and so forth (sea A. BRADDOCK,

1963). The "soceoelieguistidiquestions that predent themselves are:
over the years, how has the pupil in question, and how have ether pupils,

placed in different social circumstances; heard tentativeness expressed,

and erho by, etc.? W.W, and W.E. LAMBERT (1964,pa, 13) refer to 'a recent
investigation carried out by teens of researchers from CorneIllIfarvard
and Yale, into the identifications of major social pressures.upon children
in six quite different cultures. Data was factorised into seven'Inajor

areas. Four of these,quite naturally raise the question: how is this kind
of pressure exerted linguistically? The first concerned the demands for
independence made on children, the exercise of which apparently relates to
the later development of achievement needs, and even, it is suggested in



passing, to the economic development of the country one generation or More
later. The socio -linguist would observe that different values are placed

4,

by different sectors in society on the motivation of linguistic independence
in small children, and it seems, on the face of it, a feasible proposition
to study how this is achieved. The second, third, and fourth areas of
pressure relate to such matters as praise and discipline, and to no less an
extent seem to be as it were translateatle into linguistic terms. On these
issues, see esp. B. BERNSTEIN (1961a, 1961b, 1961c, 1965).

(iv) Another concern of sociologists (or better perhaps "social psychol-
ogists": see W.J.H. SPROTT, 1958, p.191 and W,W. LAMBERT, 1964, p.2 ff.,
and fn. 39 above) in this general field is with the question of verbal
reinforcement: Huh-huh", "I see", "go on ", "I'm listening", "yes",
"good boy", and so on. The relevant scholarly literature of social
psychology makes interesting reading. Perhaps not surprisingly, it seems
that one can change a speaker's preferred sentence structures by saying
"good" whenever a particular structure appears (W.W. LAMBERT, 1964, p. 75).
How long would it take, like this, to make a speaker set to chat away at
random, provide one with an account of his views on classical music?
One can do it, apparently, Implicit in all this are more general questions
of how patterns of verbal reinforcement, including the reinforcement of
others by the very young learner, enter into socio-linguistic usage.

The converse activity of what one might call conversational opportunism
does nct appear to have attracted attention. Part of the listener's job,
for instance, is to watch out for "thematic" cues which might connect with
what he wants to say anyway or serve as associational hints to aay something
he had not already intended to say. There are not only cues of this sort,
of course, but also as it were take-over cues which in effect say to the
listener, "help me out", or, conversely, "be quiet I want to keep talking."
The more thematic cues might include, to take a simple example, lexical
items which will prompt the use, by the listener, of items from various
associated lexical sets. The transition points betwema units of any sort
are often more interesting than the units themselves, and in the case of
conversation such points are only partially marked by change of speaker.
The linguist, sociologist, etc., no less than anyone else, might very
understandably wish is know what he is not doing when he finds himself
unable to indulge in those forms of verbal repartee that are most highly
valued in particular parts of his own society. Among many others, this too
is the kind of problem implicit in FIRTH's statement that "Neither linguists
nor psychologists have begun the study of conversation; but it is here that
vs shall find the key to a better understanding of what language really is
and how it works" (1935, p. 32).

(v) The last example will be that of R.W. BROWN and M. FORD's (1961)
investigation of "Address in American English",, This piece of work is
unfortunately least explicit where it might have been most linguistic.
The authors state: "It is desirable to thudy social structure in everyday
life, but much of the everyday behaviour that is governed by social
dimension's is difficult to record" (p.234). Instead they aim to infer
aspects of social structure from their abstraction of speech patterns, (79)
in this case "forms of address". Their general approach is stated to be a
"sort of controlled induction" (p.235). However, the various phases. of
induction and deduction, and the various forms of informant analysis, are
not easy to identify. For example, forma of address are said - without
further explanation - to be "reasonably well described by a single binary
contrast; FN or TLN" (first name; title and last name). Now this is a
quasi-linguistic assumption, which ought to have been based on prior
linguistic investigation into variable means for the expression of Address,
not merely in terms of name-selection but also in terms of other
co-occurring formal features: "good morning,! ", "hors are you getting, on?",
etc. (80)

From this point BROWIT and FORD's study matches in principle those of
RUBIN, FRIEDRICH, and LABOV (5.22 above). Correlations (with FN/TLN usage)
of a social-psychological nature are sought, initially and primarily in
thirty-eight modern American plays.(81) Factors such as degree of
acquaintance, age, sex, occupational status, and so forth, all familiar
enough, emerge; but it is not apparent how they emerge: how deductive in
fact is their "controlled" induction? The authors conclude that, as in the
case of personal pronoun usage in many Indo-European languages, we might
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well detect the operation of the two pervasive scales of "power" and
"solidarity": .And further, these are felt to be abstractly linked in that

"intimacy" is seen to co-occur with "condescension",.and "distance" with
"deference" (the senior person can afford to be the more familiir

This, they go on, may be a "linguistic universal"(P.239). What we have

been saying however about the very attenuated nature of the selected forms

of address strongly suggests that even if the in7estlgation were largely
inductive the authors might still be working towards sociological
correlations based on somewhat arbitrary linguistic grounds; or at any rate

of an overly simple atomistic nature. See also fn. 59, and Section 4

generally,

There are further reasons Why the linguistic validity of this

particular study is in doubt. Over the whole of America the uniformity

of address usage it is suggested "must be great" (p.234). But 'an

assumption of this sort must be wrong: identity has to be found, not

imposed or assumed. "Unity is the last concept that should be applied to

language". Three sets of supplementary data are used as "checks" on the

conclusions drawn from the plays: direct informant observation (within what

terms of reference is again not clear) of usa &e in a Boston drafting firm,

gestionnaires for business executives at M.I.T., and tape-recordings of

....111dren talking in Kansas. The extreme heterogeneity and indeed vagueness

of setting (geographicallsociall physical, numbers present, fact and fiction,

etc.) is matched by the varioty of data-gathering techniques - not merely
to tl ...dent that these can be given unequivocally differing.labels but,

more t. nificantly, in that the reader is left to guess what the informants

were in. acted to do, how far the authors themselves were busy
illustrag a ready-made hypothesis with ready-made categbries, and the
extent to is :ch the criterion throughout was obligatory, habituallor

acceptable 11,71ge.

These were seeking to locate dimensions of social structure in

the form df "semantic rules" which might be universal. Their general aim

is not entirely distinct from that of C. OSGOOD's "semantic differential"

investigations. C..Z.Ta attempts to locate dimensions of "subjective

culture", in the fob. .f "common semantic factors" which might also be
universal. It is instructive to compare their methodologies. .

OSGOOD (1963) expla v how affective meaning systems vary across

cultures, .languages, andi,- opts ". He begins by selecting 100 concepts

(words) which have been "se 1 linguists and anthropologists as being

'culture -fair' and that hays .9.,,rived a stringent back-translation test

with bilinguals from all of language-families represented." (82)

100 high-school boys in each cmr*..,? are made to respond to each,concept

with one "qualifier (adjectives :,pcslish)". These are then .ranked for

freqiencyiand compared - for each oo.cept - across the various ..groups of
responding subjects (100 concepts tithes 100 subjects times.6 countries).

The 50 top-ranking qualifiers are then agseciated with each othei by 6

fresh groups of 100 subjects and the res factorised. Three well-defined

factori (or clusters of responses) emerge thisl'and are given the

labels "evaluative", "potency ", and flactivi',' ,13) These are found to

be noticeably constant across subjects but (. .r>aps surprisingly)

not so across concepts. They are regarded, et.i ray, as potential

semantic universals.

OSGOOD's control over experimental variables . st rigorous after

the point at which the various "concepts" are choseL 'words, why these

words, and why qualifiers in response?). Unlike BROWN
-. D, OSGCOD

is caref4 to encl.: information from comparable groups %.
manner, and.more general factors are arrived at with the :., 4.* explicitly

inductive procedures owing nothing to pre-conceived catego.. *O on the

part of the analyst. (84)

5. 24 Borrowing.and influence.

Inter - disciplinary collaboration involves locating unsuspected
problems and clarifying distantly suspected problemsas much as, if Tic
more than, taking ready-made problems to someone else for advice. But e

the latter course involves a far-reaching choice between supposedly self-
sufficient borrowing cn the one hand and allowing oneself to be



genuinely influenced by what one borrows on the other. Not many will aaopt .

the standpoint of G.A. MILLER (1965) when he urges his fellow psychologists,
"to propose and test performance models for a language user" but in so
doingto rely on the linguist to give them "a precise specification of what
it is a langUage user is trying to use", Earlier, in Plans and the
Structure of Behaviour, MILLER (and his co-authors) had acknowledged that
certain psychological assumptions Would have to be radically modified in the
light of resent advances in grammatical theory. This is an extreme example
of basic theoretical influence, illustrating the point made by C. LEVI-
STRAUSS (1958)': " when an event cf (some) importance takes place in
one of.the sciences of man, representatives of neighbouring disciplines
are not only permitted but required to examine promptly its implications
and its possible application to facts of another order."

Such a degree of influence may very well be felt to endanger the
proper autonomy of one's own discipline within its proper area of
competence. But self-sufficient borrowing, on the other hand, is not
normally possible. A need is felt for information relevant to oriels own
problem but belonging to another discipline; very often the precise
available nature of the available information is such as to preclude its
direct integration into the framewovk of onus own discipline (see for
example D.S. BOOMER, 1964); one is then proMpted to restrict the range
of questions that wort into the original formulation of one's problems.
The "application" of linguistics to the teaching of English as a native or
foreign language is just such a case: education can easily become
restricted in kind and scope sots to fit in (and, by degrees, fit in with)
linguistics, and so runs the risk of ceasing be itself( this particular
case will be del. ,t with later). Many feel indeec that inter-disciplinary
borrowing leads all too readily to processes of (icr say the linguist)
"drifing into sociology", "sliding into psychology" (both phrases from
M. GREGORY, 1966), or to even worse fates. The line between allowing
oneself to be influenced by or merely to borrow from another discipline
is always difficult to draw. (85)

Goals and subject matter have priority over methodology, but even so
methodological insight is naturally worth seeking,wherever it may be found.
Thus E. SAPIR (1929a): "Linguistics is of strategic importance for the
methodology of social science". This is sc because firstly language
"betrays ... such regularities as only the natural scientist is in the
habit of formulating", and secondly "it is a regularity of infinitely less
apparent rigidity and of another mode of apprehension on cur part" (p.166).
K.L. PIKE (1956) expresses the need for a single methodology:. "An event
comprised of both verbal and non-verbal activities could not be
analysed by the combination of a linguist and a non-linguistic
anthropologist, since any joint analysis by the two of them would
merely be an aggregate of conclusions" (p.59). Perhaps the most fruitful
perspective is that of J.Z. YOUNG (1955) who speaks Of the'diitinct
"language" of each discipline, in effect its favourite ways of talking
about its phenomena and abstractions, its systems of "metaphor" for its
purposes. The search for new insights can gain frosh impetus by talking
about one's own familiar problems as if they were someone else's, asking
questions like: is the brain (like) an electric circuit? Suppose it were,
then how would we talk about it? Be writes: "It seems that a science goes
on finding out more and more detail within one language system until new
comparisons are introduced". Looked at like this, medical scholarship
appears to have advanced from one "rewarding analogy" to another; moreover,
the search for rewarding analogies and new language systems has in most
cases been carried out in the fields of other just conceivably connected
disciplines.

6. THE SPEECH EVENT

We have assumed that some initial idea of What "basic orientations"
might be can be distilled from the mass of on-going socio-linguistic work.
So, to recapitulate very briefly, what sort of work is likely to have most
value? First of all, whatever its disciplinary laba, one, has to be on
the lookout for studies which are faithful to the subject matter one
believes in. Then, in general, one should incline towards basically
inductive approaches which allow relatively open-ended possibilities for
categorisation (otherwise one would suspect the preSence ready-made
answers); even so, basically deduCtive approaches are also valuable if the
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categories used can be realised in intuitively satisfying and verifiable
instances of behaviour. In either case excessively neat atomistic entities
have to be more than merely elegant. The role of informants should be
made as clear (and data as overt) as possible - whether gathered by
observation or by introspection. Attempts to establish the independence
of any single discipline must always be most critically scrutinised: these

too often amount to far-reaching claims to dictate all the categories to be
used (language for the linguist's sake), along with, sometimes, demands to
reject all consideration of certain levels of experience as inaccessible
to rational investigation by anyone at all. The aio throughout should be
to make sense of context, in context.

The fundamental context is the speech event. The boundaries and
structure of the speech event are complex indeed. There are always little
events inside big events, extended "strands of something or other Which
permeate long stretches of text and produce a gradual build-up of effect.'
(A. McINTOSH, 1965, p.19), and so forth. All of these things Moreover are
in no small measure related to the viewpoint or focus of each of the
participants themselves. This is so in a cultural sense (witness
A.I. HALLO'ELL's story of the old man diligently attending to what the
Thunder Birds had to say)(86), in a generational sense,(the speech events,
of very small children are not our own speech events), and in an everyday
sense (the speech event seen as a set of "ventures in joint orientation",
a process of very imperfect sharing, each participant both creatively and

conventionally structuring and re-structuring his own view of things.X87)
The speech event is far removed that is to say, from the text as merely
recordede (88)

K.L. PIKE (1954, 1967) attends to three types of participant focus:
"depth of focus" (size of the unit of behaviour percieved), "breadth of
.focus" (how many units at a time), and "height of focus" (over what stretch
of time). The unit which is so perceived is regarded as a composite of
verbal and non-verbal behaviour ( a "behavioureme" ), and is a unit in
virtue of its "purpose" or "meaning" (89). It is structured into three
"complex overlapping components" called "modes": the "feature" mode
(identificational features, some of which are naturally elusive and
difficult to identify objectively), the "manifestation" mode (physically

realised substance), and the "distribution"mode (dispersal among the rest
of the units). (90) PIKE is therefore concerned with depth, breadth and
height of focus in each of three modes. It is regrettable therefore that
he finds relatively little space (and, most uncharacteristically, very few
references) for the question offocus itself, although. he attaches some
importance to it. Moreover, no distinction is drawn between two basic
means by which focus is attained - which we may term conceptualisation
and expectation.

Informally speaking, conceptualisation in the present context is taken
to refer to what people think they do and ought to do, and what and how
they think about what they think they) do, allowing "they" to be used
reflexively or otherwise, and "do" to refer to verbal as well as to non-
verbal behaviour. Expectation concerns what people expect or imagine
they will do (did, would do, would have done, etc.). .

The fundamental relevance for a socio-linguistic approach to the
speech event of what and how (including how far).1.eople.think about what
they do deserves some treatment. Conceptualisation in.this respect ranges
from the intuitive, where in effect we cannot put what we are doing into
words (or where the language - or language in general - has no appropriate
and available means of expression) to the fully verbalised analytical:
see fa. 43. It can be correct or nistaken ("commands" mistaken for "adviciV
etc.: see T. BURNS, 1957, in 5. 23 dbove). And 'den. possess or lack
clarity of focus: what we and others do may be not so much mistaken as
simply lost from sight, unattended to in the rush of events, as when we
make efforts to exp.ain ourselves better, strike en appropriate note of
uncertainty or deference, verbally and non-verbally reinforce others when
they speak, wait for cues, and engage in a thoUsand and one other such
activities, taking little note at the time of what exactly we are doing491)
In this latter connection, it has been said that with their 'very slow

-- -



torrent of words coming at him every time he is spoken to, thereby dodging,
the effects of small but cumulative errors. It is a moot question how far
(or whether) the receiver employs selective processing strategies for
handling grammatical deep structures, (92) semantic or pragmatic content,
(93) etc. Across a longer stretch of time, processing consists inter ilia
of adopting in a sense a somewhat more conscious strategy of necessary
laziness or "non-committedness ... storing the gist of many successive
sentences perhaps rather 'openly' till we see where we are being led," this
being "part of the condition of a proper attitude of anticipation"
(A. McINTOSH). The producer rather similarly, in effect plans ahead,
(G.A. MILLER et al, 1960; A. SUMMERFITLD, 1964); choosing among alter-
native "routes" to a "destination", or, if one wishes, among alternative
choices answering a given need. The routes or choices that are not
selected, as J. LYONS (1964, p. 25) points out, impart meaning to the one
that its. Ranges of possible choice, allowing for all types of constraint,
are often likely to be extremely wide in most normal language behaviour:
a journey involving just ten calls can blonadein more than three million
different ways. Both in the short term and the long term producer and
receiver appear to be engaged in very similar kinds of conceptualising
activity. This of course is fundamental to generative linguistic theory
(94)9 but even in the present more informal context one can suggest
several similarities. Neither, for example, attends to all parts of the
total utterance or text, the producer rarely rehearsing what he is going
to say (he trusts, interestingly enough, that somehow it will all work ou4
the receiver attending as it were to the "gist" of the stored input at
invervals (and over the long term listening or reading "lazily" or non
committally). Both may of course err in registering what is actually
intended, or even said ("Did I say that? Surely noti "). For both,

meaning is largely a function of choice among permissible alternatives.
Both are concerned to avoid enslavement to the immediatelly preceding.

And both have thutask of achieving some degree of empathy with the other's
conceptualising processes.

There can be little doubt that different (groups of) people have
different ideas about language and its use, both in general and on
particular occasions; are more, or less, aware of what is going on
linguistically; handle what they hear or read in a more, or less,
deliberate manner; and plan utterances differently. Factors of this sort
characterise participants in the speech event, and so very largely
characterise the speech event itself. B. BERNSTEIN's work is now well-
known for the manner in which he distinguishes "code..." of a language
("varietiesue or "styles", one may wish tb call them) according not only
to their grammatical, lexical, and phonological characteristics but also
according to certainformative Attitudes to language and conceptualising
prccesses of language production and reception'. As we have seen, BERNSTEIN
wishes to connect classes in society with the use of one or both of two
codes (by the "lower working class" and f.middle class" respectively),
termed "restricted" and "elaborated". The first of these has the primary
function of serving as a, Set of "social symbols", the second as a set of
"individuated symbols", the first being more predictable, fluent,
repetitive, etc., the second more idiosyncratically planned, hesitant,
complex, etc. (95) The working-class child is not normally spoken to by
his parents in a grammatically complex manner reflecting , 1 encouraging
the use of compaeit reasoning. For him education is an overly linguistic
puaale. "It is important to realise that the working-class boy's
difficulties in ordering a sentence and connecting sentences ... are

alien to the way he perceives and reacts to his immedi,:tte environment.

The total syamm of ,his perception, which results in a sensitivity to
objects ratner than to the structure of objedts, applies equally to the
structure of a se/Ito:ice". The educatinna3 crunch is indeed the hardest to
bear; the child from a poor backgv_und f Ads himself having in. effect -
however he does it - to transltte (while learning the code of) his
middle-class teacher's utterances. Scholastically, socially, ("The attempt
to sabstitato a different use of language is art attempt to change
the very means by which he has been socialised": 196la, p.304); and
affectively, he suffers as a direct consequence.

Moreover, and very probably of even more fundamental importance, for
the middle -clais child "a theoretical attitude is developed toward the
strUttural possibilities of sentence organisation" (1961a, p. 291)x.
.Now if this is indeed a marked characteristic of. educated` language use,
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it readily suggests a tendency towards generation of utterances in the one

social group, recall in the other. The interesting alternative, in the
light of modern generative theory, is not the former but the latter: for
how long and to what extent are the generative capacities of some people
not set in motion? E. HAUGEN (1962) lays considerable emphasis on
the pressures exerted on the child by his peers to conform to linguistic
norms. How far do these amount to pressures to menial and how far (if so)
are they offset by adult pre:sures not to conform in this way (see also
comments la '7.'7. and v.E. LAMBERT, 1964, in 5.23 above) ? Is there perhaps

a critical age for the development of a habit one way or the other? (96)

BERNSTEIN is also saying (1965, esp. p.150) that certain aspects of
social structure and their linguistic manifestations lend an intra-
linguistic dimension to the "linguistic relativity" hypothesis of B.L.MORF.
J.B. CARROLL and J.B. CASAGRAYDE (1958) explain what this is: "The
linguistic relativity hypothesis is a special case of the culture -

personality theory each language develops special ways of

communicating. These ways of communicating create special needs, special
responses, and lead to the development of special modes of thinking. The

alternative to the linguistic relativity hypothesis -Would be ci statement

that the behaviour of a person is not a function of the language he
hmens to speak or be speaking, that his modes of categorising experience
and dealing with his world operate independently of language, that
language is simply a way of communicating something which is in every way
prior to its Codification in language" (p.20). As D. HYMES (1961a) puts

it: "One will find other statements of this view, ranging from the
sweepingly provocative to the gently urbanell (p.325).

References (culturally-slanted "linguistic relativity"): -

F. BOAS (1911); p. 17 ff.
A.R.' DIEBOLD (1964).

D. HYMES- (1961a) ; p. 324-337.

D. HUES (1961b); p. 59, 60
D. HYNES (1964c): p. 5-11 (Note the distinciton drawn here

between language as "a socially inherited system
seen primarily in terms of the cognitive function of
distinguishing or expressing meanings," and as
activity in Social contexts). Also Part III

E. LENNEBERG (1953, 1902).
J. LYONS (1963); p. 39, 40, 80-87.
E. SAPIR11924).
E. SAPIR (1933); p. 26 ff.
N.C.W. SPENCE (1964).

WHORF.

BERNSTEIN heavily underlines our intuitive feeling that different
social groups using the same language within the same speech community
cannot be enacted to make equlvalent use of available features, including
generative possibilities, in the language. q1102F concerned himself with

the significance of habitual use of certain aspects of a language, rather
than their mere existence. W.H. WHITELEY (1966, p.150 ff.) has stressed
this distinction in connection with classificatory systems such as
kinship terminology, folk medicine, colour terminology etc., asking the
question who makes habitual use of what aspects of a given language.

Peferences (implying - if no more - socially slanted
"linguistic relativity "): -

B. BERNSTEIN (1965).
U. BELLUGI and R. BROWN (1964); p. 109, 110.

D. HYMES (1961a); p.341 ff.
D. HUES (1964a); p. 19 ff.
'D:'HYMZS (1964d).

J. KLEIN '(1964).

D. LAWTON (1963, 1964) .

W.R. ROBINSON (1965a, 1965b) .
L. SCHATZMAN and A. STRAUSS (1955).

S. ULLMAN (1962); p. 243 ff., esp. 252.



- related to scholastic achievement b the school pail

B. BERNSTEIN (1961a); p. 304 ff.; and throughout.
"ENGLISH" (1965); p. 26.
J. FLOUD (1961).
E. FRPtSER (1959).

A. INKELES (1966);p. 271 ff.

Introspection suggests however that we do not simply store incoming
information until points are reached when we make a "decision" about it all.
We also predict, although again what kinds of features we predict or try to
predict is not at all certain - it may be for instance that we are
relatively set to predict items which are to receive tonicity. It is

difficult to experiment, since no informant can state, what he has

predicted or processed (after a deley), particularly since predictions are
no doubt multiple. The poet of course, and the lyric writer forte top
ten, and all of us at some time, consciously aim to set up predictions
or expectancies in the reciever in order to confirm or deny them (or both),

and we can work backwards too, realising fpr instance in retrospect that
some earlier expected choice had been in fact improbable ih the later event.
The process of expectation, one feels, is not wholly a behaviourist
fabrication. It is true that not mem would now identify with G.A. MILLER's
position in 1951, namely that "Sequential grammatical habits can be
discussed within the framework of an associative theory of verbal, behaviour':
But there may yet be some truth in what lies behind the behaviourist
psychologist's remark, quoted by K.LASHLEY (1951), that he "had reached
the stage where he could arise before an audience, turn his mouth loose,

and go to sleep" (p. 184). As J.R. FIRTH (1937) put it, "Whatever is
said is a determining condition for what in any reasonable expectation

may follow" (p. 94). He called this "contextual elimination", affecting
both producer and receiver alike. Unrehearsed talk1.1"ecturing, etc., is

full of wrong turnings induced by the Immediately, preceding co-text and
by the direction taken by the on-going situation. Intiospection - which

even here, where it is most difficult, may not be entirely without value 4
further suggests that even mid-word expectancies are set up in the
receiver, since we are often surprised when they are not confirmed: it

could of course be argued that,this is some kind of hindsight at work,
but it seems reasonable to aesume that it is not. "Well, I'm afraid
it's - ", even without the customary glance at ,one's watch, is normally
more than enough, without completion.' It is not surprising that very few
investigations into relationships between predictability and abilities to
predict on the one hand and social group, abilities to comprehend, etc., on
the other, have been undertaken, in view of the methodological difficulties
involved, yet there can be little doubt that the self -- propelling power of
language shapes the course of the speech event no leadthan many more
observable environmental factors. Socio-linguistic analysis should there-
fore take account of such matters.

7. NATIVE -. LANGUAGE LEaNING AND TEACHING

The teacher of English as a native language,is well aware of the size
of his problem. There is abundant evidence of the "regrettably low"
standards of English attained even by school leavers and university
entrants (THE EXAMINING OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE, 1964, p.2), while students at
the university have been said to suffer from. an, "appallingly low level
of performance" (J. SMALL, 1964), and, in prose work, to give their tutors
an impression "both of awkward labour and of breathless rush" (G.S. FRASER,
1965). These problems are not new. They had been seen in very much the
same light, and were fully debated, as long ago as shortly after the First
World War (cf. R. QUIRK, 1959, IN', 9, fn. 1). Even at the postgraduate
levellthe normal run of research papers ia not marled by any particular
clarityenexpression, and the urgent but difficultaide of popularisation
rarely attracts the best scholars (R. CALDER, 1963).. 2he NEWSOM REPORT
best focuses the problem of native language teaching at tl,e Junior
Secondary level: "They are not likely to persevere unless something is
done to lessen their greatest handicap -. that inability to express them-
selves which soon convinces them thqt they have nothing to express ---
A double obligation rests upon the schools, They have to provide the
background of conversation and exch nge of information which an educated
family offers, rtnd they Invo to coax their pupils to teke part in itll(ch.14)
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The conclusion cannot easily be escaped, therefore, that few of us are
sufficiently sensitised to the language we and others use. Language study

is too often seen by the school-child as a kind of summation of rules
(of a strictly non-generative kind), and by the adult as something already
mastered, and certainly not worth studying "to stretch the scope of
experience, to enlarge the possibility of maturity" ('. qALSH, 1959, p.245).

It may be true in turn that the quality of the teacher - of an subject -

is "'best indicated by his use of language" (MALSH, 1964), and that there
is accordingly an over-riding need not so much for new technique of native-

language te..:1216ain as for new perspectives in the study of native-language

amalaa.

To begin with, one must be absolutely clear about the priorities
involved: learning before teaching, and a proper understanding of what is

learnt as basis for the study of the learning process itself. But one

must equally be on one's guard against equating "language" with any one
(only) of its many aspects. For example, language is not some kind of

instrument which is put to use, the use that is to sty divorced from the

thing itself. It is difficult to avoid some degree of metalinguistic

ambiguity: the English language works with a very great deal of

"concretisaticn" (as B.L. MORF has pointed out rather graphically)

and it is natural to speak of "the use of English" without necessarily
intending any such divorce. Yet there are many who do wish to see a basic

distinction of this sort. G.A. MILLER (1965) for example, as we have seen

(5. 24 above), wishes the linguist to give the psychologist "a precise
specification of what it is a language user is trying to use". One often

hears teachers too, of very different persuasions, agreeing in principle
that, to quote one, "there is no point at all in showing children how to

use language unless they have some language to use". Perhaps the crudest

expression (happily dying Gut in examinations and the clasStoom alike)
is the time-honoured ritual of grammatical analysis. This has been

referred to, in some of i'cs classroom manifestations, as "a kind of
mumbo-jumbo about as remote from linguistic practice as anything could

well be" (A. McINTOSH, 1963, p.119), awkward labours .characteristically
spent on short stretches of concocted language well within the repertoire

of the normal six-year old. It is probably best too to assume that even a

prolonged. course in modern structural linguistics is unlikely to implant

practical skill in handling the native language (R.C. OVITNELL, 1964).
An infinitely more sophisticated development of the wish to keep language

and its use ouite distinct is that of transformative - generative
linguistics (see 2.1 above). It is one of the purposes of the present
account, however, to direct attention to language as More than a set of

grammatical rules. (97) Socio-lInguistic perspectives and descriptions,

by no means necessarily confined to the language being used or taught
or taught about, are as relevant - if not a good deal more relevant - to

the needs of the English teacher as any amount of graMmatical expertise.

The task of teaching a subject to a child, or indeed to an adult, is

one of representing the structure of that subject in terms of his own

experience or way of looking at things. It is now a familiar if perhaps
not universally established axiom of modern educational thought that any

idea can be represented, as J.S. BRUNER (1960) puts it, "honestly and
usefully" in the thought formd of children of school age. A teacher of

mathematics at the University of Illinois has this, for instance, to say
about the introduction of set theory to quite junior classes in the school:
"It may be that nothing is intrinsically difficult. We just have to wait

until the proper point ofyiew and corresponding language for ,'resenting

it are revealed. Given particular subject matter or a partic_lat concept,
it is easy to ask trivial questions or to lead the child to ask trivial

questions. It is also easy to ask impossibly difficult questions. The

trick is to find the medium questions that can be answered and that take

you somewhere. This is the big job of teachers and textbooks" (J.S; BRUNER,

1960). Speaking of the teaching of geometry and physics, B.'INHELDER

writes: "Basic notions in these fields are perfectly' accessible to
children of seven and ten years of age, provided that they are divorced
from their mathematical expression and studied through materials that

the child can handle himself." The recent U.N.E.S.C.O. ImbliCation
entitled "Failure in School" points out that the vocabulary of histerY
as taught in wench schools may be in large measure unintelligible to

pupils. (98) It goes on: "There is little doubt too that the early stages
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of member work may be impeded by children's ignorance of the precise meaning
of such apparently simple terms as 'plus' and 'minus', 'multiply' and
'divide'." (99) It hls often been /rid however that in the English class
subject and medium are one and the same, If this is really so then it
would seem likely that the problem of tranelation does not face the English
teacher to the same extent as it faces say the mathematics teacher. In

practice however one recognises the same four-way distinction between the
teacher'i idea of what the subject is, the pupil's idea, the teacher's use of
language, and the pupil's. Superimposed upon this general pattern moreover
is a further dimension that is largely absent in the case of other curricular
subjects; that of evaluative attitudes. The geologist would not dream of
being sarcastic shout the Ice Age, whereas the English teacher, no less if
no more than anyone else, might about expects of language and its use.

The teacher's task is not however simply that of identifying with the
learner in his use of language, let alone in his views about language. It

is 3150 that of leading him somewhere, in mastery of and knowledge about the
native language just as in the case of any other subject. But the real
danger still lies in loss of contact rather than in loss of direction,
especially at those stages at which interest and attitudes are most at take.
There Are three main principles to be borne in mind: one, that the learner
should be involved in a basically inductive approach te the subject
(cfeH.A. GLEASON, 1964) which admits at the same time of a good deal of
"intuitive" as opposed to "analytical" learning, especially in the early

stages; two, that the nature of the pupil's and teacher's natural and
accrete/el interests it and ro.+4+11Aa= tmwtirAm innanagp and inngnnzp imprn are

indeed crucially important, and should be studied; and three, that it is
equally essential for the teaching of English to possess a disciplined basis.

Much thought has been given to the intuitive learning of subjects like
mathematics. If intuitive learning in this particular field does provide
the best foundation for later analytic learning, and if the teacher's task
is so to arrange things that intuitive learning in early stages is allowed
to develop naturally and Yet purposefully into analytic learning, without
loss of intuitive ability, then there is every reason why one should be
thinking along these lines in the field of native-language teaching.
Unwillingness on the part of the teacher to translate his own analytic
knowledge into the intuitive mode of the young learner can do much damage.
A too premature formalism has the effect of making the pupil believe that
he has yet to learn something which in a sense he already knows, with the
consequent danger of warping the pupil's intuitive powers. The fortunate
child is encouraged to play with numbers long before he is enpected to put
what he is doing into words. It is now widely believed that the ten-year-old
child can handle, if not put into words, the operations of what one authority
has termed "a formidable amount of highbrow mathematics." In more general
terms it has been said that intuition is founded on "a combinatorial playful-
ness that is only possible when the consequences of error are not over-
powering or sinful" (J. S. BRUNER, 1962). Knowledge about language too
shoved presumably therefore be rooted in an environment which allows what
the child fesik to be "free" play with words - even if this is what the
teacher knows to be "controlled" piny. What is more, every transition from
intuitive to analytical activity should if possible follow from evidence of

readiness on the part of the particulat pupil(s). And it is infinitely
better, one imagines, to make such transitions too late rather than too early.

The writer does not preten&to be able to illustrate teaching
strategies that succeed in establishing intuitive - leading- to - analytic

learning in the native-language context. It is clear however that success
or failure in this respect will depend largely on whether or not attention
has been paid to the second and third principles; and here the linguist
(sociologist, etc,) can have much to say. We, shall take the third first.

J.S. BRUNER (1960) writes on behalf,' of thirty-five top-ranking scholars,

representing many disciplines, attending the 1959 goods Hole Conference on
the teaching of science in American primary and secondary schools:
"The experience of the past several years has taught at least one important
lesson about the design of a curriculum that is true to the underlying
structure of its subject matter. Xt is that the best minds in any particular
discipline must be put to work on the task. The decision as to what should
be taught in American history to elementary school children or what should
be taught in arithmetic is a decision that can best be reached with the aid
of those with a high degree of vision %fte, competence in each of these fields,'
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The American author of "Realms of Meaning", 1964, V.H. PHENIX), a study of
principles in curriculum design, puts the matter in a slightly different way:
"The teaching of material from any discipline should always be considered
specially in relation to the character of that discipline and not to some

supposed principles of teaching in general." in this light it is therefore

significant for native-language teaching that the study of language in its

broader soCial contexts, and having regard to its social functioning, is

progressively developing its own disciplined basis.

In a sense, it is the on basis for a disciplined study of socially
patterned attitudes towards language. The English teacher faced with a
class of English pupils is faced in effect with a set of attitudes to

language : language in general, other people's language, expressions in
particular,, notions about "correctness", and so forth. He in turn must

strike his pupils, consciously or otherwise, as likewise a bundle of
attitudes. Both sides of the picture therefore need to be studied. The

methodological crux however is the extent to which attitudes can be elicited
without in the process putting them into the subject's mind in the form of
questionnaires, etc.; and, perhaps no less, the extent to which strength
of attitude can be measured, and its relationship to performance. Analogous

problems faced "/.13. LAMBERT et al (1961) in their assessment of various types

of motivation to learn a second language (see 3.2 above); in their case,

however, attention was directed almost entirely to just the most prominent

attitudes to the other culture. Attitudes to language will subsume these

but will also embrace tuch else besides. For example, attitudinal studies
underlie and are to some extent presupposed by attempts to arrive at a
consensus of opinion among the members of this or that group of teachers
concerning the nature of pupils' weaknesses. Socio-linguistic investigation
into such matters would both rely on information provided'by the teacher and
elicit and interpret it in the light of what may already be known about
touchers' attitudes. Clearly the two types of investigation go...land'in hand.

Yet.the matter rests finally with the teacher. He, not the linguist, is
ultimately in the best position to assess the range of ('errors' made for
example in his pupil's reading: inability to follow clear but obliquely
expressed statements of opinion ("of course it could be argued that ...."),
to respond to Metaphor, to adapt to a writer's handling of expectandies of
one sort or another, etc. (100)

The English teacher's task, perhaps above all else, is that'bf
involving the pupil in spoken language activity of the right sort., Reference
has already been Made to what the NEWSOM REPORT (curl). ch. 14) has to say

in this connection. The teacher, says W. TALSH (1964,6. 1), has to develop
a "souse of touch", a "linguistic tact" which balances the need for
"sympathetic projection" against the needs of the theme of the lesson.
Now for all we know there maybe certain features in the language of the
teacher, the way he encourages, checks, agrees, disagrees, changes the
subject, expresses surprise, shows amusement, supplies information, and so on
(see esp; 4 above), perhaps too the way he reveals to his pupils what his own

'attitudes are to their language, that help tomake for success or failure in
this respect. There is a very real sense in which his handling of language
affects the situation not as a mere adjunct to more powerful factors of
personality but as ingredients (including acquired ingredients) of
personality: "linguistic human nature" embodied in the. teacher himself.
There seems no necessary reason, in principle, why it should not be possible
to predict about certain aspects of the language of this or that teacher that
his pupils are that much more, or less, likely to make certain types of
linguistic response - or to respond at all. (101)'

. Attitudes. towards and interest in language are as important as
interest in topics to discuss or to write about, etc.: but not necessarily
or always more important. For most teachers there must be a strong_
implication that interest is very much part Of the upoihtn in.such a
statement as this of A.H. MARCKWARDT (1961) : "The linguist's claim. that
a child of six has k grasp of all the fundamental language,patterns_is quite
beside the point as far.as the teacher of composition is concerned", It was
pointed out in R. BRADDOCK (1963), a compendious review of research. into
written composition in schools in the United States,. that little was then

known about the question of writing interests, nor even about how to set
about investigating the matter. Socio-linguistic perspectives_ might however
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have some bearing on whatitis the learner might conceivably be interested .

in conveying in writing. "Centres of interest," for example, in writing as
in speaking or rending, are not necessarily best reduced to or elicited
merely in terms of "topics" : the analysis of Writing interests might just as
profitably be undertaken in terms of domains, role relations, speech
functions, attitudes, media, etc., recognising that each such category ad4ts
of very considerable refinement. The title of a writing assignment may
indeed be the only immediate stimulus for interest, but will surely not in
itself generate whatever subsequent interest the pupil might come to feel
as the business of writing gets under way. The development of knowledge
in areas such as these depends to a large extent on what is put into the
education and re-education of practising and potential teachers. There
are two main areas of concern: in-service courses for teachers and
administrators, and B.Ed. syllabuses (and, in certain places, non-degree
syllabuses) in colleges of education. In the long run the second may be
the more important of the two.

There is some considerable doubt at the present moment among
linguists, psychologists and teachers as to whether or not linguistics and
psychology have very much to say that is relevant to problems in language
teaching. N. CHOMSKY (1966), for example, speaks for many others in
asserting: "I am, frankly, rather sceptical about the significance, for the
teaching of langhages, of such insights and understanding as have been
attained it linguistics and 'psychology" (p.43). He goes on to point out
that these disciplines are "in a state of flux and agitation": in both
some feel it necessary to shake themselves free from what CHOflSKY himself
regards as the myth that linguistic behaviour is iihabitualu and that a
fixed stock of "patterns" is acquired through practice and used as the
basis for "analogy" (p.44). Teachers, he says, "have a responsibility
to make sure that ideas and proposals are evaluated on their merits" (p.45).
This is true, but two very closely related points still need to be
emphasised : one, there is danger in some current tendencies to minimise
the benefits - however indirect - that might accrue from an informed interest
in linguistic thinking (see br example R. O'MALLEY, 1964); and two, the
flux and agitation that grips one branch of a discipline may sometimes
have the effect of masking the developing conviction in another branch that
all tits flux and agitation leaves some very central issues quite untouched.
To proc]aim for example that "it is only under exceptional and quite
uninteresting circumstances that one can seriously consider how 'situational
context' determines what is said, even in probabilistic terms" (N. CHOMSKY,
1966$ p. 46) seems to say more than in fact it does. It seems to suggest
for example that a relationship of "determination" is a kind of primitive
assumption of any approach to language in context. Socio-linguistics
hoiever, in asking what "situation" is, asks such questions as what it
looks like from inside sociology and anthropology (disciplines ignored by
CHOMICSY, and by so many others, in a totally arbitrary manner), and from
inside the individial, what the non-infinite component parts might be that
come together to form no doubt infinitely varied situational profiles, how
these relate to (not "determine") linguistic form, and so forth. To state
or imply that there is not a great deal of interest in the contextual
patterning of language is to fly in the face of universal intuition.

Intuitive feeling tells us, for example, even if the nearest
available linguist does not, that the native language is acquired from the
earliest years in context, and that the particular context in each case
matters a great deal. One might therefore be surprised to learn that very
little thought indeed is currently being given to the matter. In contrast,
psycho-linguistic investigation, with virtually no reference to social
context, is well extablished : see for example U. BELLUGI and R. T. BROW,
(1964), F. SMITH and G. A. MILLER (1965), J. LYONS and R.J. WALES (1966) .

In the first of these collections a plea by D. HYMES for attention to the
acquisition of social functions by the infant along with the forms of
language passed totally unheeded in published discussion. Abstracts of
recent and current investigations such as those provided in THE LINGUISTIC
REPORTER (April 1965) and I.J.A.L. (33,1,1967) paint much the same picture,
without one single really clear exception among some fifty items. There is
need for eocio- linguistic inveRtigatiee into matters as : the functional
disCriminations displayed by the lengaage of 3 - and 4eyear-olds; attitudes
everents and nursery school teachers to what is appropriate and
inappropriate in the infant's language and in their own linguistic "handling"



of infants (what is "correct.' or desirable, how and whether to correct or

enrich verbal behaviour, how and how much to encourage verbal independence
and/or play with words, etc. - in each case related to what is in fact

practised); the development of recognisably distinct patterns of language
choice according to domain, role relationship, etc.; the development and

nature of attitudes to language on the part of the child himself'
(particularly perhaps among those who have suffered a geographical and/or
social transition of some sort - how early does sensitivity on this score
reveal itself?); and so forth. It is largely a question of "applying"
socio-linguistic questions (that have perhaps already been thought of or
looked into in other quite different connections) to the situation of the
very young language learner.

More work has been done on somewhat later stages in the child's
development; yet even here, apart from such exceptions as that of
B. BERNSTEIN in this country and the Urban Language Study in the United
States, not a great deal has been.aohieved or planned. The Urban Language
Study (a project of the Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington; see
LINGUISTIC REPORT', Oct. 1966) aims to provide teaching materials for
"Standard English as a second dialect for culturally disadvantaged Negroes..
in selected schools of the District of Columbia"; it claims to uncover
"mistakes remarkably like those made by all but the most gifted learners
of foreign languages", and argues accordingly that the Negro should be seen
as endeavouring to "acquire a second grammatical system in addition to the
first". (102) Other indications of more than awareness of such problems
are provided by : A. INKELES (1966, p.271 ff.) who points to work in
wrnerenla in the UniteA gtates on the vgraiable linauistic competence of
children from different social backgrounds; J. SCUPHAM (1966), who
discusses the connection between linguistic and intellectual advancement;
the NEWSOM REPORT and the Schools Council's Report entitled "ENGLISH", both
of'which display sharp awareness of the central role of language ability
in the development of intellect and personality; and, to close the list a
little arbitrarily perhaps, V. P. JOHN (1963), who reports a programme of
work that seeks to ascertain "those patterns of linguistic and cognitive
behaviour that are .... related to the socio-economic environment" of
slum children.

What then of the B.Ed. syllabus in say "language and education"? To
What extent should it have a socio-linguistic component - or even basis?
The writer at any rate is convinced that a substantial proportion of the
work should be of this nature, especially in the early stages; that

sensitivity to the nature. of one's own ad others' performance, spoken and
written, whichaouldundoubtedly in any case be developed continuously
throughout any such course, is of ita nature largely socio-linguistic,
hence invitee the use of appropriate and disciplined perspectives; that

the student's appreciation of the nature Of attitudes to language and
language users is well developed by reference not only to the native
British context but also to settings much further afield; and that in

vneral commitment to any one theory or set of categories is to be avoided
at*all costs. In these terms the writer wishes to reaffirmihe direct
and substantial relevance of linguistics to the study of native-language
learning -and teaching.

8. SECOND - LANGUAGE LEAPYING,, AND TEACHING .

-

The question of whether, and how, linguistics might be "applied" to
problems of second-language teaching is now a very familiar one. But there
is reason to believe that the sheer urgency of the problem has distracted
attsntion from the value that might accrue from enquiries into processes of
second-language learning. The. one prioritiei apply as in the native-
language case: 1) what 2) is learned and 3) taught.

Some of the opening remarks Of D. E. BROADBENT (1967), on the state
of current knowledge concerning the psychology of modern language learning,
Provide an interesting framewrok for socio-linguistic interpretations of
the lime problem:-

" a) There is very little indeed that has bee*
published directly in this area using the
methods and criteria of academic psychology,.



b) There is a very large amount of expertise and
opinion-based activity amongst language teachers,
which is based on assumptions about human behaviour
and whieh seems to work: It would not however come
up to the scientific standards of a purist psychologist.

c) There are a large number of areas of general psychology
which are of relevance, but the full implications have
not been worked out in the apecial situation of language
learning."

In a) and c) here one might quite adequately nplace "psychology"
by "socio-linguistics". In b) however, if one had so to generalise, it
would be necessary to recognise some degree of failure on the part of
language teachers in general to recognise the vary basic relevance of the

'learner's socio-linguistic environment, behaviour, motivations, attitudes,
and so on. This does not amount however to total absence of awareness of
the extetenoe of such considerations. They may loom large enough in the
teacher's experience, yet still strike him as belonging to the periphery
of his concerns, in the sense that language continues to be seen as some
kind of sum total of grammatical, phonological and lexical items and systems
basically independent of social function. Trends in second-language
teaching have long followed, and will continue to follow, trends in the
academic study of language; but socio-linguistics, being relatively new
cn the linguistic scene, has not yet made much of an impact on teachers and
textbooks. "Situational" approaches to language teaching derive much of
their undoubted impetus and value from psychological "assumptions about
human behaviour", rather than from the conviction that what is learned is
shaped and coloured to a marked degree by underlying socio-linguistic
factors. To put the matter anaher way, it must be very common experience
for the second-language teacher to feel that ho. is imposing, through the
instrumentation of textbooks, syllabuses, examinations, etc., a kind of
language and kinds of skill which are quite alien to the real needs of his
pupils; and eoually common to feel that sympathy for their needs, interest
in their inter its, and personally acquired information about their general

environment, would gain much from the insight that might stem from
disciplined studies of the place of language in their lives. Every
language teacher knows how powerful the generative nature of language
learning can be on those occasions when motivation to communicate is at
its highest. If CHOMSKY is right to doubt the basically "habitual" and
analogical nature of linguistic behaviour, ana if at the same time
generative linguistics is still very far from achieving .a. "level of
theoretical understanding that might enable it to. upport a. 'technology'

of language teaching" (N. CHOMSKY, 1966, p.43), then there seems all the
more reason to orient the selected content of syllabuses towards a proper
understanding of some of the sociolinguistic dynamics of learning
situations. (103)

41. .

e

One of the first requirements for sound language teaching is for
adequate socio-linguistic descriptions of those features of speech
communities that bear most heavily on the needs and motivations of the
particular learners concerned. In speaking of Somalia (3.2 above), it
was pointed out that socio-linguistic surveys cannot be fitted meaningfully
into a uniform set of categories or questions. For one thing, the list and
its complexities soon becoiles prohibitively large,.. not all
items on it will be of equivalent significanee everywhere. J.A. FISHMAN
(1966), as we have seen, stresses the need to identify and describe domains
of language use against the background of socio-cultural dynamics particular
for the speech community concerned. The same principle applies - or should
at the outset be assumed to apply - to all other relevant features, noteably
of course features characterising bilingualism and bi- dialectalism in the
community.

Bilingualism and bi-dialectalism must of course be seen against a
background of linguistic analysis applied to each givem_language or dialect.
But descriptive analysis in multilingual settings inviteszontrastive
analysis, and contrastive analysis the analysis of "interference" and
"integration" (see E. HAUGEN, 1956; A.R. DIEBOLD, 1961; W.F. MACKE7!, 1967).
(104) The important point however is thatall such analysis should relate
to the operation of socioNainguistic factors es seen from the standpoint of
the sma community itself ( on the speech community ac focus in analysis,
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see: U. WEINREICH, 1953, p. 83 ff.; E. HAUGEN, 1956, p.91 ff.;
GUMPER70, 1958, 1961, 1964, 1965, 1966; C.A. FERGUSON, 1959, 1962,

1966a, 1966b; C.A. FERGUSON and J.J. GUMPERZ, 1960; D.H. HYMES, 1961a,
1961b, 1964a, 1964b, 1964c: esp. p.385 to 390; ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS,
6,6, June 1964, p.2 ff.; J.A. FISHMAN, 19651.1966: esp. Appendix B;

W. BRIGHT, 1966). These will include, at': very general level ofabstractias
the following: tha degree to which the community itself, or parts of it,

is monolingual, bilingual; multilingual, diglossic, etc., and the relation
of such facts to the facts of individual bililigualismandlinguistic exposure
(105 mode of use (production, reception, inner speech); the identity of
regional and social groups characterised by habitual choice of language;
"domains" of use, in terms of physical settings and role relationships;
speech functions; channels of communication (note that the various mass
media can also be taken up under physical features of domains);
conventionally recognised status terms for languages such as "standard",
"official", "classical"3 "vernacular", "pidgin ", "creole", "high"1 "low",

etc.; attitudes towards (including motivations for learning) languages,
dialectststyles, habits of bilingualism and bi-dialectaliam, etc. - and
towards users; the nature and effects of language planning (astfOr example,

choice of media of instruction in schools and higher educatibn, adoption
or modifiCation of writing systems, deliberate' hastening. of /etical
expnnsiaa: see E. HAUL U, 1966b, for a general discussion); the. nature

and extent of aocio-cultural adaptation suffered by languages tad dialects
in contact, not least by second-languages in school curricula (including
emphases of this nature lent to a second language by tiadhers ofit who
happen to be native speakers of - for the learners - some other.second
language); and topic, or subject-matter (a difficult notion, but one which
is not necessarily to be relegated to second place behind "domain ", as

J.A. FISHMAN, 1966, wishes to do). Any and all of these factors can be
regarded in terms of statistics (speakers, languages, geographical extent
and density and distribution, etc.); beliefs entertained by various group,
of persons (concerning others as wellliMatelves - comparisons of various
aorta would be instructive: see H.M. HOENIGS1ALD, 1966); directions. of
change; levels of proficiency (involving questions such as the naturt of
intelligibility - reciproCal and non-reciprocal, of "compound" and
"coordinate" bilingUalism, etc.); inter - relationships with other factors
(including various forms of incompatibility as between language and
skills taught in schools and those used or valued or needed in the
community outside, the school); how each factor not only intet-relates
with others but also assumes greater or lesser relevance or-power to
override the effects of others; and finally the 55;751atenSis or other-
wise of different methodologies for analysis (noteably involving a choice
between the use of introspection and observation, artificial aad
naturalistic settings, relative to each ther and in various degreew
;see esp. S. ERVIN-TRIPP, 1964).

A large number of quite distinct types of investigation could be

sketched out drawing on different combinations of'all such factors at
various levels of refinement. To what extent it would be possible to
'generalise, as J.B. CARROlL (1962b) would wish to do, among "language
learning situations" with the use that is to say of cektan fixed factors
("key variable's": p.75)1 and excluding others, is 'a moot

aRROLL wishes to "make predictions concerning the characteristics and
course of the learning process" in each type of aituationi assuming that
each Can be "discovered to have numerous analogues" (p.76). Bat in order
to stand a real chance of finding analogues to a situation such as
"native American children learning French in American public schools,"
and extending as widely as "many cliastooma of oountrioe in the British
Councnwealth(U.K., Canada, Australia), in West European countries, and in
certain parts of the U.S.S.R." (p.76), *era key variables'yould have to
be very general indeed: yielding, it would seem, equally general predictions.
(106) Each of CARROLL/8 key variables are indeed very general. "Degrees
of difference between languages," historically derived, are specified as
precisely five in number, and concern the s6und System, grammar, vocabulary
and writing system without reference to soci6-linguistic considerations and
without reference to the various particular respecter in'riYiich' totally
unrelated languages may be strikingly similar or dissimilar. Prominent
among these are those systems of cOnteXtnal-istructura correlations is which

, v

there is evident comparability 0-nonhicomparability. J.C. vamp (196y11
is4$)'illustrates the difforent'conteltual and sttuctnral values of

--;retetsitettiprattemek.--feera 7 . -. 1,0 : 01111,



reference.' and between "familiar" and "fiat-familiar" relationships;

English but not Indonesian his geeir distinctions; and so forth.
French, Italian, etc., match Indoniisian more cl"sely than does English
in the second person (tu, vons);, and more generaliy, there are .the many
Languages 'which :also oblitatoril'y Convey an excinsiveiliclueive distinction
somewhere in the moi.Pholcgy of the prondun,.verb; etc. Coliparabilitioi of
thissort must have effect on the language learning problem. There are no
doubt many differences between standard' Korean, Shaba; Indonesia, and
French. The obligezry'expre'ssioain 'Korean however of ku). "in:=groupn/
l'outt;grqup" distinctioa, in it choicci of nib suffixes for address
(see 8.E.' MARTIN., 1964, p.409), is relateable in kind to Indonesian and
17,7.7,.!: pronoun usage. Japanese, on the other hand; although in most

rather similar to Korean, does not do this except, in the case of
verl )iing "to give ". gven more general' likenesses between two

uzirelatod languages An respoct_ of their expression of a
rather range of '(sly inter-personal) meanings by rather
cimparab1. means' (but without exact equivalence in either re et)

may still k. * bearing on the language learning process. The
codification sl distinct levels of familiarity and 'deference in
in-group and out-t- 1.21.7aguage by the use of a small cinms. ijk' suffixes
is not even remote:',.- structurally speaking; in a language like
say English. . There -.:7agnisable similarities to be seen in a
language as far remove.. iantu T. gunge Tao (see K. }MAGA and
W. H. vaamiisr,. 1961), in 20 meSns incomparabli) 'dimensions of
"formality and informality" , . T-sriod With the use of 'certain prefixes
and suffixes applied to .certin foxtss. Languages are in a
very real sense more the more,sodtpdrisan is

compositely.istrtictured and contextual; .and tht .;.-..:11;arieson is focussed
on aspects of languages rather than on :whole languages thii *better.

. Even_ when all thiei is recOgnise'd, hoiever, its to the
learning situation itself will still, vary enormously' with arither of
CARROLL's variables: "the 'skill of....the. teacher in. the second: language
and in teaching it." But what precisely- (or even generally'). 'is implied by
the term This appears to be the only "key variable" 'that could
be made to connect even remote* with the question (othererkee ignored) of
what respects of the'.L2 are in fact. taught -! rather at if this were some
Ma of constant.across all the situational analogues from Canada to the
11.8.S,R.- "Level of attainment expected" too (p.73) 'begs' an equally large
number.rot.questions; it may be true to say of American -lehildren learning
/tench in American public 'schools that "it is expected that each child
wi..41irogress as far' as he can toward full competence in all aspects of
rrerichtf.(13:75), but, what do "full ceepetence" and."4.11. aspects" mean?
It is noteable that CARROLL'S other two. liyoethetidal'examples of types of
situation duplicate this requireisent, 'rather' than 'eiuoidati it contrastively..
In some respedts on the other hand CARROLL tultiplies distinctions in an
equally imprecise manner;

. What for example is :0.1ned by. asserting
categorical distinction b4ween. "positiVet, nneutialni and ''negative"
motivation? What is the nature: of "intrinsic" as ociPa'red'with "extrinsic"
motivation? If ..!#rilisic motivation ahtia to 'do, with. Is own
attitudes towards the learning' of the language", .e?4trinisio motivation with
the IfreWardi or ptinishisent which. **fate from. oth-ergiw, then. 'one has to

arrive at Sole iieazus for identifyi4 th. listinguishing :characteristics of
aelf-eekanating isotiVatioik. ,_This is not wo deny; its however,
.4' some such distinction allows one, .^..4et we have Seen, to escape the
rigours of 'beha,viouristic lore _(exec a.1' above);*, but is it. therefore
apprepriate :to :contribute to the codificatiOn 'of giveii -situation by

reducing the; complexitiss of motivation to eiactli.-one out ,Of exactly nine
possible itermutations? The ;appearanice.,,of precision may aingil,y succeed in
'concealing thee relativity ;of ;what. it is tone is ,attaching labels to.

Pvisn sore- however is' the au' :.ROLL chooses
omit entirely, from.his lilt of key variables: **ter example the uses to

which expeoted thelearner-will.put his 10.owleidgv off". to 12 after
leaving school. (who uses what language. with uhouiitnd, when in the speech
collounity),; how' far the learner, and; his teachers knew what -these are, in
other words the -broader eecio-Linguistic "belief eyeteme work in the
learning Si.tuation; the e.xtent,,to *itch the learner will be required tauter
on to switch. codes according to 0.47 Of one .contextual :factor or
=Other andosore istee..cliate4;,the ,nature otthe code-switching habits
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envilonment; the extent to which, and respects in which the pupil can be

observed to "pick up" the L2 outside the school, and how far these natural
processes of language learning are taken into amount or even envisaged by
teachers, textbooks, administrators,-etc. ("degree of contact with the L2,"

one of CAIROLL's variables, sub-categorised into four cases, does not in

itself connect with the question of what the pupil makep of the'verious
situations in which he might stand a chance of learning something); the

amount and direction of socioepultural adaptation or "integration" suffered
by the L2 (at the hands of native speakers of the learner's Ll of the

L2 itself or of .some third language), how this fnctor relates to levels
of achievement of one sort or another, and the manner in which the 12 is
adapted to meet problems presented by extreme socio-cultural heterogeneity
among pupils in the same school or class; (1071 and so forth. No doubt

these particular questions could easily be supplemented by others. (108)

The real point however is that each such question is.not necessarily to be
nnswered by reference to some set of cardinal points or "cases". One

cannot reduce the matter to algebraic notation (see also the discussion
arising from C.A. FERGUSON, 1966b).

Needless to say the itudy of Focio-linguistic factors affecting the
learning situation can be conducted by other than survey techniques
reflecting the status quo. It may sometimes be more instructive to initiate
something and see what happens, as was done quite notcably by G.E. PERREN
(1959a, 1)9b, 1960) in the early st-ges of the Nairobi Special Centre
Enash-medium "PEAK" Course. In aiming to establish an explicitly
educallonal element in the selection and grading of teaching material it was
felt necessary, among other things, to pay very particular regard to the
social environment of its young learners. Much too can be learned directly
from the use of adult or near-adult learners of an L2 as, in effect,
informants. The teacher who speaks the L2 natively and who is enabled to
set aside textbooks and syllabus requirements for a reasonable period of
time, and who is fortunate enough to possess a tape-recorder and find it
welcomed in the classroom, can elicit much valuable information. The

writer found himself in this position in tha liongolian People's Republic for

a teaching period of 180 hours during April and May 1966. The mutual
benefit to be gained from focussing most lessons on the very natural desire
among the learners themselves to give expression to their own oultural

heritage soon became evident. This aim can be achieved of course not only
by bluntly asking for this type of information but also by inviting it to
assert itself through the use of imaginary situations or even informal games.

The problem of what to tell the learner (as well as the teacher)
about the languagt. wing learned has been referred to in connection with
the native language. D.E. BRCADBEIT (1967) points out that the current
tendency to minimise teaching of an abstract knowledge of the L2 may not
take sufficient account of the extent to which the learning of a principle
will transfer to a new situation. He goes on: "To take an analogy, it is
necessary for a pilot to learn the fine muscular movements of flying an air-
craft It is also useful however for him to understand the principles of
aerodynamics so that he is not surprised to still in a high speed turn, and
it is essential for him to understand the princip:es of navigation rather
than to be taught the way to each new city by practising specifically on
that route" (p.9). BROADBENT's general, point lends support to the view

that the second-language learner no less than the native-language user-
learner will benefit not a little from instruction in the nature of
language, airs of his task as a language learner. Moreover, this would
entail explanation of language learning as the making of discriminations
that are not purely grammatical, phonological, lexical, etc., but also (or
rather) socio-lingusitie. Further than this, he should be made more aware
than he might already be of certain aspects of the roles played by the Ll
and I2 in his community. The questicr is not merely that of whether
principles should be taught explicitly, as one of what principles should
be taught,

Different processes of language lea-Ti.ng result not only in a
contrast between compound and coordinate bilingualism, but also in different

,shadiwor-compoundbilinguaisr,..,-depandix4-ozature...ot_the..axist4g
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It may be worth looking further into the possibilities inherent in a socio-
linguistic basis for the mlanation of language and second language
teaching Material with a v ew to assisting the learner in developing a
beneficial form of compound bilingualidm. Learner and teacher alike are
bound in any alase to conceptualise their task in some degree. The
lah,guage lesson itself is a speech event in its own right, in which all
concerned are therefore engaged, at various leVels of awareness, in
focussing on one as;ect,or another of meaning (see also 6 'above).
The kind of psychological insight which sees language learning as more
than tut developMent of "basic perceptual and motor skills", more that is
than the unthinking and uncreative development of specific responses to
specific stimuli, is no means incompatible with the imparting of an
uadiplaying socio-1 tic perspectives
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NOTES

1. It can be too easily forgotten that the first mainsprings'of modern linguistics
lay in the work of anthropologists like BOAS and SAPIR. On linguistics as a
"science", P.U. POSTAL (1966, p.153 esp.) argues (like R.D. L2ES, CHONSKY, etc.)
that the presumed methods of science should not have priority over .goE21A and ?gest
ratter. D.H. NV:ES (064b, p.8) contrasts unwarranted general "inaiiiadence
with proper "autonoy" in particular respects.

2. That is to say, there nay be shoes for alligators or shoes made out of ailigators,
but nothing in the organisation of the language tells us which sense is currently
appropriate.

Not, for example, "distributional" linguists like Z. HARRIS, for whom utterances
do not have inherent meaning.

4, This is SKINNERIn view, One should not forget that the use of introspection is
not confined to generative linguists only. A. MARTINEIts statement (1964) that .

"Eodern 'structuralists' are at one in rejecting introspection in its entirity"
ismisleading.

5. Thus F.C. TRICK ("Perceptual Problems" in CtirzL2dsk.ilry'orentTrerpation_Theor:)
compares the 35 bits per second achieved by the human being reading randomly
chosen words as fast as possible And the several million bits per second transmittef4
by television.

6, )

7.

8. )' See Appendix 1.

9. )

10.)

11 See J. LYONS, 1966: "But the analysis of situation is a prograte that shoal be
pushed forward by linguists" (p.292).

12. Refer to N.CHONSKY (1957) for example. Also 1964a: "In penerallai syntactic
description becomes deeper, what appear to be semantic questions fall increasingly
within its scope" (p.76,77). And 1965, esp. comments on p.99, 132 ff., 141 ff.
Note here the postulated semantic mn-significance of transformations which fall
outside the base component (thereby enphasising the semantic identity of deep
structures).

13. See J.J. KATZ and J.A. FODOR (1963); J.J. KATZ and P. POTAL (1964).

14. "Longue" and "parole" are indeed related (N. CIIOIISKY, 1964, p.4) to "competence"
and "performance", as the continued frequent use of theeterds generative
linguists attests. N.CHONSKY (1964a) emphasises the differences, but still :indt
the distinction itself a crucial one (see asp, p.52).

15, Note esp. W. CHONSKY (1964a): In evaluating a particular generative grammar, we
ask whether the information that it gives us about a language is correct, that is,
whether it describes correctly the linguistic intuition of the speaker (Saussurels
=conscience des sujets parlantsi, which to him, as to Sapir, provides the ultimate
test of adequacy for a linguistic description)".

16. See Pal. POSTAL (1965), fn.16.

17. SAPIR's essay "The psychological reality of phonemes" (,933) it, frequently referred
to in this connection.

$

18. See K.L. PIKE (1954-60), ch.2, and (1967), p49: brief and sonewhat -cavalier.
references, What PIKE himself intends to convey is not, one feels, so very
different from what SAUSSURE intended o convey.

19. The whole sign, not nerdy the signifiant, is a "form ".

20,' See also D.H. HWIES (1961a),
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21. Sc : W.N. GOODENOUCH (1957), p.37; also, for a relatively informal yet informative

treatment from this angle, C.O. FRAKE (1964).

22. See also U. VEINRrICH (1963), fn.12; also, less specifically on "pragmatics ",

D. HYNES (1964b), p.35.

23. This is in AnthtAllorralListp.cs, 8,8 (Noveber 1966), a set of essays on _

the theme of "ethnoscience", the pz of a symposium organised by the 1966
Meting of the Central States Anthro;clogical Society.

24. Assuming, that is, an exactly equivalent set of categories for analysis in terms

of cultural competence.

25. They seem alien enough to many in their own field of enquiry. One might suppose

that componential analysis is likely to be of direct relevance in this connection:

if so, it is worth reflecting, with J. LYONS (1963a, p.180), that componential
analysis might satisfactorily locate coordinates for kinship systems, yet be
unable to do so for most other semantic fields. The attempt to impose a

distinctive feature patterning upon the use of words at large, and in so doing to
make minimal reference to work of a fundamentally similar nature already done
outside linguistics, seems to pave the way for criticism of the some order as that
of C. LEVI-STRAUSS when, originally in 1945, he dismissed an earlier sociological
attempt at a distinctive feature analysis of kinship on the grounds that it was
neither realistic, nor simplifying, nor explanatory. "If system there is,"

he wrote, "it could only be conceptual" (1958, p.42). In a sense, KATZ and

FODOR are engaging in a kind of micro-sociology in much of their semantic work,
which might well fail far short of what they concede to be the merely "limited
theory of selection by socio-physical setting" (p.489) within reach of self-

confeased socio-linguists.

26.. A. UcINfOSH (1963), esp. p.120-1: on markers of "involvement" between Celia

and Rosalind in As You Like It. 'ly main purpose in sketching this example has

been to show that a preoccupation with a certain kind' of stylisitc 'tone or
'atmosphere' forced ne to consider, all in one group, a heterogeneous collection.

of grammatical resources... which grammarians would not normally bring together

in this way ..."

27. Compare for example the application of "power : solidarity" distinction by
3. RT.IBIN (1962) to help to .explain preferential selections of the Spanish or

Guarani languue in Paraguay, with its application, earlier, by R.17. DROWN and

A. GILLIAN o0). to selection from p.....1s1rort variants in many Indo-European langtiages.

28. See A. UcINTOSH (1965). The single isolated text, or set of texts, night well be

regarded as a foira of accident, not obliging anyone to observe all of it equally.

29. "Graccaticality" and "acceptability"', hence all system in language, being infinitely

relative, seem to demand statistical' treatment in the final analysis. See

C. HERDAN (1967) for a very sharp statement of this view.

50. D.H. HYUES (19640, p.5) sketches a "British point of view" (deriving largely from

the work of NALINOVSKI) which sees the relation between language and other aspects

of culture as interdependence between different aspects of the some event or

social acti n. "Language itself is seen as primarily an activity ..." In

general, th..s appears to be undeniable; one has only to note J.R. FIRTHS

rejection of DE SAUSSURE (in J.R. FIRTH, 1950, p.179-181), and the current

. emphasis of "neo-Firthian" linguistics upon :observable patterning at the level

of "context" (see 5.21below). But it' is equally the case that if there is a

single American tradition in this general field it is that which emphasises tie
special importance of language to the understanding of the unconscious patterning

of Dental phenonenen (see again D.H. HYNES, 196&, p.12). E. SAPIR 0.927b)

epitomises the gbneral perspective which still informs much American work..,

Sec 1.2 above.

31. See 5.21 below.-

32. A "domain" of language use is as mtich h two-sided notion as DE SAU§SOE's "sign",

calling for both linguistic, and socio-Cultural description. This being so, it is

. not the prerogative of the,linguist alone, nor the sociologist ellone, nor anyone

else alone, to provide mach description. In prictite, horevar, and necessarily,

there has to be a general direction of analysis such that g largely linguistic
strAgentia rade on the basis of or concerning largely sociological (etc,)
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33. He writes: "It would seem that since we concerned with the possibility of

stability or change in language behaviou. .he one hand, we oust be equally

concerned with all of the forces.confributiLg to stability or to change in .

human behaiiour isore generally,' on.the other" (p.441). There is need, he goes'

olater, for "core genera: :seories of personal, social and cultural change

it will be necessary for L. of language maintenance and language shift to

be conducted Within the cc- of studies of intergroup contacts that attend to

. imporfent.other-than-langua* .eocesses: urbanisation (ruralisation),

.industleallsation'(or its abandonment), nationalism (or de-ethnization)
46r, u.nruivw 4Qi.,;UULW UVAi4,444t, DautiWriMiD

etc.'
',mks swns.12 n OIe%

capalli.of systematising how the "American immigrant case" differs from the "Anglo-

American conquest case", and.se.on. Reference is node to R.A. SCEME:1.MM
'"Toward a General Theory of Ilinority Groups" (1963) and to earlier work of a

similar nature, FISIVAN goes on to suggest, that although "anthropologists,

historians, linguists, sociologists and psychologists" have long studied "phenocena

related to language maintenance and language shift", yet "only rarely and.recently

has such interest led to a definition and formulation of this field of study in its

own right" (fn.2, p.424).

34. In ;MIHREICUss view each one of a Siangualls languages coy be' "dominant" (or

not dominant) in'teras of several criteria separately: relative' proficiency,

code of use, order of learning and age, usetulness in comnrnicatio4 emotional

involvement, function in social advance, and literary-cultural value, each

discussed in turn (p. 75-79). The specific question of "domains" is treated under

separate hiading (p.87 ff.), and is oddly enough'not referred back to "usefulness
e*.in'comclunication" (p.77) :e.which is stated to be an "easily measurable factor".

It is difficult to pin down liEDIP.F.Talts view of "doliain" On p.98 if is stated

that therliffioulty of ranking two mother-tongue groups in hierarchical order is

aggravated by the need to rank functions of the languages as well" (the term

"functions" for TIEDIREICH having earlier,.p.87,been usedneore or less'synonycously'

)1riffi.!domaine),. put he goes on'(r?..98) to elevate "difference in social status"

above functional diversity as an "expedient" restriction of the term "dominant".

.4,However, later stilloand now in connection with "language shgts",.it is stated

thnse "should be analysed in tercs'of the functions of the' languages in the

contact situation, since a mother-tongue group coy switch to 'a new language'. in

certain functions but not in others" (p.107). At this point, reference- is node

to the disousSion of domains on p.87.,4 Also at thii point WEIDPEICH interestingly

:,enOugh reregdtes "a sitg m rle, as. to which language has highe:prestige:

.or valut&tL'illesser place behii0 domain analysis and analysis of such

natters as urbanisation, religious affiliation, and so forth (p.108), ..FXSEUAN

effect reinforces 'ecx...sin developing tendencies observable in WSINRSIGNis work, in

general many from'over-sicplification of oni.kert or another.
r I

35. Sde fin° exapPla J.C. CATFORD (1965, p,96), A. WIES (19657 p.20, J.-E1.1M

.
(1966, p$83), H.A.K0.11ALLIDAY et al (1964 p.92, '93), 3. SPEU EQEM and T. WPM
(1964, p.88,89), PA MATS (1964, p.29), U. GREG= (107, P.185)e
A. WILXIOSON (1965). It is not so nuch that all theselwriters.(and.several others)

regard participant relationskns themselves as easily reducible to a single scale

of forr414y, as that to each author corresponding lirruisti.c variety can be

, described in terns of some such single scale'. ,There is a useful 0.scussion of

"formality" in'.1.1...FISCHER (1958). .
7ISCHER questions whether thtit might or

might not be a more or less universal "formality complex' to which any diverse

factors .contribute: compliance, tenseness, feca/eaess, topic, incio-economic class,

.etc, surely right loweyer to suggest that in cultures other than the

American the sane inter- personal factors nary not co-occur to..constraln choir.% of

linguistic form upon one such scale. There are many related questions one might

wish to add: -in any given language, for example, are there certain'foknal features

which do seem, to answer to a core or leis.replioable formality complex 'of social

factors, while.other featuios answerto.quite different sets of socil relation-

ships? - It seems often to be the case for example that relatively simple
morphological or phonological oppositions or tendencies (-ini.ing; the initial

consonant in "thing" as stop or affricate in New York speech: T1. LA3OV, 1964,

1966a, 1966b; verb morphology in stUndad. Japanese and Korean: S.E. =TIN,

.1964; even prefix patterns in the Iantn linguga 'Yam: K. UBAGA and W.H.Turruzy,

1961) *do seem to relate to comparable formality complexes (allowing for the

uniqueness of each culture at .a nom refined level of analysis), yet will the sane

factors necessarily operate to constrain choice of core "stylistic" orless highly

codified variants, or of ode dialectal. sanguagc rather than another? These are

questions socio-linguistics has.tottE not - as PISMO appears to do -; prejudge.

36, various places Dsrnsvarprovidps details of whet the two cedes like wh.n

mly$ed. On is iiaLle to pe struck homver hot only by me "resritted"
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(more seriously) by a puzzling distinction (made as recently as 1966)

between "linguistic" and "verbal" on the oneheal and "paralinguistic" and

extraverbal" on the, other. Grammatied and lexical contrast ere-seen to
belong with the first, while factor 'of rhythm, stress, pitch, etc. are
regarded (along with gesture and facial explession) as aspects of the second.

The elaborated and restricted codes lean heavily in the one and the other

direction respectively. In the former, "neanings will have to be expanded and

raided to the level of verbal explicitness", while in the latter "the unique

meaning of the individuaal is likely to be verbally iaplicit". One would have

imagined that a fairly crucial ability of the cultured person is that of handling
a large range of inter-personal meanings through the use of systematically
contrasted features of intonation and so forth . these being just as much

List.aa paralinguistic or (which is surely not the same thing) extralinguistic.

37. Sec the very frequently (and necessarily) reiterated emphasis in the NEUSOU

REPORT on the inability of many school pupils to get themselves across. Thus:

"They are not likely to persevere unless something is done to lessen their
greatest handicap . that inability to express themselves which soon convinces
them that they have nothing to express t double obligation rests upon

the schools. They have to provide the background of conversation and exchange
of information which an educated family offers, and they have to coax their
pupils to take part in it" (ch,14). See also the following paragraphs: 49, 50,

86.89, 247, 2910 324, 329, 330, 346,4671 468, 484, 485.

38. GUMPERZ distinguishes among role-governed social networks in India elsewhere

(1961, p.420; also 1965a): .networks of marriage, caste, trade, pilgrimage, etc.,
cacti related to the use of some particular vernacular, "argot", standard

language, and so forth, with or without code-switching and differential
proficiency in production and reception.

39. On "open" and "closed" networks, compare W.J.H. SPROTT (1958). In particular,

p.9 ff.: definition of "social groups"; p.I5 ff.: "primary" and "secondary"

groups; p.53 ff.: "external" and "internal" systems of communication in the
group; p.57 ff.: types of primary group - according to interests and permanence;
etc. See also U.U. LAMBERT and U.E. LAMBERT (1964), p.87 ff., on nrimary and
secondary groups (briefly), (Both spnoTT and LAMBERT incidentally characterise
their work as "social psychology" rather than "sociology", and each is
concerned to discuss this distinction (SPROTT, p.19 ff.; LAMBERT, p.2 ff)..

LAMBERT remarks that social psychology is often referred to as "micro-socioiogy").

40, The nature of the occasion, its meaning for the rarticipants,. nay vary not only

with observable factors like physical setting etc.; but also with perhaps
unsuspected characteristics of participants - or groups of these. Thus

V.P. ROBINSON (1965b) suggests that "lower working class" subjects may respond to

thelosame" topic (for example capital punishment) on the same occasioa with the

use of a different code from "middle class" subjects: yit one should not assume ea

that this particular topic will necessarily, prompt the use, for all subjects, of

a particular way of speaking, were this -veil:ilia.
FISHMAN believes topic to be far less

significant than domain where choice of language or dialect, rather than variant,
is concerned. Not enough is known about the dynamics of code-switching to
generalise, however, and one should be alive to the possible operation of many

such unsuspected features of "domain".

In a sense, the validity of any general factor such as "prestige" or
"formality", even when all agree about their relevance as labels to choice of
language, will depen:!upon precise situational specification, .F.U. HOUSEHOLDER
(1963) provides some illuminating details concerning the uses of the "literary
standard" Katharevusa (K) and "dialectal" Demotic (D) in present-day Greece.
The mere recognition of the former as the literary standard does not in itself
for example predict its equal representation (with D) in the literature of art
histbry, biography, and some science; nor its exclusive use in most newspapers
for news stories as well as editorials; nor its use for "social" letters; nor
its inappropriateness for nearly all artistic, literary, and theatre criticism;
and so forth. FISHMANts elevation of "domain" over "topic" does not eaeily
square with the apparent importanceof the latter in the dynamics of rapid :.ado -
switching between K and D (p.130): compare the observations of ILA. STEUART
(1963) on the importance of "mood of discourse", clearly in part governed by
topic, above. HOUSEHOLDER also stresses the conscious focus of "Greek folk
culture" on vocabulary, rather thesis on grammar, this having the effect of
procoting lexical but not grammatical continuity from K to DI speakers judging
usage in general in terms of vocabulary. Description at this level of

.1.. J. - -1 -... I S1 = a 3... -
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41: See J.B. CASAGRANDE (1963), p.280 ff., and references mentioned there; plus

. C. KLUCKHOM (1962), p.273 ft. There appears to be little indication in

anthropological thinking of universalities other than such as "wants" and
"moral concepts" (KLUCKHO:14 p.277),. etc. This accords with J.R. FIRTHIs

"pessihistic picture of lin,,pistic human nature", drawn with a few "very
general categories" (1937, p.95); and, of course, with the remarks of
A.I. HALLOWELL referred to above.

42. One should note, as a methodological point of some generality, the impossibility

(noted by U. STACEY, referred to by KLEIN) of "placing everybody, .even broadly,
in one class system"; that is to say of classifying people "on an objective

characteristic, thus apparently identifying and measuring a group, although it
has not been observed in operation". The preferred alternative is that of
describing groups "which have been seen to exist ". An analogous view of things
is that which focusses on specific domains, which do "exist", rathax than on
supposedly universal characteristics, which might or milt not apply in particular
cases.

43. The politically-minded reader nay have noted the wistful remark by Douglas Jay,
once President of the Board of Trade, that "power" is "rather a myth", a "very
difficult animal to find once you're in contact with it". There is en
interesting brief discussion in S. SILVERUAN (1966, p.917 ff.) of what "power"
and "prestige" are. In particular he points out that "social intimacr our
"solidarity" - is not always expressive of "social equality" - in*the sense Of

equality of preitige. Nor will socio-economic rank, education, or any ,other
.census item bearing comparison that is to say with the general factor of
*pager" - necessarily correspond with prestige as responded to by the bearers of
the culture concerned4 Nor will prestige factors necessarily lend themselves to
existing terminology in the language. With this laot.point, one might compare
17.W. and 17.E: LAWERT (1964) pe44 ff. and the discussion " and
"analytic" nodes of thought in J.S. BRUNER (1960) and (1962).

Compare too J.L FISCHER (1958); 486 ff. " people adopt a variant
primarily 641. because it expresses how they feel about their relativi.status
versus other conversants, "bringing about a "protracted pursuit of an elite by an
envious mass and consequent flight of the elite," this being "the most important
mechanism in linguistic drift." He goes on to.discuss the need to apply prestige
indithes to linguistic variants - indices whose "threshold"' will fall as tire goes

on (necessitating the appearance of new series of variants, to be chased in
turn ...). FISCEER admits however that an elite is not to be easily identified,
and adds: ''''The study of social factors in linguistic drift ig in the field of
the sociology of language rather than linguistics proper". U. WEINREICH.(1957)
makes much the sane point: "The linguist's oversimplified model of a "prestige
slope' on7whitkcinnovaiions slide down will presumably be modified to allow for the
diffusion of foreign material into languages in a slangy 'anti-prestige'
direction" (p.191). nut this too in effeat stresses the fact that "pr4stige",
like Its sister 4,m "status ", (and for that matter "power", "solidarity", rand
the like) is a many-faceted notion Which demands of the linguist .that he be

ilotbtfiingeof er sociologisti in order to nth certain types of linguistic
statement. D. HUES (1961b) writee that a language may be retained Sithotit its
possessing prestige, as fay example in the case of "anti-white language-lOyalty"
(p.62 ff). He too warns the reader, however', to beware of "the blanket term of
an unanalysed differentiah oprestiie" (Ipa4).

,

44, The term 'needs" is not intended in itself to `strike any one psycholoigical ,chord
more than any other; rather, it should be allowed in this context to have the
See* (Amittedly imprecise) Value is muornuti "be0c orientations" (see 2,2
above).

45. See C.A. FERGUSON's definition of "diglossia" in FERGLISM (1959), p.435. Very
broadly, the stable co-existence of two structurally rather different varieties of
a single language, the one of "high" status the otht.r "l&', each aporopriate to

distinct contextual roles. See also esp. 11. nuluT and A.K. RAnNUJAN.-'

46, See for eAample P.L. CARON (1959), E.IIAUGEN (1966a) G.. Phnilga and
LI.F. HOUMA"! (1965).

47. the undertY;ng assumption (rather, that the "inferior" person norcally.,
seeks familiarity) of R.7. BROUN and 4. no (194), but of course may be.
4uestioned.
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(IL KLOSS, 1966): domains of use outside tfie classroom; the influence of

role relationships of one sort or another upon choice of language; the

incidence of code-switching, integration, end interference; directions of

language maintenance and shift (see J.A..FISHMAN, 1966, Appendix 8);

correspondences or non-correspondences between bilingualism end biculturtlism;

mutual or non-reciprocal intelligibility among languages (H. OLFF, 1959); the

usage of regional, socio-economic, and other social groups involving an assessment

among other things of releionships between ethnicity awl choice. of language;
socio-cultural change of one sort or another, such as Urbanisation, migration,
industralisation, etc. (J.!.. FISHMAN, 1956, Appendix 3); and so forth (see also
8 below). At the same time, emphasis has tbrest on the relative importance of
such matters. It is necessary to'avoid the danger of a mere listing and
equivalent weighting of all those considerations that might be relevant to
however small an extent.

51. It is unfortunate that plans for a national university (which inter ella, doUld
have applied its hand to the problea of socio-linguistic education - a sine qua
non for sound language planning) appear to the outside observer to have got no
further since 1965.

52. or American students studying French in Louisiana end Connecticut the
("integrative") F Scale and Orientation Index scores correlate very poorly
with scores for "oral production", "achievement", end,"apt:tude". :7irch of these
two indices were obtained from replies to questionaires asking for reasons for
studying French (Part I, p.7, 8). Neither correlate at all impressively with
"intensity of motivation", with the exception of the Orientation Index in
Connecticut. Correlation with "ability .to comprehend complex discussions in
French" averages approximately nil (that is. to say, there, are negative
correlations): it is of interest howevereto note that verbal I.Q. fares no
better in this respect, whereas a semi-creative P.em on 5,3. CAPROLLts battery of

aptitude test items ("spelling clues") achieves some measure of significance.

There are notable differences in the Maine results however, particularly with

respect to the F-Scale Index (reflecting "authoritative or undemocratic

tendencies and generalised prejlidicitil orientations towards foreign peoples").

Instrumental motivation ratings fare on the whole even worse than integrative
ratings. At the serve time, intensity of motivation (sin terms of work done for
assignments, future intentions to study and make use of the language, amount of
practice given to the language.... ", etc.,) correlates reasonably well with such
as "mid-year French grades", etc. - as one might expect. So whence does the
intensity arise?

53. There is an interesting but somewhat neglected treatment of bilingualism and
biculturelism in N.A. EMU= (1965). The author Subjects five Mexican
bilingual informants (one Spanish- speaking non- Indian "ladino" and four
vernacular-speaking Indians) to T.A.T. and photographic "culturrl projection"
tests, seeking to relate responses to these with linguistic admixtures of Spanish
and Indian vernacular respectively. Only two informants showed themselves to be
both bilingual and mcirkedly bicultural, in.the sense that although, as in two
cases, the native speaker of an Indian vernacular might display much evidence of
"hispanicising" and "slavish literal translation" in his use of the vernacuear,
at the same tiMe he night display very little sympathy or Sense of identity
with the Ladino culture. Further than this, there'is an evident distinction
between knowledge of and feeling for the other culture (MCQU(XUNIs informant no.4),
This study is concerned to explore the characteristics of bilingual mediators
between two cultures.

54. Tits is clearly a crucial problem for the language teachei and underlines the
extreme undesirabilitypin principle, of using teachers and "advisers" who speak
neither language natively. Yet this is the very widespread practice of for
example UNESCO. See also C below.

55.' Good examples are: Rm. BROM end ILFORD (1961) - more fully discussed in 5.23

below. WI. DRUM and A. GILMAN (1960), andS.E. MAI= (1964).

56. One might compare the broader span of I. JAKOBSON's approach to the functions of
language (1952), which he sees in terms of a hierarchy of "focus" on the part of
each participant on eae4 of the characteristic constituents of the speech event:
addresser, addressee, chennel, code, message, and context. Directions of focus
are expressed as c responding functions; emotive or expressive, conatiVe,
phatic, teetalinguair poetic, and contextual, respectively.

I. shopkeeper whose shop stands too conveniently neer a row of parking meters
rtspehattAto t!: ;,c Weirt 00-lisTe 4vo mOt ilfxv 0411MVAggooe

57.



'58. Wter all, one soon adjusts to "I tought I taw a puddy tat" language....

See also fn.40: awareness of the socially synbolic value of language is always

more or less sharp according to different features of the language in question.
In general, the more interesting features from this point of view are those the
choice of which engage the user in a good deal of deliberation of the sort which
is not entirely reducible to consciousness of gross social stereotypes or even
conscious awareness at all. Leave-taking repertoires, for exacplc, are not
arrived at or handled quickly or easily. Vho among us has not caught himself at
some time or another trying to get away, casting around in his mind for the
right formula, the odd word or two, or long story for that natter, that does the
trick smoothly and acceptably? JanyggUiS1935) undoubtedly had this sort of
thing in aind when he wrote that is much more of a roughly prescribed
ritual than most people think". The term "ritual" here should not mislead one
into thinking of such choices as straightforward. Slotting into the isLtIt

ritual in such respects is not so easy, not so conscious, yet still deliberate
and revealing.

60. Sec also T.A. SEEM (1963, p.56 ff., and references); and E. STANKIEUICZ

(1964, p.248).

61. The linguist may be his own best informant, but if it is someone'elsets language
he is studying the question can arise too of whether or not he rust or can or
should make use of on intermediary who both nknows" the person6)7anceeneal nnd
possesses a good neasure of the linguistts experience or awareness of problems in
the use of introspection. This is inevitable of course in these cases where the
usage of a large number of people has to be gathered from a representative
informant, and in the study of children's lenguage. Not long ago a functional

analysis, exploratory enough, of the language of two three-year-old nursery
school children in a one-hour natural play sitaution (recorded end observed
unseen) was carried out by an experienced teacher (7irs. J.Y. Tough, Institute of
Education, University of Leeds) and the writer. A very recurrent functional
distinction indeed soon established itself, between the description of objects
.(and the other participant) and their riarit. The distinction seemed
certainly to be there, yet was by no means matched by formal linguistic contrasts
of an immediately obvious sort. In this as in other respects much reliance has
to be placed on the interpretative ability of the knowledgeable or perceptive
informant.

62. Code-switching itself, between languages and dialects, may sometimes-be governed
by such functions: at any rate the possibility should be entertained until .

disproved. This will also apply to the "integration" of two languages
(E. HAUGEF, 1956, p.39 ff., uses this term for those cases 'there borrowed items
either clearly arc or clearly arc not altered in structure: where there is
uncertainty the term applied is "interference"). Similarly, one can look at
phenomena of inter-language "influence" (the coining of new words, extension of
meanings, etc.) and "displacement" (the loss or accretion of functional power
by one language under pressure from another language or culture) from this same
viewpoint. And of course the question of the extent of "functional relativity"
across languages (D. HUES, 1961b. fn.48 above) acquires further meaning in this
particular respect. For an interesting example of proficient bilingual code-
switching, considered to some extent functionalla,, between English and Spanish
in very young children, see M. COMM, 1967.

63. For example, consider the trouble sometimes caused by having to weigh together
the relative significance of factors of age, sex, seniority, length of

acquaintanceship, physical netting, identity of others present, etc., when
choosing the "right" address form...

64. It is possible to get the impression from PIKE that the looking-in-from-outside:
perspective acquired by the polyglot (synchronically or diachronically
orientated, incidentally), is not of areat value to the linguist. This is not
what PIKE himself intends to say, and would be quite misleading.

65. The distinction between intuitive and analytical thinking has been touched on
in fn.43 above, with references. From the present methodalottoal point of view
one notes CHOnSKY's call for "ingenious experiments" to achieve external
validation, and their recent use in practice by R. QUIRK
in his study of acceptability judgnents. As QUIRK points out, linguistically
Ave informants are hard to comlabYY 'f,S*.5.81LMMAN (1966) provides an

informative account of infornant (or "participant" : PIKE) anelysis relit Irately
prolvt2d hinself, in his capacity as outside investigctor, in his enquirka
ir'to sIrrtiticro-Inn in n centrnl Itnlian ccnramLY:y. "is :req.-1.in.
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effect concerned cultural competence: how to "discover the principles by which
the bearers of particular cultures organise their universe and rrvond to it in
culturally appropriate ways". SILVERMAN makes use of techniques whereby
specially selected informants are made to progressively sort pairs of families
known to them according to relative prestige flanks; also to attempt to specify
what it is in each case that seems to prompt. that particular sorting. That is

to say, his informants are pressed to reveal and even formulate systematic
aspects of cultural competence of which they themsel-es may initially have been
relatively unaware.

66. At any rate, a bias of this sort is methodologically expedient, even if, as
R.A. HALL jr. (1965) points out, verbal behaviour itself is not unidirectional.

Although subject matter does have priority over method, it does not flow that
method should therefore reflect subject matter in every particular. In this
respect at any rate the dangers are fairly apparent. J.B. CARROLL (1962a)
provides an example of negative results attending the attempt to relate two
sets of already "given" factors (structural and semantic in this case), while
R.M.W. DIXON (1964b) illustrates the difficulties arising from the opposite
approach: keeping that is a very open mind about both sides of a "correlation".
It is noteable however that DIXON asserts the "relative priority of external
meaning": "we are likely to recognise very much stronger and more general sorts
of external correlations than if we had only looked at external meaning after
internal meaning" (p.109), But there are no clear target areas in Dam--
external meaning: his real focus of attention is still on "pure" correlations
which are not anchored as it were on one side or the other. In other words,
the approach is markedly inductive both !internally" and "externally".

67. Mere identificational labels usually provide little guidance. They tend to
proliferate; besides "anthropological linguistics" and "socio-linguistics",
there are "ethnotinguistics", "the ethnography of communication", "the
sociology of language", and (occasionally applicable) "ethnoscience". Some

scholars work within this general field without making use of any of these terms
at all: J.A. FISHMAN (1966) 'or example, whose work is nevertheless
introduced by E. HAUGEN as a study in "socio-linguiitics". J.A. FISHMAN. (1965),
concerned with much of the subject-matter of (1966), is entitled '",rho speaks
what language to whom and when?".

Perhaps the most persuasive definition of the general area (whoever owns
it) is that of J.J. GUMPERZ (1964): "the study of verbal behaviour in terms of
the social characteristics of speakers, their cultural background, and the
ecological properties of the environment in which they interact". Perhaps on
of the least satisfactory statements is that of A. CAPELL (1966), who states
that the relationship between linguistics, anthropology, and sociology" is best
referred to under the title ssocio-linguistics'" because "it is more nearly self-
explanatory than ethnolinguistics". He does not therefore go on to explain.
One should note in passing that the implications of "socio-linguistics" and
"the sociology of language" (J.0. HERTZLER, 1953, 1965) are very different;
"psycholinguistics" is not placed in qUite the same position in this respect.

68. This particular quotation was referred to by C.A. FERGUSON and J.J. GUMPERZ
(1960), but is worth repeating, since its implications arc indeed considerdble.

69. STANKIEUICZ's essay prompts A.S. HAYES! (1964, p.154 ff.) to argue for more
attention to "expressive language"(in which "functions" are the starting point
against which to investigate "linguistic correlates"), to be set against the
study of "para-language" (whose limits are "operationally defined in terms of
a closed linguistic system": i.e. the starting-point is quite different).
E.H. ALBERT (1964) points out that in Burundi' manipulation of emotions by
aesthetic devices is the principle business of speech behaviour"; she goes on
to discuss linguistic means for such functions as "petitioning a superior for a
gift", "visiting", "how to express disagreement with one's superiors% "how to
signal a change in the situation from official business to informal conversation",
etc. - all central to the culture concerned (and to our own?) just as "how to
ask for a drink in Subanun" is for those wbb live there (C.O.FRAXE, 1964):
T' 'proper fulfilment of all such studies is or would be very largely linguistic.
St ..ion 4 above is of course undeniably linguistic, from this point of view,

70. Not dissimilar in spirit to =MOW= is the American sociologist E. COFFMAN,
who advocates the investigation of given "occasions ", or "encounter's ", or what
he once refers to as the "neglected situation" (1964).



72, J. LYONS (19561 p.293). "restriction of the notion of reference to observable. '-
entities", hence its eccertable "incorporation into an enpirical theory of
semantics", night not have seemed as easy to FIfl"H as perhaps LYONS is implying.
Every schoolchild, teacher, linguist, philosopher etc., has difficulty with such ",

a question as "is it concrete' or is it abstract ?" which is Veoui4the =Se:question
as "is it observable or is it not?",

73. As D.T. LANGENDOEN (1964) points out: see 2.2 above.

74. FIRM would appear to have been something of a "role psychologist": see
ALLPORT ( 1963).

75. Does one gather a hint of this however from the last sentence of the quotation
from Fritz Guttinger in FIRTH (1955)7 -- "Thence arises in the last analysis the
necessity, if the goal-direction, activity-regulating aspect !I words and

sentences is to be isolated for consideration, to descreilee the sphere of linguistic
forms from strictly formal viewpoints ".

76. But see fn.15, where V.E. BULL's Time Tense and the Verb, which approaches context
"from non- language" is referred to as an important study which, would have to be
"part of a study of context which starts from form as well as from objectiVe
reality". The point seems to be conceded, albeit obliquely, since there is no
mention hire of unidirectional logical dependence.

77. See J. ELLIS (1966) for an example. It should be noted that some of the terns
in "institutional lingaistics".are not used equivalently. Note for example the
use of "registers by J.C. CATFORD (1965), p.89 ("the performer's social role on a
given occasion"), which seems to correspond with the use by others of "social
dialect" plus "field of discourse"; but "register" for A. DAVIES (1965) p.23
("varieties of English used by occupational groups"), might be included
alternatively as part of "soarl dialect" alone.

78. At the same time,, this is a relative matter. That is to say, emphasis lies on
the word "total", since one still has to recognise the fact of partial dependence
on the part of sociologists, etc., on linguistic data-- if not very extensively
on linguistics, See for example the reference to G.R, PICKFORD (1950 in 1.1
above, and in general 5.23 below. HALLIDAY makesuse of the tern "shunting" in
relation to the grammatical scale ox rank. It is difficult to see however why
it should not be just as applicable horizontally: from gremmar etc. out to
situation, and back again.

79. F, BOAS (1911) had much earlier stated the principle clearly: ft... the very fact
of the unconsciousness of linguistic processes helps us to gain a clearer

lerstanding of the ethnological.phenomena".

80. The authors are aware of these, as anyone must be, but refer to them only in passinE
(p.241).

81. The use of fictional sources is surely questionable, of course.

82. There is probably an inevitable degree of circularity in the whole investigation.
If the concepts are really "Culture-fair", then presumably associations arising
from them will similarly prove to be uniform. It might be equally interesting
to look for cultural differences among the meanings of ..apparently common concepts
by the use of simple association tests, See C. GOUGEMIli et al (1956).

83. Excnplified respectively by "good.bad", "strong-weak", and "fast- slow ".,

84. It is difficult to say how any further examples of linguistically.underdeveloped
sociological work one might find, without being a sociologist; or for that matter
examples of educational, psychological, and anthropological work of this nature.
One begins to suspect that with a change of attitude linguistic problems from as
it were outside sources might begin to proliferate. Sono years ago, a
revealing investigation into the relative importance of home environment and I.Q.
to school achievecieht was carried out among Aberdeen schoolchildren (E. FRAZER,
1959). Eleven environmental factors were taken into account, only one of which
(reading habits of parents and children) involved anything approaching direct
linguistic observation. It would therefore appear that a possibly crucial
factor - linguistic background - was left buried among several related measurements.

85. There is of cours: a large aistinction between borrowing or being influenced
tua Entli 0." /- nr 1,-.....1thodacicy_a_znigr:
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.661, See D. HYNES (1964a); p.14, 15.

87. See F. FEARING (1964), who reminds us that in a sense there are precisely as

many "situations" as there are participants.

88. Sec too the persuasive remarks of B.C. BROOKES (1958).

89. Compare the remarks of J.B. CARROLL (1964), esp. p.29, on our lack of knowledge

of the units selected by the language user.

90. This is a long-established set of distinctions in Continental social psychology,
according to N. GAUTHIER (1960).

7-1

91. U. WEINREICH (1963, p.147) Iraws attention to the "deseuanticisation" of language,
the rather frequent failure of utterances to "represent the language in its full

capacity as a semantic instrument". The more pressing task for linguistics;

according to V/INREICH, is to "explain the elevator, not the doorbell". But

one is inclined to doubt the value of such a perspective. "Phatic col munion"

for example is (in its own right) extremely functional, althoUgh possessing

semantic meaning of a sort not entertained by VEINREICH ... and very probably,

on occasion, not at all conscious. R. JAKOBSON (1962) levels criticism at

C.F. WEGELIN's espousal of a "casual."/"non-casual" distinction in the use of

language: "Any verbal behaviour is goal-directed"(p.351).

92. See G.A. MILLER (1962b), on the now familiar notion that we may tend to remember

sentences as summations of non-transformational plus transformational elenants;

that therefore we may process what we hear in some such manner. See also

A. SUNMERFIELD (1964).

93, See J.B. CARROLL (1964, p.26 ff.).

94. The language userIscomterm underlies both production and reception.

95. A.rather lengthy teat was given.in 1963 to fifty "lower - working class" 10-year-

olds in Edinburgh. Given a sentence-beginning, written on the blackboard, they

had to get out their pens and "finish off the sentence in as many different ways
as you can", and quickly. This was done over a period of time, without rehearsal,
for 35 items, yielding for analysis 25,000 sentences. Scores were allotted

according to grammatical variation in the responses. Overall scores ranged

very widely, two bright examinees of IA. 76 and 107 coning out top, as their

teacher had expected. Some of the responses were ingenious, and would seem to

have reflected, in slow motion, something of the perhaps unsuspected planning,

capacity of such pupils. It seemed too to be the case that grammatical

resourcefulness was bound up with situational resourcefulnossl, See*J.B. PRIDE

(1963).

96. There are some promising reports orwork being conducted in the United States, in
for example this: statement by A. INKELES (1966): 'Ile may eagerly await the

second volume of The Review of Child Develo ment, which is to give us a chapter
on 'Language Development and its Social Context If we are to judge from

advance reports on the studies of Martin Deutsch and Irving Taylor at'the
InstAute for Developmental Studies, we may yet meet some surprises in discovering

that it .s not the number but the use of words that distinguishes the

underprivileged child." It would appear that a main distinction in this work is
that between "a conceptual mode of expression".and "the motoric mode" (p.271, fn.7).

97. Ganes analogies are popular, but are not often used to stress the point that
rules and physical moves all serve one end: winning the game. Rules rhich tell
you what you can ant cannot do are not the end - or beginning - of the matter.

98. Comport some possilAy more far-reaching remarks by DCeee . "The development of
formal thinking", in British Journal of EducationaVvp1,4.4, 1962, on "tine
and tense" difficulties in the presentation of his,.axe la pointed out that
most children posoess a Very rudimentary time slim, at!, nie particularly
troubled by the presentation of historical ideas anti avert in a sequence other
than historical.

99. One is remided of the views of R.A. HALL Jr. (IR.%) - see fn.110 below f on the

role of pidgin languages in the teaching of arithmetic. If such items are

difficul; to grasp it does not follow that they are best "translated" into



100. E.:. MACK (19b1) reports 7 valuable piece of stock-taking work of this port:*

The question of assessment crises as i'. always does: seen not merely in terms?

of rank errors, dire weaknesses, end gross infelicities, but also - far more
profitably - in terms of various degrees of appropriateness to many different'
dimensions of meaning.

101. Perhaps it need not be pointed out that the more relevant linguistic aspects need
not be purely grammatical or lexical. Compare fn.3:: above.

102. See also the useful article of W.A. STEUART (1965)..

103. One of the purposes of the present account is to enphasise the fact that socio-
linguistics is not wholly or even essentially behaviouristic in its implications.

104. Interference in particular may on occasion be sufficiently pronounced to justify
reference to a distinct "code-switching style" of a language, conventionally
appropriate for use when speaking to native users of another language. On this,

see esp. J.J. GUI. PERZ (1958)

105. H. KLOSS (1966) aims to categorise various relationships between the bilingualism
of the speech community itself and that of individuals or individual groups in it.

106. Compare for example the, manner in which "integrative" and "instrumental"
motivation have variable relevance for native American children learning French
in American high schools according to locality: see W.E. LAUBERT et al (1961),

and fn.52 above. The same assumption of uniformity is expressed in R.W. BROUN
and U. FORD (1961) in their study of "Address in American English": over the

whole of the United States "the uniformity must be great" (p.234);* an this sec
5.23 above.

107. U. GUTHRIE (1962) sees English (as a second-language) as frequently operating in a
"cultural void", relatively free from severe prescription, socially stratified to
a marked degree, each local variety possessing its own canons of correctness, as
compared with French. The different "cultural atmosphere" of the two languages
pay, he suggests, have something to do with the higher standards of achievement
in French than in'English in comparable situations.

108. For example, there is the problem of the place to be accorded to pidgin languages
in the educational curriculum. R.A. HALL jr.(1966) describes pidgins as "the
very first state of rudimentary language lamming" (p.127), more drastically
reduced in gratrv.ttical and lexical shape (often in terms of number, case, gender,

etc.) than supplemented (with for example aspect narkers which may trace from
"sub-stratum" languages). The general question of a "functional relativity of
'languages" is again spotlighted by the case of pidgins and creoles (see fn. 48
above). It is claimed that Veo-Melanesian pidgin has been found adequate for
Europeans to discuss with each other such subjects as theology and international
law. However, the substance of HALLIs descriptive statements about pidgins and
creoles, and any familiarity at all with texts in these languages, does not so
easily bear out his o-Linism. The sentence-structures cf pidgins tend to be
relatively simple; win for example much co-ordination: subordinating
conjunctions are rare. Naw.if an item like "because" is rare, ,then there is
bound to be that huch leii functional power attaching to the language.
Similarly, if vocabulary is reduced in the sense that the range of meaning of
many items tends to be very wide, then one is thereby simply reminded of the
lexical pitfalla of Basic English. A great deal of metaphor. (bearing,

incidentally, some considerable likeness to Anglo-Saxon) of the "grass of the
head /face /mouth" variety scan be poetic and amusing - owing much to the.iough

humour of traders - yet fail to cover up a well-nigh crippling absence of
lexical refinement. HALL considers that since, as in New Guinea, pidgins
are sometimes essential as a lingua franca among non-Europeans, more use should
be made of them in the educational system. "It cannot be said that one language
is intrinsically inferior or superior to another; and it is universally
recognised that learning should begin in the child's mother tongue" (p.141).
Hence the teaching of arithmetic in pidgin in New Guinea is preferable to using
English: "you have to be sure what you mean and Say it clearly, in. which case
there is nu danger of being misunderstood. Pidgin has no big empty words or
abstractract nouns like "multiplication" or "division" which the native learner can
use grandiosely without knowing *bat they mean. Talking Neo-Uelanesian in class

.%n.111eN m- Ty..111, ^ 40 n1 *siv

forces both teacher and pupils to talk sense" (p.145).

there is some difference between L.eing forced to "talk 'sense" and being forced fc
try to talk sense. Second, one must not condemn a language (English in this

These last comments require some rejoinder, and on various levels. First,

r
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for the possible effectiveness' of the teaching of al; subjects on' the
curriculum at a very.early age through the medium of a second language
(see H.H. STERN, 1963, esp. references to G.E. PERREN therein; and
W.E. BULL, 1965, referred to above; note that STERN's is a UNESCO ,

publication, pOstdating UNESCO, 1953, which HALL commends on this issue,
by tea years)., Third, the sense of SAPIR's compelling statement "When it
comes to linguistic form, Plato walks with the Macedonian-swineherd,
Confucius with the headhunting savage of Assam" is surely: that, in the course
of time and in very favourable circumstances d."littlelahguage" (HALL's
apt expression for pidgins) can, become a big language there is nothing in
its structure to prevent this happening.' But_languages are not enriched
overni0t; nor will a pidgin become vastly moreJunctional when it
becomes a creole merely because it is now the mother tongue of a social
group. Tblking sense in pidgin, one would have thought, means talking
sense only up to a certain point in the elaboratioil of the subjectmatter
of a large number of domains, particularly the scientific. At the same
time, pidgins must possess their own special strengths, proving their
origins in the "successive and reciprocal imitations" of particularly
urgent bilt restricted needs =for communication (see AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST, ,

6, 7', 1964, esp. p.20 ft:, on Hawaiian pidgin .English). A pidgin has
been called an. "ad hoc example of a lingua france" (ANTHROPOLOGICAL
LINGUISTICS, 6, 5, 1964). Ifeducation is to bi effective, its medium.will
have to be 'more than ad hoc.

References pertaining to pidgins and Creoles;
. ,

R.A. HALL jr. (1966);' .contains a very Comprghenaive bibliography:.
.LREINECKE1938). . A

R:B.I.E.PAGE.(1951,-195B,' 1966;1,961) .

DILLARD-11963).
J. RUBIN (1563).

ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS 53 6, 7; .6, 8 (1964).
D. HYMES (19640; p.543-61.A:faige "topical bibliography"..

6

.` '
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APPENDIX I

4.111rwralmralramin-ab

The references to generative linguistic theory provided in this
Appendix (numbers refer to footnotes in the text) are fairly liberal,
because: a) generative linguistics 'works with assumptions that have-
gained wide acceptance and are very radidally opposed:to those which
inform post studies of language in its broader contexts, therefore
deserves to be seriously attended to; b) many'of its most meaning-
ful contrasts'and concerns (rules vs. patterns; competence vs.
performance;, the need to discover "universals"; the.study of
meaningful correspondences'among sentences - etc. -below the level
of merely "surface" patterns; evaluation from "within" the theory
or, alternatively, by reference to native informant response; the
nature of "acceptability"; etc.) are not necessarily peculiar to
any single approach to'the study of language, and may come to have
increasing relevance (direct or indirect) for the studyof language
in context..

6. See for example N.. CHONSKY (1961b, p. 138-141; 1965, p.15-18, and compare fn.30,
p.205); J.J. KATZ and J.A. FODOR (1963,3)2481-2); G.A.' MILLER (1962b, p.754ff.;
1964; 1965); P.M. POSTAL (1964a, p.8). On "finite State languages":
N. MUSKY (1957, p.19 ff.); G.A. TILLER et al (1960, p.144.8).

7. On the distinction between "competence" ("the speaker-hearerts knowledge of his
language") and "performance" ("the actual use of language in concrete situations");
and on generative grammars as theories of competence -

a) on the distinction itself:- N. CHOUSKY (1957, p.48;' 1958, p.240; 1961a,
p.120, 121; 1964a, p.52-60; 1965, p.3-15); J.J. KATZ end J.A. FODOR (1963,
p.482 -3)'; J. LYONS (1963b; p.436 ff.); G.L. mum (1964, esp. p.%; 1965);
P.M. POSTAL (1964*p.90, fn,83); P.P. STOCKWELL (1963,p.44 ff.); J.P. THORNE
(1964, 9.35 ff.).

b) on the need to discover linguistic universals ("deep underlying similarities
among languages": N. CHONSKY, 190771=7: To the extent thatA desdription
of the grammar of a language rests upon linguistic universals, so it achieves
"explanatory adequacy": it has "explained" aspects of the universal human
ability to acquire linguistic competence:- D. CHOUSKY (1964a, p.61-79, esp.
p. 61-68. Compare p.61, 62 with 1965, p.30-1; and p.63 with 1965, p.34;
1965, p.15-37).

c) on methodologies for the elicitation of competence:-
N. CHONSKY (1964b, p.35ff.: the aim should be to study =prehension rather
than production, since the input for the first can be more controllable).
Compare G.A. MILLER (1962, p.751) on the need to give priority to comprehension
over learning and memory. Also E. LEMBERG on experimental evidence of
ability to comprehend speech without the ability to produce it; with whi6,
compare G.A. MILLER (1964, p32).

d) on performance in particular:- N. CHOMSKY (1961a, p.126-7, fn.16; 1965,
p.10-15; J. LYONS (1963a, p.33 ff.; 1963b, p.440-1); G.A. MILLER (1962a;
1962b, p.760 esp.); J.P. THORNE (1964, cap. p.42).

e) on performance versus competence models in terms of "expiricist" versus
"rationalist":- N. CHOUSKY (1965, p.47 -59, esp. on taxonomic linguistics as
empiricist, p.52 ffe; and on "the child's discovery of what from a formal
point of view is a deep and abstract theory", p.55-9).

E5a) On the distinction between "deep" (intuitively known) structure and "surface"
(observab/e) structure in grammar, allowing
i) equivelent "surface" analyses (as given brtaxonomic theories) .of sets of

sentences to be re-presented as non-equivalent "deep" analyses (compvre
"John is easy to please" and "John is eager to please"),

ii) given single sentences to receive more than one("deep") grammatical analysis
("flying planes can be dangerous"),

iii) non-equivalent (or wholly dissimilar) "surface" analyses of sets of
sentences to be compared with equivalent (or near equivalent) "deep"
analyses (compar;'"itte easy to please John" and "to pi

t. :0
etc.).
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Note that the problem is not that of simply pinning alternative
"surface" analyses onto given sentences.

Introductory.

N. CHOMSKY (1957); ch.8 (on i, ii, iii). Note fn.2, p.87 (which in effect,
Suggests total absence of "constructional homonymity" = ii at the "deep"
level). The arguments here are presented with some clarity,and still deserve
attention, ten years later.

N. CHOMSKY (1964a); p.52 (very briefly); p.66-68 and 82-85 on i), Hi);
p.74-76 pm ii).

E. DACH (1964); chapter 1 (on i, lip in).

R.B. LEES (1958a, 1958b); on i), iii) for the most part.

G.A. MILLER et al (1960); P. 153 (ii); p.151-2 (iii); p.12 ff. (on the
relevance of transformational insights to psychology in general).

More advanced

N. CHOMSKY (1958); p.237 (on ii). (This is a clear, detailed, and explicit
exposition, of i, ii, iii and other issues, but in many respects now
superseded).

N. MUSKY (1961b); up to p.180 specifically (i, ii, iii).

N. CHOMSKY (1962); ii ("I don't approve of his drinking") and iii ("John''s
drinking the beer ", "John drinks the beer", "the beer is too strong for John
to drink", "John's drinking of the beer", etc.).

N. CHOMSKY (1965); p.63-68,1eadinc, to p.68-74 (in the first instance) on iii.

R. OHMANN (1964); especially p.430 ff (on iii on the whole, with perhaps
individual "cognitive" conclusions).

P. POSTAL (1964a); p.35-:38, 6.64', p.111 ff. (on iii).

There are said to be milli= which must be imposed on the rules in order
that the speaker (or listener? or analyst) will not arrive at differift
analyses of given sentences (se& esp.' P. POSTAL, 1964,p.9-17; also
R. STOCKVJELL, 1963). If the rules satisfy these .conditions they possess
"strong generative capacity" (see N. CHOMSKY, 1964a, fn.4, p.53; 1965, p.61-2).

...n.
c) On the apparent inadequacy of taxonomic theories to achieve strong generative

capacity: .

. N. CHOMSKY (1957); chapters 5 and 8 (on the same areas of weakness as dealt
with by STOCKWELL, 1963, plus a treatment of ambiguity, and notes on
"concord" - which is a form of aiseontinuity).

N. CHOMSKY (1958); p.215-219 (on discontinuity, and its resolution by the
adoption of, in this case, an obligatory transformation: see also p.228).

N. CPOMSKY (1961a); p.128 (on coordination), p.135 (on discontinuity).

N. CHOJSKY (1961b); p.177 ff. (on ambiguity and relationships between
sentences).

R.B. LEES (1958b); early parts (largely on ambiguity).

R.B. LEES (1958a); p.140 ff. (on discontinuity).

P. POSTAL (1964a); P.23, 24, 73, fn.97 (on coordination); p.67 ff., 110
(on discontinuity,, the problem of which "provides in microcosm a picture of the
general approach of classificatory linguistics to grammatical questions");
p.73 (on anaphora: see also CHOMSKY, 1964a, p.68); 7-(crideleVi.ond1,- see also
POS''IL, 15,74; 3i.;5 ff., fn.64, and p.111 ff.: on relationships between
.sentence_
Neils nosdaL;(1963); p.34 ff (on failure to handle discontinuity, co-
ordinakidar-r-and grametioal 1,Ia-tiettshinft b14.1,11fil rart" ,nnrm Utihn-yrs +1-rier nrr+ -4-tm



J.P. THOME (1964); on POSTAL (1964a) above (briefly).

Note: The above references concern strong generative capacity only, 4t is said,
however, that (mathematically speaking) taxonomic grarar will not even
achieve weak generative capacity: that is, will nat.allow the speaker (or
hearer, or grammarian) to ginsarate (as opposed to analyse) all possible
grammatical sentences in "natural languages".

9. Evaluation takas two forms: internal and external. Internally "on
grounds of its relation to a linguistic theory that constitutes an explana
tory hypothesis about the form of language as such", and externally "on
grounds of correspondence to linguistic fact" (CHOUSKY, 1965, p.27). It is
relateu in any case either to "strong" or to "weak" generative capacity, or
to both, and is a matter of "grammaticality".

"Grammaticality" is not equivalent either to "acceptability" or to
"normality" (see CHOMSKY, 1957, p.13 ff. in the first place).

External justification of grammars

This is achieved more readily in respect of weak generative capacity,
but even here little advance has been made: there is not much in the
transformational literature which is simply "outdated".

E. BACH (1964); pi4 ff.

N. CHOMSKY (1957); p.13 ff, chapter 9 (oh the nature of the " intuition"
to which the linguist can rightly appeal: viz, intuition corcerning
"linguistic form" or "grammaticality" rather than "acceptability" or
tt normality").

N, CHOMSKY (1961a); fn. 25, p.129.

N. CHOMSKY (1961b); the whole article. Note thetreatment of the use of
objecf;ive tests for the elicitation of judgments of grammaticality (viz.
inherently less important than "introspective judgments": sec especially
fn.16). "Degrees of grammaticalness" (Nit see also CHOMSKY, 1965,
throughout, and p.75-79 in the first place).

N. CHOMSKY (1964a), p.79 ff (on introspective judgment and operational tests).

N. CHOMSKY (1965); p.3-27, including fn.1 especially.

N. HOIJER (1957); not part of transformational literature, but deals with
the historical development of appeals to introspective judgment, and Imps
of judgment (see also OMSK?, 1957, chapter 9, and LACLAY and SLEATOR, 1960).
Note remarks of E.H. UHLENBECK, 1957, on the need for (experimental)
psychological handling of the problem.

R.B. LEES (1964); p.96 ff. Two issues: 'how to elicit "judgments" of
grammaticality from the infant; evaluation is not at all a matter of
"which grammar converges on the data faster ".

S. LEVIN (1962); note the concluding discussion, centred on the problem of
the significance of introspective judgments.

J. LYONS (1963a); p.20 ff (especially on the "limits of grammatical desarip
tion"; cf. CHOMSKY, 1961b fn.32, p.190, and S. LEVIN, 1962).

J. LYONS (1963b)10.459 ff.

H. HACLAY and M.D. SLEUOR (1960); on the independence of the three types of
judtcent (see CHOMSKY, 1957) in weak generative terms. Experimental
evidence (which gives only relative measures, however).

J.P. THORNE (1964); p.34 ff.

10. Internal 'ustificatiouLlammul

This is said to relate to *a much deeper and hence much more rarely
attainable level (that of explanatory adequacy)" . CHOUSKY (1965), p.27.

=TRY (195); p.2747 (note csrciolly th.: view tat "simplio:r h
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an evaluative criterion has been.puch misunderstood: p.37 ff).

N. CHOMSKY (1964a); p.61 ff.

M. HALLE (1962, 1964).

qv

;
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There are 132 utberanceinitiating expressions and expressions in the list
at the foot of this Appendix. Even leaving aside the question of their phonological
manner of delivery, it is clarrly easy to add more, not merely by drawing on
recursive potentialities. Looking at the matter from the contextual and, one
recognises domains, role raationships, etc. which attract markedly conventional
- even rigidly stereotyped - usage, alongside those which appear on the face of
things to defy systematic linguistic analysis. The nature of this kind of data
necessitates multi-dimensional analysis in any case, in order to be meaningful:
grammatical, lexical, phonological, and contextual (or "semantic") temn.
ethodological expediency, however, if nothi.g else, will dictate choice of
a) a general direction of analysis (say from a,"given" or pre - selected contextual
base towards formal linguistic correlates, or vice-versa), along with b) a
predominantly inductive or deductive approach, and. c) relatively "closed" sets of
variables (items, categories, etc.) to be correlated with relatively "open" sets
(see Section D. Foe example, one might envisage as one phase of investigation a
particular context (young female teacher taking a class of 11-year-old grammar school
girls for an art lesson in a particular socio-regional setting, etc.) as the "fixed"
starting-point. Notation made of as many stretches of text as by introspection
(with or without observation or recording) one tentatively identifies as embodying
the expression of some given speech function (say "commands", "requests", etc.).
In addition, and to a greater or lesser extent in accordance with pre-determined
categories (i.e. more, or less, deductively), one annotates each such instance in
terms of as many further-refined contextual variants as seem relevant. At this
point one might wish to proceed in terms ofecube of data" (C. OSGOOD, 1963):
setting stretches of text' against contextual variants against formal linguistic
constituents; and slicing the cube in any of the three possible directions, so
as to arrive at a series of two-dimensional representations. For example,
slicing the cube in one direttion will show stretches of text against formal-
linguistic eonstituents4 for each contextual variant:in turn.

Let us suppose however that we wish to arrive at a statement of constituent-
context correlations which cut across each particular stretch of text. It would
be necessary therefore to plot given contextual variants against overt formal
constituents relevant (or apparently relevant) to these - the product that is to
say of largely inductive and socio-linguistic rather than possibly more deductive
and purely formal analysis. Correlations should be sought among contextual variants
(ore there any restrictions on contextual co-occurrences severe enough to invite
the use of the term "incompatible"? - see reference to U. WEINREICH, 1963, in
Section 4, and immediately below), and among formal constituents; AAA of course
the interesting and aimed-for correlations are those which link (correlations of)
contextual variants with (correlations of) formal constituents. The formal
realisation of a given contextual meaning will vary according to what other
contextual meanings are also present, and whether and how these are formally,
realised. One caaVeys suggestions to ones seniors, juniors, intimate friends, etc.
in quite different ways. Conversely, the same formal constituent will mean very
different things according to the presence or absence of other formal-contextual
components:- 4%0

Do you/mind doing the washing-up?

You'6ntt mind doing the washing -up, do.yout

In these instances, one seems to detect the same tone-group; but in the second
the use of the negative plus tag ending virtually disallows the interpretation that
might normally be placed on the first, i.e. imPatienbe, sarcasm, "why ..snit
done already?", familiarity with seni--ity or equality of status, etc..(see.note
at foot of Appendix).

The extent to which analysis should be confined to the establishment of
correlations is-however a very basic question. In order to escape a wholly
behaviouristienerspective it seems necessary to take account of, the fact that
although contextual variants may add up to finite lists, they &&
combine into infinitely: varied sets. This much has been implied ikSections 2.2,
4, and elsewhere. Hence a picture of correlations (even cutting acibss individual
stretches of text) such as the following must necessarily be largely non-generative:-
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co- occurrences of constituents

correlating with one particular
contextual variant.

3*

co-occurrences of contextual variants, correlatInc.
with one-particular constituent.

I this contextual variant correlates with this
constituent when one other particular contextual
veriantis present.

Transirornative-generativl.theory requires both grammatical (and semantic) categoriesand their manner of combihation to be describable in .finite tetras even though
sentences generated thereby are infinite in. variety. Some kind of (no doubt veryloosely) analogous approach to speech functions would seem likewise to require
contextual variants not only to be finite in nubber but also to co-occur in a finitenumber of, whys. That is tt, say, there must be contextual incompatibilities so
numerous as to allow the finite description-of contextual compatibilities; but insuch a way as to allow for seemingly strange functional assortments to present
themselves across very short stretches of text ( "question" and "connand", "approval"
and "disapproval", etc. ...see Section 4). One.needs to know what happens to' formal
constituents which correlate with individual contextual variants when those contextualvariants co-occur. Information of the sort indicated in the chart above would form
an indispensable point of d;APOWS for this subsequent stage.

Referring briefly to the two utterances

Dooyou mind doing the washing-up?

ICiould I ask you to do the washing-up?

the kind of data requiring analysikeould very roughly be indicated thus:-'
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Formal constituents Contextual variants Co-t ccurrences

Tone group\N
(et.;.?)

"Impatience"

(etc.?)

Do you mind -ing
(etc.?)

,

$

t
44.

Tone group.A
(etc.?)

4

Contextual Formal,

"Tburtesi,"
(et, e?)

Could I ask 3,61.1 to

(etc.?)

4/

Tone group
(etc.?)

"Address to
senior /equal"

(etc.?)

Do you mind -ing
Could I ask you to.

(etc.?)

I

NIP

4 4

NIL?

1

Tone group A
Do you mind....-

..

t

Tone group A
Could I ask...
(Do you mind if I.s2k you to...

Would you mind,it I asked...
Would.i*ou.mind - ing...

. -etc.. by fusions orthe two
given forms and/or of others; one

seeki rules to generate as many of
these as possible, i.e. without Having
recourse to entering more than a very

few under the "Formal Constituents"
column itself).

SOLE UTTERANCE-INITIATING EXPRESSIONS

Would you ..? Would you kindly ..? Would you mind .,ing Do'you mind .0
ing .. ? Lind you .. 0 You wouldntt mind ing would you? Would you please od
Would you perhaps ..? Would you care to ..? Would you like to ..? Would you be
prepared to ..? Would you agree to ..? Mould you be kind enough to ..? Would
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you be good enough to ..? Would you be so kind as to ..? Could you ..?
Could you please ..? Could you possibly ..? Could you perhaps ..? Will
you .? Will you keep diet! Will you please ..7 Just you .. Ecy/might I- _.

trouble you to ..? You go and 4104MOOf..341 4.:11nd .. II. How_ebout ..ing....11ea.
good chap and .. . Do I take it that you wouldn't mind .. . Why not .. 9 ,'

Why don't you ..? Do come and .. . Let's ... : VI* do you say to our lug...?
What I want to do is .. . Don't you think we'd ..? I'm inclined to. .

think that you .. . There's a lot to be said for .. Are you going somewhere?
If you could get me some string *SOO . The successful athlete always Oiins
regularly. The ball should he thrown quickly. No .. --...int-I' 06 If you. don't
watch out, you'll ... . Tea, please. Silence please: Scissoila .I'ld like you
to 0. . I'ld like ..ed (please). I'ld be pleased if you'wc*10/Could e'6 0 ,Illd
bellust)grateful if you Would/Could .. Illdbe inost)o6ligeet if you wOuld/Coul4
.. e Would you oblige me by .. ing ..? I want you to .. . ,I want ..a1(please):
I wonder if you would/could (perhapsbossibly) ..? I wondeOf you would,like to ..?
I wonder if you would care to ..? Kindly ., .., shut the dObr. Keep off;te grass.1,

iPlease shut the door. Shut the door, would you, Shut the door please. You ought
to ., . You've got to .. . You might (perhaps)',. Yost can .. . You could .. .,
You can't .. . Perhaps you might .. . You couldnli\:? Couldn't you ..?.\You'ld
better .. . Can't you ..? Wouldn't you ..? Perhipd YOUIld better ..,. 114dn't 4.

you better ..? Do you think you could ..? Do you think it would be advisable to
..? It would be (much) appreciated if you (would/CoOd) .. . I would be (greatly)'
relieved if you (would/could) .. . I'ld love .. . 'I: wouldn't mind 66 . Shall
I ..? I think you'ld better . I think it would° lie a 'good thing if you ..,.-

I think what yougld better do is to.. . I suppose:what yOhqd better dois-to,...
Th: best thing is (for you) to .. . You'ld be we4advised,to .. . I4Ould. ,

advise you to .. . Come on: For heaven's sake ..:. Co on: I dare your:: .

I would like to invite you to., . May I invite you to ..? ':fight /could I ask
you to ..? I'ld like to ask you if you womld I. Would, you mind'if I asked
you whether you would ..? I would tuggeSt that/you .. ,T would sliggest .. ing .. .
Wight I suggest that you .. ...I suggest we '..k. Could'Ifbersuade you to ..? I

beg you to .. . I would request that you .1 . 'Ow I request you to ? I'demOd
that you .. . I command you to . . I order you .to ..', I must instruct you to
I feel I ought to encourage you to .. . Could I tempt you to .. ? I'require you,.
to .. . You are requested/required to .. . Remember to .. . Don't forget to .. .'

Don't fail to .. . If you come at 12 o'clock youlictbe able to .. All members ,

of the course will ...are urgpd to ...Are expected to .../are required* .../
should .../are to ...,.. It is ,(not) advisable.(noWip ... You are (noWadvised'
/recommended (not) to ... .ing is not,advLsed/recommehded. It is urged upo,n all ;

members that 0. .: That'll do. That's enough of that.\,Can I ask you to suggest 1

en alternatAxe date?..WOuld FetiruarY.be all riatitt,-,..Northow. 1.

-Responses ti4heftin.ot.cOUrse also be listad'an related..

'"" : ' '
u'

I.
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